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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, 
An Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and wife; EVERETT AND 
MARGIE ELLS, husband and wife; and 
any and all individuals claiming any 
















Case No. CV -2009-066 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER 
The above entitled matter came before the Court on Thursday, March 11, 2010, for 
hearing on Defendant's Motion for a Rule 54(b) Certificate. 
Plaintiff was represented by attorney, Lane Erickson, and Defendants appeared pro se. 
The Court has carefully reviewed the Motion and the applicable law. The Motion is 
DENIED for the reasons outlined below. 
The history of this case is set forth substantially in the Court's Memorandum Decision 
and Order, file December 15, 2009 ("Decision"). In summary, the complaint sought eviction of 
the Defendants from a mobile home on property Plaintiff obtained through a foreclosure action. 
Defendants filed a counterclaim asserting a continuing right to the mobile home and damages for 
the loss of personal property. After hearing testimony on the Plaintiff's eviction claim, the Court 
entered the Decision and concluded that Plaintiff was entitled to possession of the mobile home, 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 1 
directing Defendants to remove their personal property from the mobile home and an associated 
storage shed within 120 days of the Decision. Effectively, the Decision was a ruling in favor of 
the Plaintiff on its Complaint and against the Defendants on any continuing claim they have to 
the real property in question. However, the claims of the Defendants on their counterclaim are 
still pending and have not yet been resolved. Thus, less than all the claims raised in this case 
have been ruled on. 
Therefore, the Court emphasizes that its Decision was not and is not a final judgment in 
this matter. Although the Decision directs the Defendants to turn over the real property to the 
Plaintiff, the Court is of the opinion that until a final judgment is entered in this case the Plaintiff 
may only have possession of the real property in question and may not do anything else to that 
real property, including move or destroy the mobile home, because this case is not yet concluded. 
A party cannot execute on any decision of the Court until a final judgment is in place. 
Defendants have asked the Court for an LR.C.P. Rule 54(b) Certificate. Plaintiff objects 
to such a Certificate. This rule provides, in pertinent part: "When more than one claim for relief 
is presented in an action, whether as a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim, or third party claim ... the 
court may direct the entry of a final judgment upon one or more but less than all of the 
claims ... only upon an express determination that there is no just reason for delay and upon 
express direction for the entry of the judgment." The rule also provides that when no express 
determination of a final judgment has been made then the "decision is subject to revision at any 
time before the entry of judgment adjudicating all the claims and the rights and liabilities of all 
the parties." The decision to issue a Rule 54(b) Certificate is discretionary with the Court and 
will be overturned only upon an abuse of discretion. Bowen v. Heth, 120 Idaho 452, 816 P .2d 
1009 (Ct.App.1991). They are not to be issued routinely and only upon a showing of hardship, 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 2 
injustice or some other compelling reason. Id. "Where there is a claim and a counterclaim 
asserted by opposing parties, a district court should ordinarily await the determination of both 
parties' claims before seeking to enter a final judgment in favor of one party on its claim. Joyce 
Livestock Co. v. Hulet, 102 Idaho 129,627 P.2d 308 (1981)." Watson v. Weick, 141 Idaho 500, 
505, 112 P.3d 788, 793 (2005). 
At the oral argument the Defendants made clear that what they really want is an 
opportunity to appeal the Decision, which resolves the right of the Plaintiff to ownership and 
possession ofthe mobile home and related real property, but also for the Court to not allow the 
Plaintiff to do anything that would injure that property while that appeal is pending so that if the 
Idaho Supreme Court were to determine that Defendants still have a viable interest in the mobile 
home their rights have not been foreclosed by any actions the Plaintiff may take in the meantime. 
However, while that matter was pending on appeal the practical effect would be that Defendant's 
counterclaim could not go forward. The Court then would again be faced with another 
substantial delay in resolving this case. 
While there may be some benefit to an appeal resolution of the issue determined by this 
Court's Decision, it is the Court's view, in the exercise of its discretion, that the better course is 
to resolve all issues in this case before any appeal is taken. There is no showing of hardship or 
injustice that any party would suffer while this case is completely resolved. Plaintiff may have 
physical possession of the property in question and Defendants will be required to remove their 
personal property from the mobile home and related storage shed, thus eliminating any potential 
for additional claims of damage to that personal property. From that point there will be no 
reason for Defendants to be on the property, thus reducing the potential for additional conflict. 
But Plaintiff is not allowed to do anything to damage or remove the mobile home until a final 
MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER 3 
judgment is entered. If an appeal is then taken, consideration can be given to an appropriate stay 
and security for that stay. This maintains the status quo until all issues in this case are resolved. 
Therefore, Defendants Motion for a Rule 54(b) Certificate is DENIED. 
Defendants are to remove their items of personal property as soon as weather permits, or 
not later than April 15, 2010, unless otherwise ordered by this Court. Mr. Henesh is not to be 
present when Defendants remove their personal property, but counsel for Mr. Henesh is to be 
present and a video and written record of the personal property that is present and what is taken 
by Defendants is to be made. If a deputy sheriff is needed to keep the peace the parties can 
request that. If there are any disputes over ownership of any item of personal property, each item 
of personal property in dispute is to be left in the storage shed and a video and written record of 
such dispute made for presentation to the Court, as necessary 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this day 0 f -t--'-,"--,,-~' 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Terry and Rosanna Andersen 
Everett and Margie Ells 
0. 
District Judge 
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Hpr OC 10 10:0~a Collegiate Inn 
Terry and Rosanna Andersen 
775 Yellowstone, #121 
Pocatello. ID 83201 
(208) 233-1020 
ProSe 
Everett and Margie Ells 
489 Packard Ave. 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company ) 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
TERRY & ROSANNA ANDERSON, 
husband and wife; EVERETT & 
MARJORIE ELLS, husband and wife; and 
any and all individuals claiming any 















ORDER SHORTENING TIME 
Upon review of Defendant's Motion for Shortening Time in which to argue Defendants' 
Motion for Enlargement of Time to Comply with Court Order, and good cause appearing therefore, 
p.2 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the hearing of Defendants' Motion for Enlargement of 
Time to Comply with Court Order be shortened, and that said hearing be held on the 8th day of April, 
2010at~£prn. 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME p. lof2 
Hpr UC 1U lU:U~a Collegiate Inn 
~ \ 
DATED thisJ-~ay of April. 2010. 
2331020 
HON. STEPHEN S. DUNN 
District Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
p.3 
I hereby certifY that I am a duly certified Clerk of the Court and that on this of 
April, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing ORDER SHORTENING TIME, by 
depositing same in United States mail, postage pre-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Terry & Rosanna Anderescn 
77 5 Yellowstone, # 121 
Pocatello,ID 83201 
Everett and Margie Ells 
489 Packard Ave. 
Pocatello,ID 83201 
Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Atty. for Plaintiff 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAlLEY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello,ID 83204-1391 
Clerk 
ORDER SHORTENING TIME p. 20f2 
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Case No. CV-2009-066 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
The above entitled matter carne before the Court on Thursday, April 8, 2010, for hearing 
on Defendant's Motion for a Enlargement of Time to Comply with Court Order. 
Plaintiff was represented by attorney, Lane Erickson, and Defendants, Terry and Rosanna 
Andersen, appeared pro se. 
The Court heard Defendant's argument and objection from Plaintiff as well. After 
considering the same; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants shall have until June 15,2010, to remove 
their personal property from the shed and the mobile horne. Further, the parties shall remove 
those items on a Monday through Thursday. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 8th day of April, 2010. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 1 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Terry and Rosanna Andersen 
Everett and Margie Ells 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
District Judge 
2 
Terry and Rosanna Andersen 
775 Yellowstone, #121 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
(208) 233-1020 
ProSe 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
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Plaintiff 
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TERRY & ROSANNA ANDERSON, 
husband and wife; EVERETT & 
MARJORIE ELLS, husband and "vife; and 
any and all individuals claiming any 














CV 2009 - 66 
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION 
COME NOW Terry and Rosanna Andersen, pursuant to IRCP 11 (b) and move the court for 
reconsideration of Memorandom, Decision and Orders of March 31, 2010 and December 15, 2009 
on the following grounds: 
1. March 25, 1996, Merritt Thornhill commited to selling the modular home to Terry Andersen 
separate of the land (Exhibit A) 
2. Contractural Real Estate Purchase Agreement dated April 24, 1996 completed that agreement. 
(Exhibit B) 
Andersens - Motion for Reconsideration p. 1 of 4 
3. home is believed to have been the personal property ofM.K. "Buster" Thornhill. (Father of 
D.M. or Merritt Thornhill- Seller) (Exhibits C & D). 
4. The home was attached to the parcel ofland on which it sits at the time of purchase. That did not 
change. 
5. Taxes have been paid on the home by the defendants for 14 years. (Part of the record) 
6. The home alone would be considered "personal property". 
7. The issue of personal property is part of the case that is unresolved. 
8. Personal property remaining in the home as "personal property" is not unreasonable. 
9. Merritt Thornhill (seller) agreed to se11192 acres of land to Terry Andersen (Exhibits E & F). 
10. Civil engineers have identified approximately 177 acres in the legal description. (Part of the 
record). 
11. McKinney's failed attempt to auction off the land (they were not in chain of title) claimed there 
were 182 acres. Interested buyers understood the parcel with the home was not included in 
the sale. 
12. The original deeds were grossley in error. 
13. As repeatedly confirmed by the honorable Judge Ronald Bush, the buyer was a company 
(Recreational Properties A&B, a partnership). 
14. A company cannot sign anything. Representatives of or for that company must sign for it. 
15. The deeds erroneously transferred the property to the signers for the company, not the company. 
16. Only one member of the company, which was an LLC was acknowledged, not as the grantee, 
but in the headers and footers. 
17. The property description used in subsequent documents added the parcel land shown on the 
Andersens - Motion for Reconsideration p.2 of 4 
Corporate Warranty Deed to the end of the legal description. Exhibits G, H, & I) 
18. This is the same parcel shown on a deed of reconveyance to the corporation, Indian Springs 
Natatorium. (Exhibit J) 
19. Said parcel ofland refers to the parcel on which the pool and picnic area sits. 
20. It is believed the property belonged not to Merritt Thornhill, but to his mother, Josephine 
Thornhill. (Exhibits B & C). 
THEREFORE, is it inconcievable that the gross errors found through changes in the closing 
papers including, but not limited to the deeds could also be found in the property description 
prepared by the same attorney (Exhibits K, L, M & N) 
Defendants therefore move the court to allow the home, which is at least personal property 
on land in question, complete with contents to remain in place until all issues are resolved, including 
Defendants' appeal on rule 54(b) decision. 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on Thursday, the 10th day of June, 2010, at 2:30 pm of said 
day, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, in the Courtroom of said Court, Power County 
Courthouse, American Falls, County of Power, State of Idaho, the undersigned will call up for 
hearing before the Court Defendants' Motion for Reconsideration. 
Respectfully submitted this 24th Day of May, 2010 
Terry Andersen Rosanna Andersen 
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SERVICE 
We hereby certifY that on this 24th day of May, 2010, we served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION, by depositing the same in the United States 
mail, at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Lane V. Erickson, Esq. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 139] 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
TERRY 
Andersens - Motion for Reconsideration 
ROSANNA ANDERSEN 
p. 4 of 4 






Addendum # _I Counter Offer # _2_ to offer #2 
to 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
This Is an ADDENDUM/COUNTER OFFER to that REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT (the "REPC"j with an Offer Reference Date of Aprl119, 1996, 
Including all addends and counter notes between TERRY ANDERSEN, TRUSTEE, as BUYER. and MERRIT THORNHilL, as SELLER. ThE! following 
terms are hereby Incorporated as part of the REPC, and to the extent these terms modify or conflict with any rov slons of the REPC, these terms shall 
control. All other terms of the REPC not modified shall remain the same. M 
1. Ea{nest money /0 be $10,000.00 and conslQl;r,?d part, of the down payment - paY'ble~ '19 • "'y'€j( to q; ve.sF-I~Y lJ/tJ/ Dt)O da'fl'lt"')- \1?,;H1e 
check "' ... ./ ... "",t·r;. Mei'r" Narr~p"l E!>c"""''''' .4c.c." .... v.t /Ms-rY'i rt TltLlV-.):,;//, P.ii. ...... e.s1l/?{I"'e.7,116'c.c>ttt>:5 ",clt..:ef ... J"t' 
2. Total down payment to be $100,000 at closing which includes Earnest Money Depo)!b T~ce to be $ 50.poO.OO. At tlr-t t:""e.# k 
3. Seller financing to be secured by First Trust Deed payments to be at 0% Interest for "years as per versatlon on April 17, 1996. Payments to ~ 
be approximately $4,000 per month, beginning Aug 1, 1996, lind accelerating ar1r\ the attached payment schedule. 
4. Closing to be June 30, 1996· general warranty deed. The balance of the down payment will be due at closing. If any parcels of land are sold by the 
BUYER while the contract is 1'1 force, the total revenue from the sale will be given to Merit Thornhill ar wJII be applied to the payment schedule of the 
outstandlngcontracl. 5«-.. 1, 6ct/e, w~1J 1,,,, Jone wrth rr/e,r arrYC>li'd. 7 SJ£J../..f!.f(, ~
6. Any further offer, addendum, counter offer to be signed by Terry Andersen.~([ 
.... " '''~;:' "" 
7. From the period of May 1 to June 30, 1996, BUYER learns business and func!lpns as the ASSistant Manager, with the SELLER functIonIng as Manager 
of the present operations. 
a. From the period 01 July 1 to August 31. 1996, BUYER assumes position as Manager and owner of the present operations, and SELLER is free to 
move personallterils and entiques from the property. These properties must be removed by August 31,1996. 
9. All moneys received will be accounted for through a computerized cash register system which will be of the BUYER's choosing, and purchased on 
a lease basiS. 
10. All receipts during the period of May 1 to June 30, 1996 will be received by the SELLER Into his own account. Exception to this Is made on all 
reservation deposits for reservations dated after June 30, 1996. 
11. SELLER agrees to release the building referred to as the '3·Bedroom Modular Home' to the SEllER after acceptance of the Eamest Money 
agreement. This release applies to the building only. and not personal affects therein, nor to any land on which the building rests. 
[ } SELLER [ ] BUYER shall have until Mountain Time, Aprf125, 1996 to accept these terms In accordance with Secllon 23 of the 
[1 BUYER Date 
[ J Rejection [1 SELLER [J BUYER rejects these terms. 
________ (Inltlals) _______ (Date) _______ (Tlme) 
[ J Counter Offer: [J SELLER [] BUYER presents as a counter offer the terms set forth on the Attached Counter Offer # __ _ 
Seller's InlUals [ J Date: ___ _ Buyer's Inilials [ 1 Date: ___ _ page 1 of 2 
, -" _. cCli:iRTHOUSE--
543 BANNOCK PARCEL NO. 
AMERICAN FALLS, 1083211 
-ORWARD & ADDRESS CORRECTION 
[ CATEGORY DESCRIPTION I 







POWER COUNTY ASSESSOR 
COURTHOUSE 
543 BANNOCK 
AMERICAN FALLS, 10 83211 
FORWARD & ADDRESS CORRECTION 
I CATEGORY DESCRIPTION 
lOTH [;{ LAND 
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'REVIOUS NUMBER 
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IF THERE ARE ANY QUESTIONS 
REGARDING THIS STATEMENT 
NOTIFY THE ASSESSOR'S OFFICE BEFORE 
JUl Y 
See the reverse side for further references 
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COMMERCIAL - INDUSTRIAL - INVESTMENT 
REAL ESTATE PURCHASE CONTRACT 
The BUYER, Terry Andersen, Trustee, offers to purchase the Property described below from Merit 
Thornhill, SELLER. 
1. PROPERTY: 
OFFER TO PURCHASE 
4 acres located adjacent to the Rockland Highway commonly known as "Indian 
Springs Swimming & RV Park", and 188 acres surrounding the park, including 
all buildings, attachments, appendages, and all rights, inventories, and existing 
agreements pertaining to the existing businesses conducted on the property. The 
property will also include any tractors and special equipment and tools used in the 
production of income, as well as the fish and other livestock which are sustained 
on the property. 
For legal description see preliminary title report when available as provided below. 
1.1 Included Items. Unless excluded herein, this sale shall include all fixtures presently attached 
to the Property. The following personal property shall also be included in this sale and conveyed 
under separate Bill of Sale with warranties as to title: NONE. 
1.2 Excluded Items. These items are excluded from this sale: All personal property and antiques. 
page 1 of 8 Seller's Initials ( ) Date:__ Buyer's Initials ( ) Date: __ 
received by on phone Dumber 
(i f Title/Escrow for deposiT nl) later 
/x/ Io be d~.Qsitei1ll2OJL.acceptance bv both Seller (t 
Buyer ___ . 
1. PROPERTY: 192 :teres located adjacent to he 
Spri..-lgS Swimming & RV Park", . 
and 311 rigbts, inventories, and 
busi.:lesses conducted em the property. The property will also include 
equipment and tools used in the production of income, as well as the fish 
livestock which are sustained on the property. 
For legal description, see: 
I.) attached addendum # *, 
fXJ prelitninary title report when available al;) provided below. 
1.1 Included Items. Unless excluded herein, tbis sale shall include all fixtures presently attached to 
the Property. 111E fonowing personal property shall also be included in tills sale and conveyed 
under separate Bill of Sale with W8rI'auties as to tirIe: None. 
1.2' Excluded Item:;" These Hems are ex.:~luded from tilis sale: All personal property and antiques. 
2. PURCHASE PRICE AND FINANCING. Buyer agrel!sto pay for the Property as follows: 
$10pOOO.OO Earnest Money Deposit 
.$0.00 Loan Proceeds: 
Page 8 of 8 pages Initials ( ) nate: __ Buyer's Initials ( ) nate: . ____ ,~ 
CORPORATE WARRANTY DEED 
For Value Received INDIAN SPRINGS NATATORIUM, INC. an 
Idaho corporation, the grantor, does he.reby grant, b:"lra~n, sell 
and convey unto TERRY W. ~NDERSEN Trustee of Andersen living Trust 
and JOHN K. BAKER and JUtE BAKER. Husband & Wife, 1717 Jean,Poca. Idaho , the 
grantees, the following described premises, in Power County 
Idaho, to-wit: 
A parcel of land in the Southeast Quarter of Section 
18, Township 8 South, Range 31 E.B.M., described as 
follows: 
Beginning at the Southeast corner of said recroational 
area that bear~ North 31 49' West 2,247.1 feet more 
or less, from the Southeast corner of said Section 18, 
Thence i.Jorth 0 05' East 188.0 feet; Thence North 33 
04' East 214.7 feet; Thence South 89 55' West 377.7 
feet; Thence South 4 57' West 342.2 feet; Thence 
South 84 4. 7' East 291 .0 feet to the point of begin-
ing. 
TO HAVE AUt) TO HOLD .... Hid premius. with their tIIlPurtenanc .. unto 1M • .oJ ",':"1 ... III helrs and ... ign. 
1«_. And 1M Hid Gr.nt .... don Mteby ~ 10 and with I~ Hid Granl ... Ihal It I. the 0 ... 04f In f •• limpl. of laid 
PUtmo,.'; that th-V era fr .. I,om ell .ncumbranc •• and tt ... 1 it wit! ",.r,ant and dllfand Ih. ume from all I.wlul claim. 
whatlo4tvef • 
IN WITNESS WHEfUEOF. 1M G,.ntOf'. pursu.nt to. ruolulion 01 il' Board of Oi,.etoll . has cauud ill oorpor.te '-... '*'"' IQ '"' MtNntO tIUbscrilMd by /til pNHident end itl Secrataryff, ... uror end III corpora" .aal 10 be .ffixed by ill S"~/"""'I". 
\... . nt U I '1" t..,rrr-ur. the dat. Nt fofttI ,..,eill. ,.,,\ '\ Q" , C. t.;" 




.' '" .- A.,.... .... • '. 
:' ~ J . T L .,', ~ ' . 
. : o/)! <:: .-, \ '. 
: ~: 0 I " t l , I 
. : 1.1. : . ' . J:::: 
: -. ". ~: • "':.,1 "..r' 
.. " . ..., ,.- .. <:::. 't.w r . ' . .... .................. , 
. J i " 1 
•••• ,l! .. ' 
D. K. Thornhill, President Jamie Shanaha~, Secy/treas 
CORPORATE WARRANTY DEED - INDIAN SPRINGS NATATORIUM 
9506-2tHRNHILC.WRD 
EXHIBIT B 
STATt Of IDAHO. COUNTY OF !"OWE" 5S 
On 1tIi. ~.., 0' JvIv , ,tte, befo,. me. • notary public in and fo' .. id Stat .. p ... " ... "." IIppaa,ed D. M. Thofnhi:1 end 
,J.,,;e S~ known to me to be the "'.sideM .. -,d Secletarym .. lu,.r 01 the corporation that .... cuted thia In.ttn.ltnent 
Of the pe"one wllo axecuted the i"'~M on behalf of uid corpo,ation, and acknowledged to me that luch cO~POI.llon 
eucvted the .-
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I Mve hereunto ut my hand and aHixed my offlcial ..... the da." .nd .,.al in thi. c.rtifl· 
oate fItst &bow written. 
Hot8ry fIubIIc 
flHidino at Am. F. ••• 10 
My Corrm. bpi ..... 4/1t'" 
J.t -5 \996 





For Value Received DONALD •• ~OaB&I££, aka D. H. Tborn-
hill and SBITILn ftIOIUflIILL, husbed and wite, the grantor, does 
hereby qrant, bargain, sell and convey unto t'KUr fl. NlDIlB.SD 
Trustee of Andersen li'ring Trust.. and JOBlf K. 8AKD .ad .rar.z. 
A. SAX", Husband and Nite whose current address is 1717 Jean 
Street, Pocatello, 1D 83201, the qrantee, the tollowing described 
premises, in Power County Idaho, to-wit: 
(see attac"'hedJ 
70 HAW AIID 7D HOUJ the •• /If'Wffis-. witlt Iheir ."urtMMH:e:I lilt .. 1M uifI GrM,... ittI h.n Mti aaigtttl 
IaIrnw. Atfd "'- NitI GtMftIf's .. ~,. t:tnI«f.,,' .. MttI .... "'- .M GntI,... 1ft., tit.., _ "'-41_ itt , .. ~ of .1IitI 
~fI1I; "'.t"'", _".. fro", Ml."I:.-o,.":_.,,tI ",., 1ft • ., wiI' tN.""' IMti d"M""'.,,_ from IIIII.wilil d.",. ---
DMIlD: July 2, 1~ 
~~ 
D. H. THORNHILL 
STAn OF IDAHO. COUNTY OF.-ower S$ 
Ot tIW 2nd till., 01 JuIw, 1S9ft. IHI#Me m.. _ no""., JI1Ib6t: ill ... frN Hid St., .. ~tIIIy IIPfHM'MI DONALD AI. THORN-
Raiding III Amftrit:.,.,.. IdIIIto 
c--. E.."..... 4-IS· tllI 
WhRRANTY DEED - THORNHILL TO RECREATIONAL PROPERTIES A&~ 
9f02-2THRNHILL.DED ~-) 




ATTACHED LEGAl DESCRIPTION 
THORNHIll TO RECREATIONAL PROPERTIES A , 8 L.l.C. 
PARCELl: 
THE SOU'IllWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER AND THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SEcnON 18. TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH. RANGE 31 E.B.M., POWER COtfflTY, IDAHO, LESS RIGHT OF WAY. 
EXCEPTING TIIEREFROM: A PORTION OF THE SOOTHE"'!), QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER (SEY.sE%) OF SEcrJON 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTII. RANGE 31 E.B.M .. DESCRIBED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE INTERSECl10N OF TIlE WESTERLY SIDE OF COLD CREEK ROAAJ AND THE 
SOUTH LINE OF THE SE'/4 SEY4 FROlltt WHICH TIIE CORNER OF SAID SECl10N 18 BEARS SOUTH 
89°53' EAST, 2.5.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89053' WEST, ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SECTION 
18.604.70 FEET; THENCE NORTH ~3"OO' WEST. 70.60 F:!:ET; THENCE NORTH 15°49' WEST 144.39 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 65~8' WEST, 49.62 FEET; THENCE NORTH J5028' EAST, 450.48 FEET TO TIlE 
SOUTHWESTERLY SIDE OF AN EXISTING COUNTY ROAD; THENCE SOlITR 57°45' EAST, ALONG THE 
SIDE OF SAID COUNTY ROAD, 120.00 FEET; THENCE ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT WITH A 
RADWS OF 4SO.00 FEET. T.IROUGR A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 18"55' FOR AN ARC LENGTH OF 148.57 
FEET; THENCE SOUTIl3S050' EAST, 332.96 FEET; THENCE ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT WITH A 
RADIUS OF 250.00 FEET. THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 38'"20' FOR AN ARC LENGTH OF 167.26; 
THENCE SOUTH 0°30' EAST,l.90 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: BEGINNING AT .<\. POINT ON THE SOtITH LINE OF AND NEAR THE 
SOtITHEAST CORNER OF SECl10N 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOlITlI. RANGE 31 E.B.M .. BY A POWER POLE 
ON THE WESTERLY LINE OF A COLI'ITY ROAD; THENCE WESTERLY 604.0 FEET TO THE EASTERLY 
LINE OF AN EXISTING NATURAL DRAINAGE CREEK, COMMONLY KNOWN AS COLD CREEK. ON 
THE SEcrJON LINE AND MARKED WITH A 1 Ys" X 3Ya' mON PIN DiUVEN l~ FEET INTO TIlE 
GROUND; THENCE NORTH 2~32' WEST 236.0 fEET TO A STEEL FENCE POST ON THE 
NORTHEASTERLY BANK AND CURVE TO THE LEFT OF SAME CREEK; TIlENCE ON A CURTh TO 
THE RIGHT OF WITfI A RADIUS EQUAL TO 51 FEET, AND DELTA ANGLE EQUAL TO 64°00' AND 
LENGTH OF 56.8 FEe-f; THENCE NORTH 36°28' EAST 391.0 FEET, MORE OR LESS. TO ,\. SECOND 
POINT ON THE SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID COUNTY ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 
57:'00' EAST 110.0 FEET TO A TIIIRD POINT ON THE ROAD LINE; THENCE ALONG TIllS ROAD LINE A 
CURVE TO THE RIGHT WITH A RADIUS OF 910.0 FEET, CHORD 6JS FEET AND A LENGTH OF CURVE 
OF 648.0 FEET, Born MORE OR LESS. TO PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
ALL IN THE SOUTHEASTERLY PART OF TIlE SOUTIIEAST QUARTER OF TIlE SOUTHEAST 
QUARTER (SEY.sE%) OF SECl10N 18. TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH. RANGE 31 E.H.M. 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: COMMENCING AT A POlNT ON THE EASTERLY RIGHT OF WAY LL"'E 
OF STATE IflGHWAY 1#37, WHICH POINT IS ONE-QUARTER ~lILE NORTH OF THE SOUTHERLY 
PAGE t - THORNHILL TO RECREATIONl~ PROPERTIES A , 8 L.l.C. 
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SECI10N LINE OF SEcrION IS. TOWNSIIIP I SOtrrH. RANGE Jl E.B.M.. AND WmCH POINI' IS ALSO 
SO' EAST OF THE CENTERLINE OF SAIl' mGHW A Y AN') 67.0 FE" EAST OF THE NORTH-SOum 
CENTER QUARTER SEcrION LINE OF SAm SECTION; TIIENCE SOUTH 85-30' EAST 118l.0 FEET TO A 
POINT. WHICH POINT IS ON THE SOUTHWESTERLY SHOULDER OF AN EXISTING COUNTY ROAD; 
AM) NORTH 77o:z.s· WEST. S3.l FEET OF 'mE M>tmIEAST COP.NER OF A.1I( EXISTING CONCRETE 
BRIDGE WHICH CROSSES SAID ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 44°3S' E.AST 332.0 FEET TO ANOTHER POINT 
ON THE Al-'ORESAID ROADWAY, THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 46°1S' EAST 
112.5 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 57<'47' EAST 261.0 FEET; mENCE SOUTH 32"13' WEST 361.0 FEET TO A 
POINT ON THE NORTHEASTERLY BANK OF AN EXISTING NA1UlUL DRAINAGE CREEK; THENCE 
NORTH 57<'47' WEST 14.0 FEET TO A POINT; THENCE NORTH 12°47' WEST 127.26 Ft.:ET; THENCE 
NORTH 57<'47' WEST 147.0 FEET; THENCE NORTR 31°13' EAsr 148.0 FEET; THENCE NORTH 17°47' 
WEST 168.0 FEET; THENCE NORTH SSG14' EAST 42.5 FrET TO THE PUCE OF BEGINNING. 
ALL IN THE SE% SE% OF SEerlON 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 31 E.B.M. 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: A PARCEL OF LAND IN THE SE% SE% OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP S 
SOUTH, RANGE J! EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, DESCRIBED AS FOLl.OWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE SOUTIIEAST CORNER Or' SAID SECTION IS; THENCE NORTH 89°SJ' WEST, 
ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SECTION,25.00 FEET TO THE WESt' LINE OF AN EXISTING 
COUNTY ROAD (COLD CREEK ROAD); mE.~CE NORTH 0030' EAST, ALONG SAID ROAD 2.90 FEET; 
THENCE ALONG A CL'RVE TO THE LEFf, HAVING A RADIliS OF 250.00 FEET, nmOUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF .3P.020' FOR AN ARC LEN\;TH OF 167.26 FEET; THENCE NORm .38050' WEST, .331.96 FEET; 
THENCE ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT, HAVING A RAIHUS 0'" 450.00 FEET, nmOUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF 18°55', FOR AN ARC LENGTH OF 148.57 FEET; THElI:CE NORTH 57°45' WEST, 120.00 FEET 
TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE LEAVING 18E SIDE OF SAID COUNTY ROAD, SOUTH 
35°28' \VE!)"', 450.48 fEET; THENCE NORTH 65°28' WEST,24.95 FEET; THENCE NORTH 35°42' WEST, 
83.73 FEET; THENCE NORm 61°20' WEST,117.19 FEET; THENCE NORTH 7b013' W!:ST, 68.13 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH :6° . ,' WEST, 63.38 FEET; THENCE NORTH 13°13' EAST,56.92 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
57<'10' WEST, 43.21 FEET; THENCE NORTH 31°40' EAST, 362.00 FEET TO THE S(,~1"fHERL Y SIDE OF 
SAID COUNTY ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 57°59' EAST,429.06 r"EET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: 
I 
A PARCEL OF LA.lIfD IN THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 31 
EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, POWER COUNTY, IDAHO, BEING A PORTION OF THAT CERTAIN 
REAL PROPERTY CONVEYED TO M.K. THORNHILL AND JOSEPHINE THORNHILL, AND DESCRIBED 
AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGIN:~ ING AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER 0F SAID RECREATIONAL AREA THAT BEARS NORTH 
31°49' WEST 2247.1 FEET. MORF. OR LESS, FROM THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 18, 
THENCE NORTH OOOS' EAST 188.0 FEET, THENCE NORTH 33°04' EAST 214.7 F~ET, THENCE SOUTH 
8go5S' WEST 377.7 FEET, THENCE SOUTH ""57' WEST 342.2 FEET, THE~CE SOUTH 84°47' EAST 291.0 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEG INNING • 
. ALSO EXCEPT: ANY PROPERTY LYING WEST OF HIGHWAY J7,IN SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 
SOUTH, RANGE 31 EAST BO(SE MERIDIAN, POWER COUNTY, IDAHO. 
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P~CELl: 
~ SOUTHWEST QUARTER OF THE NORTHEAST QUARTER AND THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF 
SBtTtON 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 31 E.B.M., POWER COUNTY, IDAHO, LESS RIGHT OF WAY. 
m(CEP'llNG THEREFROM: A PORTION OF THE SOUTIIEAST QUARTER OF THE sdlfnmAsr 
tlt1AR.TER (SE~SEY.) OF SECfION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 sot1TH, RANGE 31 E.B.M., DESCRmED AS 
FqL~WS: 
BISGINNING AT THE INTERSECTION OF THE WESTERLY SIDE OF COW CREEK ROAD AND THE 
sCltml LINE OF THE SE% SE% FROM WHICIJ THE CORNER OF SAID SECTION 18 BEARS SOUTH 
~t EAST, 25.00 FEET; THENCE NORTH 89°53' WEST, ALONG THE SOtrrH LINE OF SAID SECTION 
... 1&. 104.70 FEETlTHENCE NORm 43°00' WEST, 70.60 FEET; THENCE NORTH 1949' WEST 144.3' FEET; 
':.fT.tt.tMCE NORTB'6S028' WEST, 49.62 FEET; THENCE NORm 3SOl8' EAST, 450.48 FEET TO THE 
;., strtJ1.1tWESTERLySIDE OF AN EXISTING COUNTY ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 5T'4S' EAST, ALONG THE 
SW.l OF' SAID COUN1Y ROAD, 120.00 FEET; THENCE ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT WITH A 
ltAJ)tus OF 450.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 18055' FOR AN ARC LENGTH OF 148.57 
·:tr.tcr:r; THENCE SOUTH 38°50' EAST, 332.96 FEET; THENCE ALONG A CURVE TO THE RIGHT WITH A 
ttAJ)lUS OF 250.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL ANGLE OF 3SOl0' FOR AN ARC LENGTH OF 167.26; 
1:'.l:i:tNCE SOUTH 0°30' EAST, 2.90 FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
~G THEREFROM: BEGINNING AT A POINT ON THE SOUTH LINE OF AND NEAR THE 
.. $dtH1tEAST CORNER OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 31 E.D.M., BY A POWER POLE 
OM ritE WESTERLY LINE OF A COUNTY ROAD; THENCE WESTERLY 604.0 FEET TO THE. EASTERLY 
tHU OF AN EXISTING NATURAL DRAINAGE CREEK, COMMONLY KNOWN AS COW CREEK, ON 
:- 1m SECI'ION LINE AND MARKED WITH A 1W' X 3W mON PIN DRIVEN 2% FEET INTO THE . 
:. GtttJ'UN1>; THENCE NORm 27°32' WEST 236.0 FEET TO A STEEL FENCE POST ON THE 
.. :tt&1t'l'HEASTERLY BANK AND CURVE TO THE LEFT OF SAME CREEK; THENCE ON A CURVE TO 
-.,': HlliUGB1' OF WITH A RADIUS EQUAL TO 51 FEET, AND DELTA ANGLE EQUAL TO 64°00' AND 
· .:::t.ifitGTH OF 56.8 FEET; mENCE NORTH 36°28' EAST 391.0 FEET, MORE OR LESS, TO A SECOND 
~.~;16tNt ON TH1i: SOUTHWESTERLY BOUNDARY LINE OF SAID COUNTY ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 
".-:~ ftItjOf EASt 120.0 FEET TO A THIRD POINT ON THE ROAD LINE; THENCE ALONG THIS ROAD LINE A 
." cttttVt TO THE RIGHT WITH A RADIUS OF 910.0 FEET. CHORD 635 FEET AND A LENGTH OF CURVE 
· 01' &18.0 i1'EE1'. BOTH MORE OR LESS, TO PLACE OF BEGINNING. . . 
.... At:,.L tN TIlE SOUTHEASTERLY PART OF THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF THE SOUTHEAST 
· :. ~ Cltt~tER (SE~SE%) OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 31 E.D.M. 
;; . 
·.t)tCltt'I'ING THEREFROM: COMMENCING AT A POINT ON THE EASTERLY RIGHT OF WAY LINE 
ti~ STATE mGHW AY 1137, WHICH POINT IS ONE-QUARTER MILE NORTH OF THE SOUTHERLY 
SECTION LINE OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 31 LB.M., AND WHICH POINT IS ALSO 
50t EAST OF THE CENTERLINE OF SAID HIGHWAY AND 67.0 FEET EAST OF THE NORTB-80'DTII 
CENTER QUARTER SEcrION LINE OF SAID SECl10N; THENCE SOUTH 8S030' EAST 1182..0 RET TO A 
POINT, WHICH POINT IS ON THE SOUTHWESTERLY SHOULDER OF' AN EXISTING ~OUNTY.OAD, 
AM) NORTH 77°25' WEST,83.2 FEET OF THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF' AN EXISTING CONCJlETE ' 
BRIDGE WHICH CROSSES SAID ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 44038' EAST 332.0 FEET TO ANotBKltPOlNI' 
ON THE AFORESAID ROADWAY, THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE SOUTH 46°15' EAST 
112.5 FEET; THENCESOUTRS7°~7' EAST 261.0 FEET; TBBNCE sotJTJJ"2~,t3' WEST 361.0 nET TO A 
POINT ON THE NORTHEASTERLY BANK OF AN EXISTING NATURAL DRAINAGE CREEKI THENCE 
NORTH 57°47' WEST 24.0 FEET TO A POINT; THENCE NORTH 12°47' WEST 127.26 FEET; THENCE 
NORTH 57°47' WEST 147.0 FEET; THENCE NORm 32°13' EAST 148.0 FEET; THENCE NORTH 1~47' i'~ 
WEST 168.0 FEET; THENCE NORTH 58°14' EAST 42.5 FEET TO THE PLACE OF BEGINNING. 
ALL IN THE SE% SE% OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANG~ 31 E.H.M. >:,",; 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: A PARCEL OF LAND IN THE SE% SE% OF SECl10N 18, TOWNSHIP 8 
SOlJTH, RANGE 31 EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, DESCRIBED AS FOLLOWS: 
COMMENCING AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SECTION 18; THENCE NORTH 89°53' WEST, 
ALONG THE SOUTH LINE OF SAID SECTION, 25.00 FEET TO THE WEST LINE OF AN EXISTING 
COUNTY ROAD (COLD CREEK ROAD); THENCE NORTH 0°30' EAST, ALONG SAID ROAD 1.90 FEET; 
THENCE ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT, HAVING A RADWS OF 250.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF 38°20' FOR AN ARC LENGTH OF 167.26 FEET; THENCE NORTH 38050' WEST, 332.96 FEET; 
THENCE ALONG A CURVE TO THE LEFT, HAVING A RADWS OF' 4SO.00 FEET, THROUGH A CENTRAL 
ANGLE OF' 18055', FOR AN ARC LENGTH OF 148.57 FEET; THENCE NORTH 57°45' WEST, 120.00 nET 
TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING; THENCE LEAVING THE SIDE OF SAID COUNTY ROAD, SOUTH 
35028' WEST,450.48 FEET; THENCE NORTH 6S028' WEST, 24.95 FEET; THENCE NORTH 35°42' WEST, 
83.73 FEET; THENCE NORTH 61°20' WEST, 117.19 FEET; THENCE NORTH 76°13' WEST, 68.13 FEET; 
THENCE NORTH 26°47' WEST, 63.38 FEET; THENCE NORTH 13°13' EAST, 56.92 FEET; THENCE NORTH 
5~010' WEST, 43.21 FEET; THENCE NORTH 31°40' EAST, 362.00 FEET TO THE SOUTHERLY SIDE OF 
SAID COUNTY ROAD; THENCE SOUTH 57°59' EAST,429.00 FEET TO THE TRUE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
EXCEPTING THEREFROM: 
I 
A PARCEL OF LAND IN THE SOUTHEAST QUARTER OF SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 SOUTH, RANGE 31 
EAST OF THE BOISE MERIDIAN, POWER COUNTY, IDAHO, BEING A PORTION OF THAT CERTAIN 
REAL PROPERTY CONVEYED TO M.K. THORNHILL AND JOSEPHINE THORNHILL, AND DESCRIBED 
AS FOLLOWS: 
BEGINNING AT THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID RECREATIONAL AREA THAT BEARS NORTH 
31°49' WEST 2247.1 FEET, MORE OR LESS, FROM THE SOUTHEAST CORNER OF SAID SEcrION 18, 
THENCE NORTH 0°05' EAST 188.0 FEET, THENCE NORTH 33°04' EAST 214.7 FEET, THENCE SOUTH 
890SS' WEST 377.7 FEET, THENCE SOUTH 4°57' WEST 342.2 FEET, mENCE SOUTH" 84°47' EAST 291.0 
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. 
ALSO EXCEPT: ANY PROPERTY LYING WEST OF HIGHWAY 37, IN SECTION 18, TOWNSHIP 8 
SOUTH, RANGE 31 EAST BOISE MERIDIAN, POWER COUNTY, IDAHO. 
PARCEL 2 
A rARCEL OF LAND IN THE SOtrI'BKAST QUARTER OF SECTION 18, TOWNSBIP,J IOIl"11It IlANca 31 
"&4ST OPTBE BOISE MERIDIAN, POWER COUNTY, mARO. BEn(G A P9R.1l0N·OPTBAT c&tltAJM 
1tIAL PROPERTY CONVEYED T.O M.K. mORNBILL ANDJOSEPBlNEfl'BORNBILL, AND DISdUIED 
A$I'OLLOWS: 
. 
BIGJNNlNG AT TIlE SOUTBEAST CORNER OF SAID REcttE.ATIONAL AREA. THAT B&A.RS NOIlTB 
.~~.~ 2247.1l1'EET, MOD OR LESS, JI'liclltlTBE ~CORNlltotr BAlb8J:CDotifis,: 
.... tI NORm 000$' EAST 188.0 JUT, TlIINCE NORTH 33°04' EAST 214.7l1UT, T.8INCI SODtBi': . 
IJitMi WIST 377.7l1'DT, 'l'llENCE soum 4°57' WEST 342.2 FEET, TlJENCE SO~'BA8T 291.8 .' . 
...... TO TIlE POINT Oil' BEGINNING .. * .... '. . . ~ 
.' 
DEED OF REO:JWEYJ\NCE 
FIRST Pl1ERICAN TITLE cx:MPANY t INC. as 'l'rust:ae in the Deed of Tzust 
exec:uta:l by IM;)IAN smno:; ~TATaUt.M, DC., r:ecarded March 30, 1994 as 
Inst:rtm:nt No. 161121 in Drawer to. 8, r-brt:gege :recxJIXIs of PCIGR Olunty, 
ldab:>, p.II'SUBl'lt 1:0 the written ~ of the Benef:1al.ary, cDes hereby GRAN!' 
ani REXDNEY unto the PARrIES ENrI'l'LED 'J."HEReIO, 
A paroel of larxi in the sart:heast (.)Jarter of Secticn 18, Township 8 Sa.tt:h, 
Range 31, B. B.M., FtlWER CXlNrY, :o::wt) ••• 
wi:t:hcut waczanty, all the estate ani .intm'est derived to it by or thrCllgh said 
Deed of Trust, in the l.arxm therein described. 
'1be OOIp:lrste nan& suba::n:'ibed by it's Assistant Secnabazy is pursUiilt tc a 
reeoluticn auttxrlzirg the ~ of this ~ duly l!idq)l:ed by its 
9:JaId of DiJ:ect:ors. 
Dated: <k:td:ler 26, 1996 
srATE OF IDArI) } 
CXXJNIY OF B.t\NNXl( ) 
01 this «~ day d O:tdlfr, ;, theyesr 1_1:Bae ~ s Ndary Rl:Jlclllisnd fa said staI4 pGa1BIy 
~ GNA cnA Y. kf10Nn tome *' be the AIJsIsIsnt Sa:n1tary d N(Q~1hat 8ICa'JJta:J thewllhk7 i1stn.tmfnt a 
the ptf'SaI who S«Wted the instJtJmtr1t en behsII d sskJ a:rpaatiaJ, and edci'toNled(pJ to me that Stith CDPtmtia7 
~thesame. ' 
IN ~ ~a:e::r, I have hsaJnto s« my hand and aI1ixfKJ my dfIdsI seal the day and yesr ;, this 
CBtiIkste first sbo.Ie writlfl7. 
1.66425 
" 
',,~ , I ~ , - .. , 1~;:iS~fl1 i 
\ . .. ,.,"t -~f',::04~'!'. ,. 
.1/. . 
( , - ,', 
( ; ( 
" 
r. ,~,_ ~:" --to! .,"" , 
r _:.,;;.~ ~ •. ",- .. . _ ~. 
July 1, 19~H) 
1 
1~/iII.fH:·n ' 
1< ristin Jorr Clrd 
Metro Notional fitle 
111 East Aro(tdwrlY 
5(1lt Lake Ci1y, Utah nil 111 
Dear Kristin: 
7'/lH~)f1'u:y ~/.1, L)nu' 
F~KI20B)22fi~7n79 
20;:> Idal10 STmet 
I\m~rir,an FAils, Idaho A3?11 12315 
(?OO) 2265DA 
I am writing to y011 c()nc~rning the problems with the papArs preparAd 
by Metro National 1 itls for the transaction between ferry Andersen, 
Manager of Recrs£ltional Properties A & Band D. M. Thornhill and 
Indian Sprinqs NatAtorium, Inc. here in Idaho. 
My reason for writinq this letter is two fold: 
1)' To suggest to you that you NOT prepare any documents for 
real estAt~ transactions in Idaho in the future and 
2) to request rAirnbursement for the cost of redoing the pnpfH~'; 
that wore prepAred. 
When' rer:eived thp first set of documents, I noted the followinq dis 
crepctncies: 
1. They were PIli fixed for Utah notaries 
7. You !lad attempted to use a trust deed to transfer more thnn 
20 acres of real estnto, which is not permitted in Idaho 
3 You mis-spelled Indian Springs Natatorium 
4. You had Ilseo the name of AICO Recrentional Properties, 
L.L.c. as the pUrdH1Sp.r 
5. You had included both the individual sellers ctnu the corpornte 
sellers on tho same Warranty Deed. 
I called your of fice cHId pointed those discrepancIes OlJt to you and you 
(lssured rne that yOI! would redo the papers and return them. You did 
send a Re",1 Fstatf! Mortqag~ form partially filled out, but it had nppm 
ently beAn fflxeri to you and none of the wording on the document 
other than the itAms typed in was legible. You had also continued with 
the name AICO Recreational Properties L.L.C. even though I had called 
your office and IAft a message for you to use the name of Recreatiorln! 
PropertiA5 A & B, L L.C In addition, you did not correct the spelling of 
Indian Sprinqs NatfltorilJm on any of the other documents and you 
continued to at1empt to use a single Warrflnty Deed for the individuElI 
land corporate Hanfifer of rf~al estate. 
WhfHl I recelverl those documents at noon on Friday, July 28, therA 
was no way thflt I COl lid redo all of those documents in time for a :1 :()() 
o'clock closing on thi1! date. 
I recognizA that part of the problem involved was the fact that you 
were dealing with property in'ldaho, where you were not licensed to 
operate as a title company. However, many of the rest of the AHors 
just seemed to be a lack of paying attention to what someone WilS 
doing, particularly where you knew that the documents were going to 
be signed in Idaho and you included all Utah notaries, most of which 
were not filled out with names or any of the other necessary informn-
tion and you continued to use the name of AICO Recreational Proper-
ties, L.L.C. even when you had been advised that thp. name had 
changen. 
I would strongly recommend that you not prepare any more documents 
for use in Idnho real estate closings but that you 5imply refer it to an 
Idaho title compilny rnther than waste your ti me and effort and every 
one else's time in redoing tile documents. 




4.5 hours @ $75.00 $3]/.50 
4 hl"@$75003""3",","t;"O ... J lours '  """ " . ...," 
9.0 hours $675.00 
In addition, my secrf=!tnry worked 3 1/2 hours of overtime on SaturdrlY 
to prepare the documents at $20.00 per hour. I am therefore requec;t 
ing mimollrSRment in 1 hp. rtmount of $745.00 for the prepmation of tlw 
dor:urnent~ , 
Sincerely, 
. ' <,/ 
LDE:ujs 
~)G02-2elijar8d .Itr 
cr.: Thayp.f r.hri')tcnspo 
FROM ELIASEN LAW OFFICE 20B 226 5255 07-01-96 05:04PM TO r. ~ 
----~------------~~--------------~--------
~i1HorlU"Y !'HIi.!f.P(.' 
Fa~ (208) 226-7079 
Associate 
July 1, 1996 
Terry Andersen 
By Facsimile transmission to 234-4020 
Dear Mr. Andersen; 
202 Jdaho Street 
AmeriCan Falls, lOahO 83211-1236 
(208) 22t:i-5138 
You are hereby notified on behalf of Merritt Thornhill and 
'ndian Spring Natatorium, Inc. that unless this sales transaction 
is closed by Naon l Tuesday, July 21 1996, This transaction wiff 
be considered canceled and yOU( earnest money forfeited. 
Sincerely, 
Lyle D. Eliasen 
LDE/lde 
9602~2Thrnhtan.not 
11/09/00 22:43 TXjRX NO.0783 P.OOI • 
'" ~::::_2'::::::'~_;~ ____ Ol ;::_;:._~ ___ :_~_~_~_:_~_~ ___ ~_:_~_:_~_~ _~_~_:~~ ~~ 
Prepared by 
METRO NATIONAL TITLE 
III EAST BROADWAY " SUITE III 
SALT LAKE CITY , UTAH 84111 
Buyer (s) . . .. .. : 
Seller (8) . . . .. : 
(801) 363-6633 ~ 
RECREATI ONAL PROPERTIES A & St " -i=re. ,imieed liability eompetn, 
DONALD M. THORNHILL, AKA D.M. THORNH LL, SHIRLEY THORNHILL, 
INDIAN SPRINGS NATORIUM, INC. 
Lender . .. . .. . . : 
Property . .. . .. : INDIAN SPRINGS, SWIMMING & RV PARK, AMERICAN FALLS, 
IDAHO. ~ 
Closing date .. : 07/01 / 1996 Proration date: 07/01/1996 
File Number . .. : 50 o RAN 
~ , 
------ ---------------- --- ----- -------- ---------------------------------------- --
SALES " PRICE . . . . ... .. . .. ...... . . . ... . .... . . . . . . .. . . 
DEPOSITS: 
Earnest Money Deposit .. . .. .. . . . . . ... .. .. . . .. . . . . . 
PRORATIONS: 
County Taxes . . .. ...... . . .. .. .. .. . . ... . .... . . . . . . . 
from 01/01/96 to 07 / 01 / 96 @ $ 1.57383 per day 
Trust Deed/ Note to Seller . . . . . .... . ... . .. . . . . ... . 
ESCROW CHARGES: 
Settlement or Closing Fee . . .. . .. . .... ... .. . . . . '" 
PAYEE . . . : METRO NATIONAL TITLE 
TITLE CHARGES : 
Attorney's fees - Sign-Up Fee .. ..... : .... .... .. .. 
PAYEE . .. : LYLE ELIASON, 202 IDAHO ST. 
RECORDING FEES/TRANSFER CHARGES : 
Recording Fees ... . . . ... . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . ... . 
Deed amount $50 . 00 D/T amount $50.00 
MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES : 
Federal Express charges . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .... . . . . . 
PAYEE .. . : METRO NATIONAL TITLE 
. . . . . . . . . . ... .. . " .. . . . . ... .. . . . . . . . . . .. SUBTOTALS: 
. . . . .. .. .. . ... ... . .. . . . . .. BALANCE DUE FROM BUYER: 
.... .. ...... . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . ..... . .. ... TOTALS: 
DEBIT CREDIT 




30 . 00 
750,780 . 00 
750 , 780.00 
1"0 i .0.0 If. 0 0 
"286.44 
650,000 . 00 
660,286.44 
90,493.56 
750 , 780.00 
My signature hereon acknowledges approval of tax prorations, and signifies my 
understanding that prorations were based on figures for preceding year, or 
estimates for current year, and in event of any change for current year, all 
necessary adjustments must be made between Seller and Purchaser direct; likewise 
any DEFICIT in delinquent taxes will be reimbursed to Title Company by the Seller. 
-. " The undersigned further acknowledges the above information was assembled from 
sources other than this company and therefore, this company cannot guarantee the 
accuracy thereof. Interest on existing liens is £igured to the date indicated 
and additional interest may have to be collected, if necessary. to secure releaal 
from the lienholder. The parties acknowledge that they know o£ no other charges 
or liens that have not been considered herein. 
We approve the foregoing settlement statement, in" its entirety, authorize payment 
in accordance therewith and acknowledge receipt of a copy thereof. 
REC~T1"'" PROPERTIES • , Bo. ~+;~ 1? 
. ~;.-- . 




Buyer Final Closing 
File Number ... : 
METRO NATIONAL TITLE 
tement (continued) 
BY:-===~~~~~~ ____________ _ 
ESCROW OFFICER 
DATED: ________________________ _ 
Page: 2 
TO: METRO NATI AL TITLE 
111 EAST , SUITE 111 
SALT LAKE CI AH 84111 
S ELL E R S 
E S CROW INS T R U C T ION S 
ESCROW NO.: 500RAN ESCROW OFFICER: RODNEY A. NEWMAN 
DATE: 
, ~ 
PROPERTY ADDRESS:· 3249 INDIAN SPRINGS ROAD 
AMERICAN" F~LS,IDAHO 8~ 
BUYER (S): RECREATIONAL PROPERTIES A & B, ;b. ~im!i:eeEi lias;i.l!ty ... 
cCAl13aHY 
SELLER (S): DONALD M. THORNHILL aka D. M . THORNHILL andd~fDRLEY 
THORNHILL and INDIAN SPRINGS NATATORIUM, INc'.' a 
corporation 
AS ESCROW HOLDER I/WE HAND YOU HEREWITH: 
A. WARRANTY DEED FROM ABOVE NAMED SELLER(S} TO 
THE ABOVE NAMED BUYER(S) 
B. INDEMNITY AND AFFIDAVIT AS TO DEBTS AND LIENS 
C. BILL OF SALE 
Covering the land described in the title commitment referenced 
above, which you may deliver and/or record when you have 
collected for the undersigned Seller(s), the sum of 
$750,000.00 from which you may deduct: 
-Balance of existing encumbrances not taken subject to by the 
BUYER(S) herein 
Commissions due the Real Estate Agents per the listing and sales 
agreements. 
Amounts due and owing to KEY BANK as payoff in full on present 
loan against the subject property. 
The Deed of Trust and Note in favor of the Seller herein as 
Beneficiary which Deed of Trust and Note the undersigned has 
read and does hereby approve the terms and conditions contained 
therein. 
SELLER(S) AGREE TO THE PAYMENT OF .THE FOLLOWING: 
-1-
Exhibit. 
CRAIG R. JORGENSEN 
A'ITORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. Box 4904 
POCATELLO. IDAHO 83205-4904 
VIA FAX 234-0551 
Ron Bitton 
Professional Escrow Services. Inc. 
920 Deon Drive 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
September 19, 1997 
Re: John BakerlThQa Andersen/Indian Springs 
Dear Ron: 
155 South 2nd Avenue 
(208) 233-1237 
FAX (208) 233~1435 
Thanks for your fax of this morning. Tbe overall approach of the documents you have 
sent to me is different than I think it should be. 
The Indian Springs property is now owned by Recreational Properties A&B. a general 
partnership, with Terry Andersen and John Baker as partners. As r understand it, Baker is selling 
his partnership interest to Todd and Penny Andersen. The purchase price is set forth in your 
"Real Estate Purchase and Sale Agreement". Recreational Properties A&B purchased the property 
from the Thornhills and Indian Springs Natatorium. Inc. The documents I have reviewed would 
indicate that purchase was made pursuant to a Sales Agreement with a Warranty Deed being 
deposited with an escrow holder to be delivered to the purchasers upon completion of payment. 
I have a great dislike of those kind of arrangements. There is nothing that I have in my ftIe at 
present to indicate that any evidence or notice of that Real Estate Purchase Agreement bas been 
recorded with the Power County Recordel"s Office. However. I have not specifically ordered a 
title report to determine that, but I do have that concern. 
It would seem to me that in order to consummate this transaction between John Baker and 
Todd Andersen, the following would need to be signed by the parties: 
1. Baker wiU need to sign a document transferring and relinquishing his partnership interest 
in Recreational Properties A&B to Todd Andersen. 
2. The Andersens, including Terry and Rosanna, wHI need to sign the Promissory Note to 
McKinney. 
Ron Bitton 
September 19, 1997 
Page two 
3. The Andersens. including Terry and Rosanna, will need to sign a Mortgage (Second) to 
McKlnney securing the Note. 
4. Ifpossible, we should get a Release from Thornhill and Indian Springs Natatorium, Inc. 
(the original sellers), releasing Baker of bis obligation under the Sales Agreement/Escrow 
as discussed above. This would) in effect, release Baker of any future liabilities that might 
exist on the Thornhill obligation. 
You sent me a Warranty Deed from Baker to Todd and PeMY Andersen. I'm not sure that 
is needed inasmuch as Baker's ownership in the property -is derivative of ' his ownership of the 
partnership. However, it may be that as an additional backup, we would have Baker sign that 
Warranty Deed to Todd and Penny. 
I hope this is helpful [0 you. 1 will prepare the Transfer/Assignment of Partnership 
Interests for the Bakers to sign transferring their interest to Todd and Penny Andersen. 
ASSuming that the terms are coaeet in the Promissory Note you have sent me, that Note 
may suffice. 
The Real Estate Mortgage you have sent me securing Andersens' promise to pay 
McKinney has some problems in it. To begin with, it warrants that the Mortgagors are owners 
of the premise and that they &re free from all encumbrances. That. in fact. is not the case. 
Assuming my client authorizes me to do so, I would like to prepare a Mortgage I believe more 
completely addresses the situation. 
After you have had an opportunity to look this over. give me a call. 
Thaok you very much. 
CRJ/jj 
cc: Terry and Rosanna Andersen 
Sincerely yours, 
~~:RGENSEN 
Terry and Rosanna Andersen 
77 5 Yellowstone, # 121 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
(208) 233-1020 
ProSe 
Everett and Margie Ells 
489 Packard Ave. 





IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, an Idaho limited ) 
liability company ) 
Plaintiff 
vs. 
TERRY & ROSANNA ANDERSON, 
husband and wife; EVERETT & 
MARJORlE ELLS, husband and wife; and 
any and all individuals claiming any 
possessory interest by or through them; 
Defendants. 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 













CV2009 - 66 
AFFIDAVIT OF TERRY ANDERSEN 
IN SUPPORT OF DOCUMENTS 
SUBMITTED IN EVIDENCE 
Terry Andersen, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and am competent to testifY. I have personal knowledge of 
Andersens - Affidavit of Terry Andersen p. 1 of 5 
the facts attested to herein. 
2. I am a defendant in the above-captioned case. 
3. Several documents were submitted as evidence in the Motion for Reconsideration 
("Motion"), dated May 24, 2010. These exhibits are referenced below. 
4. Exhibit "A" attached to the Motion is a copy of a note from Merritt Thornhill to Terry 
Andersen, dated 3125/96. 
5. Exhibit "A" is a true and accurate copy of the note. 
6. Exhibit "B" attached to the Motion is a copy of the Real Estate Purchase Contract signed 
by Terry Andersen and Merritt Thornhill on April 24, 1996. 
7. Exhibit "B" is a true and accurate copy of the original Purchase Contract. 
8. Exhibit "C" attached to the Motion is a copy of Power County tax Assessment notices 
dated July 8, 1996. 
9. Exhibit "C" is a true and accurate copy of the original notices. 
10. Exhibit "D" attached to the Motion is a copy of Power County Tax Reminders dated 
August 16, 1996. 
11. Exhibit "D" is a true and accurate copy of the original reminders. 
12. Exhibit "E" attached to the Motion is a copy ofthe Real Estate Purchase Contract page 
1 of 8 of the documents submitted for a preliminary report. 
13. Exhibit "E" is a true and accurate copy of the original page 1 of 8. 
14. Exhibit "F" attached to the Motion is a copy ofthe Offer to Purchase page 8 of8 of the 
documents submitted for a preliminary report. 
15. Exhibit "F" from the Title "Offer to Purchase" to the end of the page is a true and 
Andersens - Affidavit of Terry Andersen p. 20fS 
accurate copy of the original page 8 of8. 
16. Exhibit "G" attached to the Motion is a copy of the Corporate Warranty Deed dated July 
2, 1996, and is comprised of two (2) pages. 
17. Exhibit "G" is a true and accurate copy of the original Corporate Warranty Deed. 
18. Exhibit "H" attached to the Motion is a copy ofthe Warranty Deed dated July 2, 1996, 
and is comprised of three (3) pages. 
19. Exhibit "H" is a true and accurate copy of the original Warranty Deed. 
20. Exhibit "1" attached to the Motion is a copy a property description that appears revised 
from the original attached to the Warranty Deed in paragraph 18 above. 
21. Exhibit "I" has been used in prior hearings by our opponents, but is NOT a true and 
accurate copy of the original property description. 
22. Exhibit "J" attached to the Motion is a copy ofthe Deed of Reconveyance issued by First 
American Title Company on October 26, 1996. 
23. Exhibit "J" is a true and accurate copy of the original Deed of Reconveyance. 
24. Exhibit "K" attached to the Motion is a copy of a letter from the Offices of Lyle D. 
Eliasen, dated July 1, 1996 to Metro National Title and is comprised of three (3) pages. 
25. Exhibit "K" is a true and accurate copy of the Eliasen letter as was faxed to the 
Andersens on May 24,2007. 
26. Exhibit "L" attached to the Motion is a copy of the Final Closing Statement ofthe sale 
of property FROM Donald M. Thornhill, AKA D.M. Thornhill, Shirley Thornhill, and Indian 
Springs Natatorium, Inc. TO Recreational Properties A&B, and is comprised of two (2) pages. 
27. Exhibit "L" is a true and accurate copy of the Final Closing Statement. 
Andersens - Affidavit of Terry Andersen p.30f5 
28. Exhibit "M" attached to the Motion is a copy of the Seller's Escrow Instructions dated 
July 2, 1996. 
29. Exhibit "M" is a true and accurate copy of the Seller's Escrow Instructions. 
30. Exhibit "N" attached to the Motion is a copy of a fax letter from Craig r. Jorgensen, 
attorney, to Ron Bitton of Professional Escrow Services, Inc. Dated September 19, 1997, and is 
comprised of two (2) pages. 
31. Exhibit "N" is a true and accurage copy ofthe Jorgensen letter as copied from an escrow 
file held by Professional Escrow Services. 
2010. 
32. This affidavit is submitted to accompany the Motion for Reconsideration, dated May 24, 
33. Further saith not. 
TERRY ANDERSEN 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ____ day of June, 2010. 
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing at: _~~..::::::::::.:..::....--/...-..':.~~~ __ 
My Commission Expires: ---t----t------'--
Andersens - Affidavit of Terry Andersen p. 40f5 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
We hereby certify that on this --L-""--_ of June, 2010, we hand-delivered and served a 
true and correct copy of the foregoing AFFIDAVIT OF TERRY ANDERSEN IN SUPPORT OF 
THE MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION to: 
Lane V. Erickson, Esq. OR his personal representative 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, CHTD. 
201 E. Center Street 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
Rosanna Andersen 
Andersens - Affidavit of Terry Andersen p. 50f5 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, 
An Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and wife; EVERETT AND 
MARGIE ELLS, husband and wife; and 
any and all individuals claiming any 
















Case No. CV-2009-066 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
The above entitled matter came before the Court on Thursday, June 10,2010, for hearing 
on Defendant's Motion for Reconsideration, and a scheduling conference to set a date for trial. 
Plaintiff was represented by attorney, Lane Erickson, and Defendants, Terry and Rosanna 
Andersen, appeared pro se, and Norman Reece appeared on behalf of Everett and Margie Ells. 
The Court heard Defendant's argument in support of their Motion for Reconsideration, 
and also considered Exhibit 0 (a map of the Indian Springs site) and Exhibit P (a recent tax 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 1 
assessment notice which Defendants had recently received), submitted to the Court at the time of 
the hearing without objection. The Court heard argument from Plaintiff as well. 
After considering the same, the Court advised the parties that it would only reconsider the 
matter of whether the mobile home was real or personal property and a written decision will 
issue within 30 days. 
Defendants, Andersens, asked that the Court grant them additional time remove their 
personal property from the mobile home in question, and after considering the same, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant's motion is GRANTED. The Court 
will allow Defendants to keep their personal property in the mobile home and the related shed 
until this matter is scheduled for final hearing. If Defendants wish to inspect the personal 
property reference herein, that inspection time shall be worked out between the parties. 
The Court advised the parties that the only issue remaining to be resolved is the 
Defendant's Amended Counterclaim seeking recovery of and/or damages for certain personal 
property that was located on the premises of the Indian Springs property through the years this 
matter has been in various litigation. Any further proceedings will be limited to this issue and 
will be confined to the allegations made by Defendants in their Amended Counterclaim. The 
Court ordered the following schedule to resolve this sole remaining issue. 
First, the Defendants assert, in the Amended Counterclaim, that Indian Springs LLC, 
which is the Plaintiff in this case, has legal responsibility for actions taken by its predecessors 
and can be sued for Defendants claims on the personal property issues as the successor in interest 
to various other parties, who are alleged to have actually taken or damaged Defendants' personal 
property, as well as for the actions ofIndian Springs, LLC. The Court advised the parties that 
this raises a significant legal question, and the Court directs the parties to submit authority and 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 2 
any argument the parties have on this issue for initial resolution before considering the personal 
property claims on the merits. 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant shall submit authority and 
briefing to the Court on the legal issue referenced in the preceding paragraph within thirty days 
from the date of this Order. Plaintiff shall have thirty days to respond to Defendant's with its 
own authority and briefing. The Court will take that matter under advisement at that time unless 
it feels that oral argument on this issue is required. 
On the merits of the Defendants claim for personal property losses/damages, Defendants 
shall submit all evidence on that claim, including affidavits and any and all documentation 
offered in support thereof, within ninety days of this Order. Plaintiff shall have until October 21, 
2010, to submit responsive evidence, including any affidavits and/or documents. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that this matter is scheduled for hearing on these matters on 
Friday, November 12,2010, at 1:30 p.m. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 10th day of June, 2010. 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Terry and Rosanna Andersen 
N orman Reece, Esq. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
STEPHEN S. DUNN 
District Judge 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, an Idaho Limited) 
Liability Company ) 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
TERRY & ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
husband and wife; EVERETT & 
MARJORIE ELLS, husband and wife; 
and any and all individuals claiming any 
















Case No. CV-2009-66 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER ON MOTION FOR 
RECONSIDERA nON 
This matter is before the Court on Defendants Terry and Rosanna Andersen's 
("Anders ens" or "Defendants") Motion for Reconsideration ("Motion") of the Memorandum 
Decision and Order entered on December 15,2009 ("December Decision") and the 
Memorandum Decision and Order entered on March 31, 2010 ("March Decision").! The Court 
has carefully considered the submissions and arguments of both parties and now issues this 
Memorandum Decision on the matters before it. 
I The history of this case is set forth substantially in the Court's December and March Decisions. 
1 -MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-CV-2009-66 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Rule 11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure states: 
(B) Motion for Reconsideration. A motion for reconsideration of any interlocutory orders 
of the trial court may be made at any time before the entry of final judgment but not later 
than fourteen (14) days after the entry of the final judgment. A motion for reconsideration 
of any order of the trial court made after entry of final judgment may be filed within 
fourteen (14) days from the entry of such order; provided, there shall be no motion for 
reconsideration of an order of the trial court entered on any motion filed under Rules 
50(a), 52(b), 55(c), 59(a), 59(e), 59.1, 60(a), or 60(b). 
A trial court's decision to grant or deny a motion for reconsideration is reviewed for an 
abuse of discretion. Jordan v. Beeks, 135 Idaho 586, 592, 21 P.3d 908, 914 (2001). A party 
making a motion for reconsideration is permitted to present new evidence, but is not required to 
do so. Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 100 (Ct.App.2006). 
ANALYSIS 
In Andersens' Motion, they argue that the mobile home in dispute is personal property 
and request that the mobile home remains in place until all issues in this case are resolved. Also, 
Andersens discuss gross errors found in the closing papers, including deeds, and they have 
submitted several exhibits in support of their arguments. 
In this Court's December Decision, the Court discussed, in depth, the issue of whether 
the mobile home was real or personal property, focusing on the Idaho Supreme Court decision of 
Spencer v. Jameson, 147 Idaho 497, 211 P.3d 106, 111 (2009). In Spencer, the court held that 
"[b ]ecause the 1981 Skyline mobile home was affixed to the land at the time of sale, we hold that 
the mobile home was properly transferred to the trustee for purposes of non-judicial foreclosure 
under I.C. § 45-1503." ld. 
Based on the reasoning and law set forth by the Idaho Supreme Court, this Court found 
that the mobile home at issue in this case was real property, stating: 
2 -MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-CV-2009-66 
This facts admitted by the Defendants herein are virtually identical to Spencer and are set 
forth above. In both answers the Defendants admit that the mobile home is permanently 
attached to the land and cannot be moved. They also assert that the mobile home has a 
garage, storage room, patio walls and a cement floor. Andersens assert that the mobile 
home is a permanent residence with an attached garage, patios, a phone, well, septic tank 
and power pole. The testimony at the trial was similar. At no time have Defendants 
claimed that the mobile was anything but permanently affixed to the real property. Thus, 
the Court concludes that the mobile home is real property, pursuant to I.C. § 55-101, that 
it was subject to the frior judgment and foreclosure, and that Indian Springs is the owner 
of the mobile home. 
The Andersens assert now that this Court should have concluded that the mobile home is 
personal property. However, the Andersens provide no case law or additional facts that support 
their position or cause this Court to consider changing its prior decision regarding the issue of 
whether the mobile home is personal property.3 Therefore, Andersons' Motion for 
Reconsideration regarding the mobile home/personal property issue is hereby DENIED. To the 
extent that Andersons' Motion seeks reconsideration of any issues that have been resolved in the 
prior Power County Case #CV -2005-0305, the Court declines to revisit these issues again and 
the Motion is DENIED. 
At the hearing on the Motion, held June 8, 2010, the Court granted Defendants' motion to 
allow their personal property to stay in the mobile home until all issues in this case are resolved. 
The Court also set some direction and a schedule to reach a final conclusion in this matter.4 That 
schedule will be adhered to by the parties. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the Court DENIES the Defendants Terry and Rosanna 
Andersen's Motion for Reconsideration. 
2 December Decision, p. 13. 
3 Andersons did provide some exhibits, such as assessor's notices on the mobile home and 1996 contracts and 
warranty deeds that involve the sale of the total Indian Springs property, but those do not establish that the mobile 
home is personal, rather than real property. 
4 See Minute Entry dated June 8, 2010. 
3 -MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-CV-2009-66 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this day -=--- -+-+---'t----~ 2010. 
STEPHEN S. DUNN 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the day ofl---+ __ -I-___ , 2010, I 
served a true and correct copy of the foregoing document u n ch of tht following individuals 
in the manner indicated. 
Terry & Rosanna Andersen, Pro Se 




Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge and Bailey 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
N orman Reece, Esq. 
445 W. Chubbuck Rd., Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Deli very 
( ) Facsimile 
) U.S. Mail 
( ) Overnight Delivery 
( ) Hand Delivery 
( ) Facsimile 
4 -MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-CV -2009-66 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
Tel: (208) 233-0] 28 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Defendants/ 
Counterclaimants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 




TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife; and any and all 
individuals claiming any possessory interest by 
or through him. 
Defendants. 
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife, 
Counterclai mants. 
vs. 
INDIAN SPRINGS, L.L.C., an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company, and THOMAS M. 
HENESH, an Individual, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV -2009-066 
ANSWER TO VERIFIED AMENDED 
COMPLAINT FOR EVICTION AND 
COUNTERCLAIM 
ANSWER TO VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR EVICTION AND COUNTERCLAIM - I 
02-477.15 
ANSWER 
Defendants, Terry and Rosanna Andersen ("Andersens") and Everett and Margie Ells 
("'Ells"), by and through their attorney, Norman G. Reece, P.C., and without admitting any fault, 
responsibility, liability, injuries or damages, and without assuming the burden of proof on any issue, 
hereby answer the Verified Amended Complaint for Eviction, filed October 16, 2009 ("Amended 
ComplainC) as follows: 
1. Plaintiff s Amended Complaint fails to state a claim upon which relief can be granted, 
and must therefore be dismissed pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure (LR.C.P.) 12(b)(6). 
2. Defendants deny each and every allegation of the Amended Complaint not 
specifically and expressly admitted herein. 
3. Defendants specifically deny Paragraphs 7, 8 and 9 of the Amended Complaint. 
4. DefEmdants admit the allegations of Paragraph 1 of the Amended Complaint. 
5. Defendants lack sufficient knowledge and information to form a belief as to the truth 
of all of the allegations of Paragraphs 3 and 4 of the Amended Complaint and therefore deny the 
same. 
6. Answering Paragraph 2 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants admit the Judgment, 
Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale, filed November 19, 2007 in Bannock County Case No. 
CV -2005-00305 says what it says. 
7. Answering Paragraph 5 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants admit that they have 
not redeemed the premises within one year of the sheriffs sale, but are without sufficient knowledge 
and information to form a belief as to the truth ofthe remaining allegations of said Paragraph 5 and 
therefore deny the same. 
ANSWER TO VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR EVICTION AND COUNTERCLAIM - 2 
(L)·477 15 
8. Answering Paragraph 6 of the Amended Complaint, Defendants admit Exhibit Cis 
a true and correct copy of the recorded Sheriff's Deed referenced in said Paragraph 6, but lack 
sufficient knowledge and information to form a belief as to the truth of the remaining allegations of 
said Paragraph 6 and therefore deny the same. 
FIRST AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
9. Bad Faith. Plaintiffwas guilty of bad faith in connection with the events alleged in 
the Amended Complaint. 
SECOND AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
10. Estoppel. Plaintiff should be equitably estopped because, inter alia, he failed to 
provide notice of default to all of the Defendants. 
THIRD AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
11. Failure to Join an Indispensable Party. Plaintiff has failed to join a party 
indispensable to this action. 
FOURTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
12. Failure to Mitigate Damages. Plaintiff has failed to take reasonable steps to 
mitigate the claimed or alleged damages. 
FIFTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
13. Failure to Serve Notice of Default. Plaintiffhas failed to serve or otherwise provide 
each of these Defendants with any notice of default. 
SIXTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
14. Failure to State a Claim. Plaintiff has failed to state a claim upon which relief can 
be granted. 
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SEVENTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
15. Failed Statutory Basis. Idaho Code (I.e.) § 6-310, the basis for Plaintiffs Amended 
Complaint, does not apply to the circumstances of this case. 
EIGHTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
16. Not Tenants at Sufferance. Defendants are not tenants at sufferance, because there 
was no trustee's sale as required for such status by I.C. § 45-1506(11). 
NINTH AFFIRMATIVE DEFENSE 
17. Title Defective. The underlying documents to which Plaintiff claims title are 
defective and thus fail to convey clear title of all interests in said property to the Plaintiff. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COURT COSTS 
18. Defendants have been required to retain the services of legal counsel in this matter 
and are therefore entitled to an award of attorney fees and court costs pursuant to I.C. § 12-120 and 
LR.e.P. 54. 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND 
19. Pending discovery of documents and information relevant to this litigation, 
Defendants reserve the right to amend this answer to allege additional affirmative defenses. 
COUNTERCLAIM 
Terry and Rosanna Andersen C'Andersens") and Everett and Margie Ells ("Ells"), by and 
through their attorney, Norman G. Reece, P.C., and for counterclaims against Indian Springs, L.L.C. 
and Thomas M. Henesh, allege as follows: 
PARTIES 
1. Andersens are husband and wife and reside in Pocatello, Bannock County, Idaho. 
2. Ells are husband and wife and reside in Pocatello, Bannock County, Idaho. 
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3 Counterdefendant, Indian Springs, L.L.C., is a limited liability company organized 
the laws of the State ofidaho on or about September 16, 2005. 
4. Counterdefendant, Thomas M. Henesh, is an individual residing in Belgrade, Gallatin 
County, Montana, and is a member of Indian Springs, L.L.C., with management authority. At all 
times relevant, Thomas M. Henesh acted with authority and on behalf ofIndian Springs, L.L.C. As 
such, the tortious acts perpetrated by Thomas M. Henesh as set forth herein are binding upon and 
imputed to Indian Springs, L.L.e., and in addition subject Thomas M. Henesh to personal liability 
therefor. 
JURISDICTION AND VENUE 
5. The amount in controversy exceeds the minimum jurisdictional amount for the above-
captioned Court. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to Idaho Const. art. V § 20 and Idaho Code 
(I.e.) §§ 1-705 and 5-514(a)-(c). 
6. Venue is appropriate in Power County, Idaho, pursuant to I.e. § 5-401. 
FACTS 
7. On or about April 24, 1996, Andersens acquired an ownership interest in a 1973 Van 
Dyke mobile home located at 3251 Indian Springs Road in Power County, Idaho. 
8. On or about July 2, 1996, Andersens purchased land on which the mobile home 
referenced in Paragraph 7 was located. The legal description of the land is attached hereto as Exhibit 
A, and is incorporated herein as if set forth in full. 
9. The land purchase described in Paragraph 8 was secured by a promissory note and 
mortgage. 
10. From 1996 up to and including 2009, the Andersens (a) made permanent 
improvements to the land referenced in Paragraph 8 which were substantial in relation to the value 
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of said land, and (b) otherwise cared for and maintained the premises. These improvements and 
maintenance include, but are not necessarily limited to, the following: 
• Caboose hookups 
east grove hookups # 9-13 
• grove and west Grove hookups (new wiring & conduit) 
electrical hookup in driveway 
• raking in north shelter area 
• raking in grove area 
• raking in west picnic area and caboose area 
• painting of pools 
• concrete work as needed (deck and large hot pool) 
grass seeding where needed 
• golf carts going 
• refurbish swamp cooler 
picnic table repairs 
• painting of picnic tables as needed 
• foot bridges repaired as needed 
new flag 
• check all water faucets for repairs as needed 
repair water line east of house 
• equipment overhaul and repair of golf tractor, tractor, turf mower, cub cadet, blue 
pickup 
• pool decks 
• pool concession area 
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• pool repair 
• pool lifeguard chair and equipment 
e pool restrooms and hot pools 
• campground electrical 
• campground water supply 
• campground restrooms 
• campground roads 
• campground pest control and garbage 
.. campground horseshoe pits moved for safety 
.. campground table repair for safety 
.. campground computerized reservations 
• campground fire rings for safety 
• property engineering 
• campground sewer installation and drain field 
• sIgns 
.. ground watering system 
• tree planting 
• equipment repairs and replacement 
• pond and creek repair 
• foot bridge repair 
• surveillance system 
• supplemental well 
.. tree removal for safety 
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• home damages 
11. After acquiring the mobile home referenced in Paragraph 7 and the land referenced 
in Paragraph 8. Andersens and Ells paid property taxes on said mobile home and/or said land. 
12. On or about September 27,2005, Indian Springs, L.L.C., was assigned the promissory 
note and mortgage referenced in Paragraph 9. 
13. From 1996 through September of 2009, Andersens paid for the water rights and 
electrical service to the land referenced in Paragraph 8. 
14. In January or February of 2009, Henesh, individually and/or in his capacity as a 
member and manager of Indian Springs, L.L.C., exercised wrongful dominion or control over the 
personal property of the Andersens and the Ells. Said items of personal property include, but are not 
limited to. the following: 
• 1 1985 Ford Pickup 
• I 650 Gal. Chemical Tank & Sprayer for weed control 
• 1 Case 42" riding Mower 
• 1 Yellow 9] " riding Mower 
• 2 Propane tanks & Weed burners 
• 2 High Performance Sprinklers mounted on two trailers 
• 750' 3" FirelIrrigation Hose for high-performance sprinklers 
• 2 Bose Speakers for swimming pool 
• 2 Garden Speakers for hot pools 
• Wood block kitchen table 
• Timekeeping clock 
• Microwave cart 
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• 1 Robot Pool Cleaner 
• 1 Post Hole Digger for Tractor 
• 1 Blade for Tractor 
• 1 Red Bench Vise 
• 1 Gasoline powered 110 volt Generator 
1 Ford Mustang and separate motor 
• 1 350 gallon electric Hot Pool 
1 Propane Space Heater 
• 1 Portable Fireplace 
• 1 Fabric Cutter 
• Miscellaneous Art Work in Concessions 
2 Sharp Cash Registers 
• 1 Refrigerator (apartment) 
• ] sink/fridge/stove unit 
candy dispenser fully stocked 
• cleaning supplies and dispensers and paper products, soap, etc. 
• display racks, counters, containers and stock 
carpets. rugs, treatment tables 
• 2 dogs 
• 200 ducks 
• 2 geese 
• 2000 tropical fish 
• Australian Crawdads 
• fungible food and restaurant supplies and equipment 
pool suits & towels 
blower 
• horseshoe pits & shoes 
• 25 golf clubs 
• 1000 golf balls 
• lifeguard and pool equipment 
.. pool chemicals 
.. 10 hoses & nozzles 
.. 2 telephone booths 
• 1 red tool case 
• 1 volleyball set, with standard balls & nets 
• 1 sign 
• 1 swamp cooler 
• costumes 
.. 1 24' travel trailer 
• 1 large sofa (apartment) 
1 wet/dry shop vac 
• 8+ boxes acrylic floor tile 
• 2 poultry feeders 
• 1 small brown refrigerator (belonging to 3rd party Hatch) 
• 1 Amanda freezer (behind double wide mobile home) 
• I blue EZGO golf cart 
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• 1 desk 
1 chair 
• 4 pipe wrenches (different sizes) 
• 1 10" wheel grinder 
• 1 Mo-Ped 
• 1 stainless steel work table 
• Miscellaneous hand tools 
• 7 10' X 20' canopies 
• 1 boiler for hot pools 
• 2 boilers for hot pools 
• 1 ninja video game 
• 1 air hockey game 
• 3 display cases 
• 1 stainless steel rolling salad bar 
• 1 chest freezer 
• 1 Manitobe ice maker 
• 1 microwave 
• 1 ice cream machine 
• 1 compressor 
• various display equipment for future gift shop 
• various electrical repair and plumbing parts 
1 concrete mixer 
• various hats and shirts for resale 
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• various Indian jewelry and statuettes 
• swim aids 
• 1 plow-like snow shovel 
1 3/8 power hand drill 
• various drill bits 
• vanous ropes 
• 2 bench/picnic tables 
• 2 wheelbarrows 
• 3 ladders 
• miscellaneous firewood 
• 1 sink/fridge/stove unit 
• 1 blower used to clear pool decks 
• miscellaneous prizes 
• miscellaneous float decorations 
• miscellaneous paint and brushes 
• 1 air compressor 
• 1 hide-a-bed 
• 2 cookie ovens 
1 pizza oven 
• miscellaneous mirrors 
• 1 concession book 
• 1 portable dance floor with 20 4' x 8' panels 
• miscellaneous pool-side loungers and chairs 
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• 6 fire extinguishers 
• 1 frame for Greenhouse (Mahoney) 
• 1 4' x 8' storage shed 
• I basketball, standard 
• miscellaneous contents of storage unit 
15. In January or February of 2009, Henesh, individually and/or in his capacity as a 
member and manager of Indian Springs, L.L.c., exercised wrongful dominion or control over the 
personal property of the Andersens and/or Ells by (a) destroying the Andersens' locks on a well 
house and its power box, (b) replacing the destroyed locks with his own locks, and (c) changing 
certain equipment in the well house. 
16. The items referenced in Paragraphs 14 and 15 have either been lost or damaged, 
and/or the Anderscns and Ells have been deprived of their use or enjoyment as a result ofHenesh's 
exercise of wrongful dominion or control over said items. 
COUNT 1- CONVERSION. 
17. Andersens and Ells reallege Paragraphs 1-16 as set forth in full herein and 
incorporate the same by reference. 
18. At the time of the acts complained of herein, the Andersens and/or the Ells were the 
legal owners and were entitled to possession of the property referenced in Paragraphs 14 and 15. 
19. Henesh converted the property referenced in Paragraphs 14 and 15 to his own use, 
inconsistently with and in denial of the rights of Andersens and Ells in said property and/or destroyed 
said property. 
20. As a result ofHenesh's conduct as set forth herein, the Andersens and the Ells have 
incurred damages by way ofloss of personal property, damage to and resulting diminution in value, 
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loss of use, or personal value to Andersens and Ells, in an amount to be proved at trial. 
COUNT II - UNJUST ENRICHMENT. 
21. The Andersens reallege Paragraphs 1-16 as if set forth in full herein and incorporate 
the same by reference. 
22. The Andersens have conferred certain benefits upon Indian Springs, L.L.C. and 
Henesh, and such benefits have been appreciated by Indian Springs, L.L.C., and Henesh, by way of 
valuable improvements made to the land described in Paragraph 8 and general maintenance to the 
premises as described in Paragraph 8. 
23. Accepting and retaining said benefits by Indian Springs, L.L.C., and Henesh would 
be inequitable under the circumstances without payment to the Andersens for (a) the value of the 
improvements the Andersens made to the property described in Paragraph 8, (b) the value of the 
maintenance described in Paragraph 8, and (c) the resources the Andersens invested in said property. 
24. Thus, Indian Springs, L.L.c., and Henesh have been unjustly enriched at the expense 
of the Andersens. 
25. Therefore, the Andersens are entitled to damages in an amount that will fairly and 
adequately compensate them for the benefits referenced in Paragraphs 22 and 23. 
RESERVATION OF RIGHT TO AMEND 
26. Pending discovery of documents and information relative to this Counterclaim, the 
Andersens and the Ells reserve the right to amend this Counterclaim to bring further causes of action. 
ATTORNEY FEES AND COURT COSTS 
27. The Andersens and the Ells have been required to retain the services oflegal counsel 
in this matter and are entitled to an award of attorney fees and court costs pursuant to I.C. § 12-120 
and I.R.C.P. 54. 
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PRA YER FOR RELIEF 
WHEREFORE, the Andersens and the Ells pray for the judgment, decree and order of this 
Court, granting the following forms of relief, either cumulatively or in the alternative, as the Court 
may deem just and equitable: 
1. Dismissing the Amended Complaint, with Plaintifftaking nothing thereby; 
2. Awarding the Andersens and the Ells their damages as set forth herein; 
3. A warding the Andersens and the Ells their costs and attorney fees incurred in this 
litigation; and 
4. Granting the Andersens and the Ells such other and further relief as this Court deems 
just. 
DATED this 7th day of July, 2010. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.C. 
for Defendants/Counterclaimants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 7th day of July, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing ANSWER TO VERIFIED AMENDED COMPLAINT FOR EVICTION AND 
COUNTERCLAIM, by depositing the same in the United States mail, at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, 
in an envelope addressed to: 
Lane V. Erickson 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
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Exhibit A 
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j 
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REAl" PROPERlY COl"ii'\l'11:¥ED TO M,J{.. rnOFNlTIJ J. A fID rfl~F'P~ '!'E:!~P...:.~..L!;, L~ !J'E~s:::',.:[In~'D 
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BEGOO'tlNG AT THE SOTJ'fHEAST CORNER OF S,4ID RECREATfONAL AR.K4..,"iHA T BEARS NORTH 
• . ' 1 
31"49' WEST 2241.1 FEET, MORE OR L.ii'8S" FROM'fHE S:OlJTHEAST CORNftR OF SAID SECTION 18, 
'I'HENCE NORTH 1a"'l5' Eft.ET 181M} FEET, 'I"fIENCE NORTH 33",{}4' EAST 2l4~j1 FEET, 1.'H:iii:NCE SOUTH. 
8'9'''55' WRBT 377.7 F:EET. THENCE sou-m 4"'51" WEST 3422 FEET. 'fHENCfi1 SOUTH ~W'41' E.ABT 29V:i 
FEET TO 'I'HE POINT OF BEGI:NNliNG. 
,0'\1' .... 13'0 EXCEPT~ A~~1'" PROPERTY LYING ~VEST OF HIGHW A){ 37, IN SECT~ON 13, TOWNSHIP (} 
SOUTH. RANGE 31 EAST BOISE MERIDIAN. PO'VER COtJNTY~ IDAHO. 
OFI1:I.E I'IORTB.1l:AS}.:' AJ~j) IBJi£· SPI5T'HEAS~ QUAR.TER OF 
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sotrtln~;ESnlJll;VSIDEOF /~jol E1fJS'I"fN'G CO'UN'I'l{ROAD; 'I'B1!:NCE SOUT.l'1 f57'145' EABT,A.LO.NG ~ 
SIUn OF SAID ROAD~ 12tltH FEET; 'IlIENCE ALONG A CURVE 'I'd 'l"H.E RIGHi' WImA . 
RA1J.IDS OF 450.00 JiiEET, THROUGH A CEN'I'RAL ANGLE OF l~5"]JOR ~ ARC J:...'itNGm OF 148.5'1 
.~ 'IRENCE SOUTH 38~lW EAST, 332,96 ;FEET; 'fH'ENa ALONG A ct.1R'fE TO 'J.RE mGHT wrnI it 
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T1l:l:NCE SOUTH liP3D; EAST~ 2,gO FJiA'f F'O~ OF RroINNlNG~ 
BEGlli1-iING AT A POINT ON'f'EIE BOurn iJ:NE OF AND h'EAR T'H:E 
SjOt111I:EA8T CO:Rl"i"ER. OF SECTION UJ, TOW1'1'"BHIP 8 SO~ R.lliGE 31 E'~JBY A l'OWER:tO:LE 
ON THE WESTERJ.,Y LTh"E OF A COUI'ITY ROAD; 'I'lIENCE ~y 6D4fO FEET TO ~ EA.ST.EB'LY 
Lllil!: OF AN EXISTllif,: NATIiR4L DRAINAGE CREEK", COMMONLY KNO\fN.AS COID CRi'.EK, ON 
'I1lE SECTION LTh"E -4 . .1"1(11 ~fARKED WITH A 112·' X3%' mON PIN DRIVEN ~ FEET INTO TID:. . 
ali01ThilJ; THENCE NORTH 27D32~ \VEST 236.0 li'EEI'TO A STIl:.EL Jl'ENCE PflST ON TIm. 
N"OR1J::IEASTIr..;RLY BANK AND DJRVE TO TH:E 1..cEFI' OF SAME CREEK; 'IilENCE ON A CUR\I1i': TIl 
ifii' KAj.:1HJlS IlJ 51 FEET, AA'D DELTA ANGLEjEQUAL TO 6.f='W' AND 
OF 56)1 TlIEN'CE NORTH 36~28' EAST 391.0 FEE'I', lU.01irE ~ LESS, TO A SECOND 
poINT ON 'l1IJ'i:. SOIJ1JIWESTERL Y EHJUl't'LM.R.Y liNE OF SAID COUNiY ROAD; THENCE SOUTH: 
57"f}!1' EAST 11!:U) FEET TO A THIRD 1"OINT ON 1'HE ROAD LINE~ 1'.HENf:1'dALONG THIS ROAD LJ1{iil; A 
TO 'i'HEWil1IA H'ADI1JS OF 9HU) FEET, CHORD as ~AND A LmGTII OF CU"RV'E 
OF 54-SA:} "JET. B:fYIHMORE OR PLACE OF BEGIN:l"(!NG. 
IN 1'.f:IE S(H:ll1:IEASIERL Y PART OF THE SOUI1:D:l:AST QUARTER OFtUUt SOUTHEAST 
'OF SECTION TO'WNSHIP 8 SOUTH, R4.NGE 31 JE..B!M:. 
.tB:}l..d~EHROM~ COM:M:ENCING ArOINT ON 'I"HE EAS'rEltLY mGHT OF WAY LINE 
o F ST~~~TE W1:!ICH I'OmT m ONE-QR4.RTIm MiLE NORnt OF TIlE iIDU'.i'BERL Y 
AP.ARWlJ.., OF LA., .... 'U IN jU:i~ S.o!.J:IB:EAST 0:17 8.ECTION llit TC ..}'Y;;;KSHIil' i!:i S;O~ Ril.J'iGE 1 
OF T'HE :B1'::Hl~E PO"'Pit'.i[R Cm:.ilx""T¥ r EKlliG A PORj:ION OF Ili4.T DtR.T.&;lN" 
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.AS FOl~LOWS~ 
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f'fLENCE NORTIHY"'fisr EAf:H' fEltO RET. TIIENCENOR'fH330fl4' EAST 214.~ FEJIT. m:iNCE SOUTH 
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i'flJ)Jitl' TO l:fHlt POIlU" OF BEG!1~~"ING. . 
Lane V. Erickson, Esq. (ISB No. 5979) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P. O. Box 13911Center Plaza 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
(208) 232-6101 FAX: 232-6109 
Attorney for Plaintiff Indian Springs, UC 
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TERRY & ROSANNA ANDERSON, husband 
and wife; EVERETT & MARGIE ELLS, 
husband and wife; and any and all individuals 
claiming any possessory interest by or through 
them; 
Defendants. 
Case No. CV 2009-066 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
(hereafter "Plaintiff'), pursuant to Rules 12(b )(6), 12(b )(8), 15, and 54, and for the legal reasons 
set forth in the Memorandum In Support of Motion to Dismiss filed herewith, hereby submits its 
Motion to Dismiss. 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
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DATED this of August, 2010. 
RACINE OLSON. NYE. BUDGE 
& BAILEY. CHARTERED 
Attorney for Plaintiff Indian Springs. LLC 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the of August, 2010, I served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
Norman G. Reece, lr. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
Attorney for the Defendants 
MOTION TO DISMISS 
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LANE V. ERICKSON 
Norman G. Reece . .11'. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.C. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Defendants/ 
Counterclaimants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 




TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife: EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, rlusband and Wife: and any and all 
individuals claiming any possessory interest by 
or through him. 
Defendants. 
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
INDIAN SPRINGS, L.L.c., an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company. and THOMAS M. 
HENESH, an Individual, 
Counterdefendants. 
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Case No. CV-2009-066 
MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND 
PLEADINGS AND NOTICE OF 
HEARING 
Defendants, Terry and Rosanna Andersen, and Everett and Margie Ells, through their 
attorney, Norman G. Reece, P.C., move the Court for leave to amend "Defendants' Answer and 
Counterclaim," filed March 31, 2009 ("Answer and Counterclaim"). On July 8, 2010, Defendants 
filed an Answer to Verified Amended Complaint for Eviction and Counterclaim ("Answer and 
Amended Counterclaim"). A true and correct copy of the Answer and Amended Counterclaim was 
served on Plaintiff's counsel July 7, 2010. 
This motion is brought pursuant to Idaho Rule of Civil Procedure (J.R.C.P.) ] 5(a), and is 
made on the following grounds: 
1. Under the LR.C.P., "]eave shall be freely given whenjustice so requires .... " LR.C.P. 
15(a). 
The Court has discretion to allow an amended pleading to remain on file, even though 
it was filed without leave to amend. Maroun v. Wyreless Sys'tems, Inc., 141 Idaho 604, 613,114 P.3d 
974. 983 (2005); Eastern Idaho Economic Development Council v. Lockwood Packaging Corp. 
Idaho, 139 Idaho 492, 496, 80 P.3d 1093, 1097 (2003). 
3. The Answer and Amended Counterclaim filed in July of 2010 relates back to the 
Answer and Counterclaim filed in March of2009. Most, ifnot all, of the allegations in the Answer 
and Amended Counterclaim can be found in the "Counter-Complaint" fuund in the Answer and 
Counterclaim filed in March of2009. See generally "Counter-Complaint" at 5-13. In particular, the 
"Counter-Complaint" does allege a conversion action. Answer and Counterclaim at 6 ~ 12, 12 ~ 6. 
The Answer and Amended Counterclaim of July 2010 merely enumerates the items of personal 
property alleged to have been converted. Answer and Amended Counterclaim at 8-13. In addition, 
the original Answer and Counterclaim was against Indian Springs, L.L.C., and the Answer and 
Amended Counterclaim asserts the cause of action against Indian Springs, L.L.c., as well as its 
MOTION FOR LIAVL ro AMLND PLEADINGS AND NOTlet OF HEARING - 2 
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principal, Thomas M. Henesh. 
4. Plaintiffs are liable to the Defendants on the conversion claim independently of any 
liability of Plaintiffs predecessors in interest to the Defendants. 
a. "An actor may be liable where he has in fact exercised dominion or control, 
although he may be quite unaware of existence of rights with which he interferes, and a defendant's 
intention. good or bad faith, and his knowledge or mistake are immaterial." Peasley Transfer & 
Storage Co. v. Smith. 132 Idaho 732. 743, 979 P.2d 605, 616 (1999). Therefore, it is immaterial 
whether Plaintiff knew the items he received in the purchase from his predecessors were the subject 
of a conversion claim by the Defendants. 
b. "An actor commits conversion if the actor mistakenly believes that he or she 
is acting legally with respect to the other person's property [citation omitted], and even if the actor 
innocently acquires the property from a knowing converter." In re Marlin, 328 Or. 177, 184-85,970 
P.2d 638, 642 (1998). Thus, it does not matter whether any limitations period ran on Plaintiffs 
predecessors in interest. The facts alleged in the Answer and Amended Complaint assert an 
independent action for conversion against the Plaintiffs. Cl Phillips v. Utah State Credit Union, 
811 P.2d 174, 178-79 (Utah 1991) (holding that although the limitations period for a deficiency 
judgment had run, the defendant could still pursue a counterclaim for conversion based on separate 
acts of the plaintiff) 
c. One who purchases converted property "is also a converter and must answer 
in damages to the true owner." Kenyon v. Abel, 36 P.3d 1161,1165 (Wyo. 2001). 
d. "[A] subsequent action for conversion is not precluded by an initial lawful 
taking of property." ~Volle v. Faulkner, 628 P.2d 700, 704 (Okla. 1981). 
10-784.1 
e. "An innocent third party purchaser from a wilful trespasser/converter may be 
held liable for conversion because knowledge that the goods are converted is not essential to 
establish culpability." Bloedel v. Timberlands Development, Inc. v. Timber Industries, Inc., 28 
Wash. App. 669, 679, 626 P.2d 30,36, rev. denied, 95 Wash. 2d 1027 (1981). 
NOTICE OF HEARING 
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that on Thursday, the 7th day of October, 2010, at 2:00 p.m. of 
said day, or as soon thereafter as counsel can be heard, in the Courtroom of said Court, Power 
County Courthouse, American Falls. County of Power, State ofldaho, the undersigned will call up 
for hearing before the Court Defendants/Counterclaimants' Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings. 
DATED this 20th day of September, 2010. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
for Defendants/Counterclaimants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 20th day of September, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing MOTION FOR LEAVE TO AMEND PLEADINGS AND NOTICE OF HEARING, 
by depositing the same in the United States mail, at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, in an envelope 
addressed to: 
10·784 1 
Lane V. Erickson 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Lane V. Erickson~ Esq. (ISB No. 5979) 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
P. O. Box] 391/Center Plaza 
Pocatello, Idaho 83204-1391 
(208) 232-6101 FAX: 232-6109 
Alforneyfol' P1ainrijfindian Springs, LLe 
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DISTRICT 
SIXTH JUDICIAL 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
* * * * * * 
INDIAN SPRlNGS, LLC, an Idaho limited 
liability company 
Case No, CV 2009-066 
p, 02/05 
Plaintiff, PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO 
DE.FENDANTS' MOTION TO AMEND 
vs. 
TERRY & ROSANNA ANDERSON, husband 
and wife; EVERETT & MARGIE ELLS, 
husband and wife; and any and all indjviduals 
claiming any possessory interest by or through 
them; 
Defendants. 
COMES NOW the Plaintiff INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, an Idaho limited liability company 
01ereafier "Plaintiff'), pursuant to Rules 12(b)(6), 12(b)(8), 15, and 54, and hereby submits its 
Objection to Defendants' Motion to Amend. In suppon of its Objection Plaintiff states as 
follows: 
ARGUMENT 
1. Plaintiff reasserts, and incorporates by reference into this Objection, all its 
arguments and legal citations as set forth in its Response to the Brief re: Assignor Liability and 
PLAINTJFF'S OBJECTlON TO DEFENDANTS' MOYlON TO AMEND 
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its Memorandum in Sllpport of its Motion to Dismiss the Answer to Verified Amended 
Complaint and Counterclaim, (hereafter "Plaintiffs Response"), which was filed with this Court 
on August 9, 2010. In Plaintiffs Response, the applicable legaJ standards of assignor liability, 
statUte of limitations, judicial estoppel, res judicata - cJain1 preclusion, and standing were raised 
by Plaintiff as authority that Defendants cannot amend their Answer 10 include the proposed 
counterclaims they are seeking. In their Motion to Amend, Defendants do not respond to these 
Jegal standards or the argulTI.ents made in Plaintiffs Response any way. The reason for this is 
that there is no legal anthor,ity supporting Defendants' ability to amend their Answer in the way 
they are proposing. 
2. It is true that "in the best interest of justice, courts should favor liberal grants of 
leave to amend." However, "it is not an abuse of discretion for a court to deny a request for 
leave to amend a [pJeading] if the new claims proposed to be asserted fail to state a valid claim." 
Stonewall S:u.rplus Lines. Ins. Co. v. Farmers Ins. Co., 132 Idaho 318, 325, 971 P.2d 1142~ 1149 
(1998). The sam.e standard app]jes when a proposed amendment seeks to add a new party as the 
Defendants are attempting in the present case. See, Baxter v. Craney, 135 Idaho 166, 169, 16 
P.3d 263,266 (2000). Due to the applicable legal standards and authority as set forth in 
Plaintiffs Response, the Defendants' proposed cow.1tercJaim fails to state a valid claim. As a 
result, pursuant to LR.C.P. 15 and applicable law, Defendan[s' Motion to Amend should be 
derued. 
3. Defendants claim that their proposed amendment is not materially different from 
their origjnally filed Answer and Counterclaim dated March 2009. (See Motion to Amend pg 2 
paragraph 3.) This is not an accurate statement. Defendants originally claimed that Plaintitlwas 
liable to Defendants simply because Plaintiff was a successor-in-interest to those other parties 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTlON TO DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO AMEND 
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that had actually converted andior damaged the personal propeliy Defendants claimed belongs to 
them. In their proposed amendment, however, Defendants seek to make the Plaintiff primarily 
liable for conversjon and/or damage and also seek to add a new party, Mr. Thomas Henesh, 
indi vi duall y. 
4. In support of its claims that Plaintiff should be primarily liable, Defendants 
cannot provide any Jega.J authority fTolD Idaho so Defendants cite to cases in Oregon, Utah, 
Wyoming, Oklahoma and Washington. None of these citations responds ill any way to the 
applicable legal authority or the arguments set forth in Plaintiff's Response. Additionally, even 
if Plaintiff's Response didn't exist, none of the out-of-state citations made by the Defendants are 
applicabJe or binding in Ida110. 
CONCLUSION 
All applicable law, as set forth in Plaintiff's Response, and as provided by Idaho courts 
concerning the ability of a party to amend tbeir pleadings, supports the denial of Defendants' 
Motion to Amend their counterclaim. PJaintiff's respectfuIJy request that this Court deny 
Defendants' Motion to Amend and enter a final judgment in favor of Plaintiffs concerning the 
matter of personal property. 
DATED thisd..cf~ay of September, 2010. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE 
& BAILEY, CHARTERED 
LANE V. ERICKSON 
Attomey for Plaintiff Indian Springs~ LLC 
PLAINTIFF'S OBJECTION TO DEFENDANTS' MOTlON TO AMEND 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J 'HEREBY CERTIFY that on the ;t.ti~ay of September. 2010, 1 served a true and correct 
copy of the above and foregoing document to the following person(s) as follows: 
NOnIlal1 O. Reece, Jr. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, 
An Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and wife; EVERETT AND 
MARGIE ELLS, husband and wife; and 
any and all individuals claiming any 
















Case No. CV-2009-066 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
The above entitled matter came before the Court on Thursday, October 7,2010, for 
hearing on Defendant's Motion for Leave to Amend, and Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss. 
Plaintiff was represented by attorney, Lane Erickson, Norman Reece appeared on behalf 
of Defendants. 
The Court heard argument from both parties on their motions, and took the matter under 
advisement. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 1 
The Court again encouraged Defendants to retrieve their personal property off of 
Plaintiff s property. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 7th day of October, 2010. 
District Judge 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Norman Reece, Esq. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 2 
DISTRICT COURT 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, an Idaho Limited) 
Liability Company ) 
Plaintiff, 
-vs-
TERRY & ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
husband and wife; EVERETT & 
MARJORIE ELLS, husband and wife; 
and any and all individuals claiming any 

















Case No. CV -2009-066 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
AND ORDER RE: PLAINTIFF'S 
MOTION TO DIMISS AND 
DEFENDANTS' MOTION TO 
AMEND 
DEPUTY 
This matter is before the Court on Plaintiff s Motion to Dismiss filed on August 9, 2010 
and Defendants' Motion to Amend, filed September 21,2010. Hearing on both motions was 
held on October 7, 2010. The Court has carefully considered the briefs and arguments of the 
parties, as well as any portion of the prior record which is relevant to the pending motions. The 
Court now issues this Memorandum Decision, GRANTING Plaintiff s Motion to Dismiss, in 
part, and DENYING Defendants' Motion to Amend. 
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PROCEDURAL HISTORY! 
On March 31, 2009 the Defendants, Terry and Rosanna Anderson ("Andersons") and 
Everett and Margie Ells ("Ells")(collectively "Defendants"), filed an Answer and Counterclaim 
to Plaintiff's Complaint seeking eviction. Focusing on the Counterclaim, Defendants asserted 
the Plaintiff had committed certain acts of conversion, particularly the unauthorized taking of 
water and power which Defendants believe they were entitled to. In the Ejectment Decision, this 
Court found in Plaintiff's favor on all issues in this case except possession of Defendants' 
individual personal property which may have been located in a mobile horne and/or a storage 
shed located on the property and claims by Defendants for conversion of water and power by 
Plaintiff. On July 8, 2010, Defendants filed an Answer to Verified Amended Complaint for 
Eviction and Counterclaim ("Amended Counterclaim"), along with a Brief Re: Assignor 
Liability. Focusing on the Amended Counterclaim, in addition to continuing to assert that 
Plaintiff converted water and power belonging to Defendants by taking control over the well 
house and the meter box, Defendants greatly expand their claim against Plaintiff in two ways. 
First, they identify work they had done on the property from 1996 up to 2009 and seek recovery 
of the value of those services on an unjust enrichment theory? Secondly, Defendants claims that 
Plaintiff, and Thomas Henesh individually, converted and exercised wrongful control over a long 
list of certain personal property.3 In response, Plaintiff, on August 9,2010, filed a Response to 
I The background and facts of this case are extensive and span over several years. A more complete history and 
facts of this case can be found in the Court's prior decisions, particularly the Memorandum Decision and Order filed 
December 15,2009 ("Ejectment Decision"), where the Court found in favor of the Plaintiff in its claim for eviction 
(ejectment). See also Judge Bush's Memorandum Decision in Power County Case No. CV-2005-305, filed June 
2005 and Indian Springs LLC v. Indian Springs Land Inv., LLC, 147 Idaho 737, 215 P.3d 457 (2009). This 
Memorandum refers only to those facts found in the record which are relevant to the remaining issues presented by 
the current motions. 
2 Amended Counterclaim, ~~ 10, 13, 15,22-25. 
3 Id, ~~ 14, 16, 18-20. It is important to distinguish between the two types of personal property identified by 
Defendants in their claims. The first type is business personal property ("business property"), i.e., that which 
Defendants claim was used by them in the operation of the Indian Springs property as a business. All but the last 
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BriefRe: Assignor Liability and Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Answer to 
Verified Amended Complaint and Counterclaim ("Motion to Dismiss"). The Court also received 
a Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings and Notice of Hearing filed by the Defendants on 
September 21,2010 ("Motion to Amend"). Subsequently, Plaintiff filed Plaintiffs Objection to 
Defendants' Motion to Amend on September 29,2010. 
states: 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Motion to Amend. A motion to amend a complaint is governed by LR.C.P. 15(a), which 
A party may amend the pal1y's pleading once as a matter of course at any time before a 
responsive pleading is served or, if the pleading is one to which no responsive pleading is 
permitted and the action has not been placed upon the trial calendar, the party may so 
amend it at any time within twenty (20) days after it is served. Otherwise a party may 
amend a pleading only by leave of court or by written consent of the adverse party; and 
leave shall be freely given when justice so requires, and the court may make such order 
for the payment of costs as it deems proper. A party shall plead in response to an 
amended pleading within the time remaining for response to the original pleading or 
within ten (10) days after service of the amended pleading, whichever period may be the 
longer, unless the court otherwise orders. 
The determination of a motion to amend a complaint is within the sound discretion of the 
trial court. Spur Products Corp. v. Sloel Rives LLP, 142 Idaho 41, 43,122 P.3d 300,302 (2005). 
In considering a proposed amendment to a Complaint, the Court may consider "whether the 
amended pleading sets out a valid claim, whether the opposing party would be prejudiced by any 
undue delay, or whether the opposing party has an available defense to the newly added claim." 
Id. at 44, 122 P.3d at 303. As a general rule, requests to amend are to be "freely given" absent 
undue delay, bad faith, undue prejudice, or the futility of the amendment. Carl Christensen 
Family Trust v. Christensen, 133 Idaho 866, 871, 993 P.2d 1197, 1202 (1999); Suitts v. First 
entry of the Amended Counterclaim ~ 14 can be properly characterized as business property. The second type is 
individual personal property ("individual property"), which the parties have agreed constitutes the property used by 
the Defendants personally and which is located in the mobile home and a storage shed on the real property. 
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Security Bank of Idaho, 110 Idaho 15, 24-25, 713 P .2d 13 74, 13 83-84 (1985). On the other 
hand, the proposed amendment must adequately state a cause of action. If it does not, a denial of 
the request to amend is not an abuse of discretion. See Black Canyon Racquetball Club, Inc. v. 
Idaho First Nat'l Bank, 119 Idaho 160,804 P.2d 900 (1991); Wells v. United States Life Ins. Co., 
119 Idaho 160,804 P.2d 333 (Ct. App. 1991). 
Motion to Dismiss. A Motion to Dismiss the Complaint is governed by I.R.C.P.12(b)(6), 
which provides: 
Every defense, in law or fact, to a claim for relief in any pleading, whether 
a claim, counterclaim, cross-claim or third-party claim, shall be asserted in the 
responsive pleading thereto if one is required, except that the following defenses 
may at the option of the pleader be made by motion ... (6) failure to state a claim 
upon which relief can be granted .... 
Further, I.R.C.P. 12(c) provides that, "After the pleadings are closed but within such time as not 
to delay the trial, any party may move for judgment on the pleadings." 
A motion to dismiss may be granted where "the plaintiff can prove no set of facts upon 
which the court could grant relief," and in such a case, "the complaint should be dismissed." 
Johnson v. Boundary School Dist. No. 101, 138 Idaho 331,334,63 P.3d 457, 460 (2003)(citing 
Gardner v. Hollifield, 96 Idaho 609, 611, 533 P.2d 730,732 (1975)). See also Ernst v. 
Hemenway and Moser Co., Inc., 120 Idaho 941, 946, 821 P.2d 996,1001 (Ct. App. 1991) ("For a 
complaint to be dismissed under Rule 12(b)( 6) on the ground that the complaint fails to state a 
claim, it must appear beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support of his 
claim which would entitle him to relief.") Accord, Yoakum v. Hartford Fire Ins. Co., 129 Idaho 
171, 174, 923 P .2d 416, 420 ("When faced with an IRCP 12(b)( 6) motion to dismiss, after 
drawing all inferences in favor of the non-moving party, a court must ask "whether a claim for 
relief has been stated.") In addition, "the nonmoving party is entitled to have all inferences from 
4 -MEMORANDUM DECISION AND ORDER-CV-2009-66 
the record viewed in its favor." Johnson, 138 Idaho at 334, 63 P.3d at 460; Ernst, 120 Idaho at 
946,821 P.2d at 1001. "[A]s a practical matter, a dismissal under Rule 12(b)(6) is likely to be 
granted only in the unusual case in which the plaintiff includes allegations showing on the face 
of the complaint that there is some insurmountable bar to relief." Hmper v. Harper, 122 Idaho 
535,536,835 P.2d 1346, 1347 (Ct. App. 1992). 
This standard was reaffirmed in Taylor v. Maile, 142 Idaho 253, 257, 127 P.3d 156, 160 
(2005) where the Court stated that "[a] motion to dismiss for failure to state a claim should not 
be granted "unless it appears beyond doubt that the plaintiff can prove no set of facts in support 
of his claim that would entitle him to relief. " (quoting Gardner v. Hollifield, 96 Idaho 609, 611, 
533 P.2d 730, 732 (1975)). Indeed, "upon a rule 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss for failure to state a 
claim, the complaint must be viewed in the light most favorable to the plaintiff, it must be given 
the benefit of every reasonable intendment, and every doubt must be resolved in its favor." 
Gardner, at610-611, 731-732; see also Youngv. City of Ketchum, 137 Idaho 102, 104, 44 P.3d 
1157,1159 (2002). 
Rule 12(b) also contemplates that if the Court allows consideration of matters outside the 
pleadings, a motion to dismiss shall then be "treated as a motion for summary judgment and 
disposed of as provided in Rule 56 .... " In this case substantial matters have been submitted 
outside the pleadings so the matter is considered as a Motion for Summary Judgment, but will be 
referred to as a Motion to Dismiss. "Summary judgment is proper 'if the pleadings, depositions, 
and admissions on file, together with the affidavits, if any, show that there is no genuine issue as 
to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of law. '" 
Northwest Bee-Corp v. Home Living Service, 136 Idaho 835, 838,41 P.3d 263,267 (2002) 
(quoting IRCP Rule 56 (c)). See also, Cox v. Clanton, 137 Idaho 492,494,50 P.3d 987, 989 
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(2002). When considering a motion for summary judgment, a court should liberally construe all 
facts in favor of the nonmoving party and draw all reasonable inferences from the facts in favor 
of the nonmoving party. Id. Normally, summary judgment must be denied where reasonable 
persons could reach different conclusions or draw conflicting inferences from the evidence 
presented. Id. 
ANALYSIS 
In Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss, it makes the following arguments: (1) with regards to 
assignor liability, Defendants cannot provide this Court with any law that requires Plaintiff to be 
liable for the actions or conduct of its predecessors; (2) Defendants' filing of a new Counterclaim 
is nothing more than a recharacterization of the issue of Assignor Liability; (3) alllegaUy 
applicable statutes of limitation prevent Defendants from raising any claims against Plaintiff for 
personal property or for unjust enrichment; (4) even if the law of assignor liability, Rule 15 and 
the applicable statute of limitations did not apply, the Defendants still do not prevail because, 
under the doctrine of judicial estoppel, they cannot now take a factual or legal position in this 
litigation that is different than what they took in this or previous litigations; (5) even if the law of 
assignor liability, Rule 15, the applicable statute of limitations and judicial estoppel were not 
applicable in this case, the claim preclusion arm of res judicata prevents the Defendants from 
raising new claims in the present litigation; (6) all items of repair, improvement, and/or 
replacement completed by the Andersens upon the real property were foreclosed and cannot now 
be used as a basis for a claim of unjust enrichment; and (7) Everett and Margie Ells have no 
standing to rely upon any of the claims raised in the counterclaim. 
Defendants' contend that their Amended Counterclaim, filed in July of201O, relates back 
to the original Answer and Counterclaim ("Original Counterclaim") filed in March of2009. In 
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particular, the Defendants argue that the Original Counterclaim does allege a conversion action 
and that the Amended Counterclaim merely enumerates the items of personal property alleged to 
have been converted. In addition, the Amended Counterclaim asserts not only a cause of action 
against Indian Springs, L.L.c., but also against its principal, Thomas M. Henesh. 
The Court recognizes that the Original Counterclaim does allege the tort of conversion on 
page 6, paragraph 12. In the Original Counterclaim, the Defendants allege that Plaintiff 
destroyed and removed and replaced locks Defendants placed on the well house and meter box. 
Defendants also claim that Plaintiff prevented access to power and water purchased by 
Defendants and that Plaintiff has used the water and power paid for by Defendants. In 
Defendants' Amended Counterclaim, the Defendants also attempt to expand the property subj ect 
to their conversion claim, listing numerous items of business property and unidentified items of 
individual property in a storage shed. The Court concludes that the Original Counterclaim does 
not assert that Indian Springs converted the business property or individual property other than 
the locks, water and power. Thus the question becomes whether the Amended Counterclaim 
asserts a valid claim, i.e., is there a legitimate claim against Indian Springs for the new claims 
being asserted? Assuming, without deciding, that the Amended Counterclaim relates back to the 
Original Counterclaim, the Court must determine whether the Defendants assert a legally valid 
claim in the following three areas: (l) conversion of business property/assignor liability; (2) 
unjust enrichment; and (3) addition of Thomas M. Henesh as a counterdefendant. The Court also 
addresses the alleged conversion of individual property, locks, water and power. 
1. Conversion and Assignor Liability. The Court first looks at whether the statute of 
limitations has run on Defendants claims. In terms of personal property, any action for the 
"taking, detaining, or injurying [of] any goods or chattels, including any actions for the specific 
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recovery of personal property," must be made within 3 years. I.C. § 5-218. "The time when a 
cause of action accrues may be a question of law or a question of fact, depending upon whether 
any disputed issues of material fact exist." Reis v. Cox, 104 Idaho 434, 438, 660 P.2d 46, 
50 (1982). "Where there is no dispute over any issue of material fact regarding when the cause 
of action accrues, the question is one of law for determination by the court." Id (citations 
omitted). 
On March 6, 2001, the McKinneys obtained a judgment and foreclosed the real property 
in Power County Case No. CV -00-00252. At that time, McKinneys exercised possession over 
all the property including real property, personal business property, and personal property. Any 
claim for conversion against the McKinneys ended on or about March 6, 2004. Even if that date 
is not correct, the U.S. Bankruptcy Court issued an order on May 14,2004, which abandoned 
any personal property to D.M. and Shirley Thornhil1.4 Any claim for conversion of the personal 
property should have been made within 3 years of that date, but was not. However, Defendants 
argue that they are not alleging a conversion claim against McKinneys, Thornhill or any other 
predecessor to Plaintiff, but allege they have a direct conversion claim against Indian Springs, 
L.L.C., and Henesh. Defendants argue that their statute of limitations did not begin to run 
against Indian Springs, L.L.C., and Henesh until Plaintiffs exercised control over the property in 
2009.5 
The issue the Court must decide is whether when the conversion is once complete, does a 
subsequent transfer, even by way of foreclosure and Sheriff s sale, allow the statute of 
4 Defendants' Motion to Dismiss filed March 31, 2009, Ex. G. The record also reflects that Anderson, through 
Recreational Properties A&B, LLC, made demand on Thomhills for return of the same list of business property and 
individual property in the storage unit on or before December 17,2007, which shows the knowledge Defendants had 
of their claim for the personal property. Defendants' Motion to Dismiss filed March 31, 2009, Exs. J & K. 
5 The record reflects that Plaintiffreceived a Sheriff's Certificate of Sale on January 14,2008, but did not actually 
obtain possession of the property until January 15,2009. 
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limitations to begin running again? The Court concludes that it does not. "A cause of action for 
conversion accrues as soon as the property is wrongfully taken or retained." Freiberger v. 
American Triticale, Inc., 120 Idaho 239, 241, 815 P.2d 437, 439 (1991)(citations omitted).6 
"When the conversion is once complete, a subsequent wrongful transfer does not alter the 
running of the statute from the original conversion." HimojJ Mach. Co. v. H & W Motor Sales, 
Inc., 256 F.2d 769, 771 (7th Cir., 1958)(citation omitted). 
The New Jersey Supreme Court has stated: 
We reject the alternative of treating subsequent transfers of a chattel as separate acts of 
conversion that would start the statute of limitations running anew. At common law, apart 
from the statute of limitations, a subsequent transfer of a converted chattel was 
considered to be a separate act of conversion. In his dissent, Justice Handler seeks to 
extend the rule so that it would apply even if the period of limitations had expired before 
the subsequent transfer. Nonetheless, the dissent does not cite any authority that supports 
the position that the statute of limitations should run anew on an act of conversion 
already barred by the statute of limitations. Adoption of that alternative would tend to 
undermine the purpose of the statute in quieting titles and protecting against stale claims. 
Brown, supra, s 4.3 at 38. 
a'KeejJe v. Snyder, 83 N.J. 478, 503, 416 A.2d 862, 875 (1980). 
In this case, the Defendants lost possession of the Indian Springs recreational area real 
and personal property on either March 6, 2001, when the McKinneys obtained a judgment and 
foreclosed the real property in Power County Case No. CV -00-00252 or on May 14, 2004 when 
the bankruptcy court delivered the property to Thornhills. Any conversion claim the Defendants 
had would have begun at that time. The statute of limitations has run and the Defendants are 
barred from asserting a new conversion claim against the Plaintiff because when the conversion 
is once complete, a subsequent transfer does not alter the running of the statute from the original 
converSIOn. 
6 See also Davidson v. Davidson, 68 Idaho 58, 63,188 P.2d 329, 332 (1947): "All the cases are agreed in this, that a 
right of action accrues in favor of the owner of goods as soon as they are wrongfully taken from his possession, or 
wrongfully converted." (Citations omitted). 
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As an alternative ground, Plaintiff asserts that Defendants are precluded from their 
conversion claim by the doctrine of judicial estoppel. Essentially, Plaintiff asserts that 
Defendants have previously taken the legal position that all personal property at issue here is 
owned by Recreational Properties A&B, LLC ("Recreational Properties"), and cannot now assert 
that they have personal claims to that personal property. Judicial estoppel is an equitable 
doctrine, invoked at the court's discretion, to prevent a party from taking one position in one 
proceeding and then attempting to change that position in a subsequent proceeding to its 
advantage. 7 The record clearly shows that in prior proceedings, including the case that resulted 
in the foreclosure of the real property in this case, Defendants have taken the position that all of 
the personal property is owned by Recreational Properties. Defendants cannot now take a 
contrary position in an attempt to recover any personal property as individuals.s 
Because at least two legitimate bases exist for concluding that Defendants may not 
pursue their claims for conversion of any personal property, the Court need not reach the several 
additional grounds asserted by Plaintiff on this issue. Plaintiff's Motion to Dismiss Defendants' 
conversion claims, both in Defendants' Original Counterclaim and Amended Counterclaim, is 
GRANTED. 
2. Unjust Enrichment. Defendants' claim for labor and effort on the property in years 
past is founded on the legal doctrine of unjust enrichment. In discussing the legal doctrine of 
unjust enrichment, the Idaho Court of Appeals stated: 
The doctrine of unjust enrichment sounds in quasi-contract or implied-in-Iaw contract. 
Beco Constr. Co., Inc. v. Bannock Paving Co., Inc., 118 Idaho 463, 466, 797 P.2d 863, 
7 Indian Springs LLC, supra, 147 Idaho at 748,215 P.3d at 468; Riley v. W.R. Holdings, LLC, 143 Idaho 116, 121-
22,138 P.3d 316,321-22 (2006). 
8 For the same reason, and because there is no evidence in this record to the contrary, there has been no showing the 
Everett and Marjorie Ells have ever claimed an interest in any of the personal property at issue, except the individual 
property that may be personal to them and be located in the mobile home and storage shed. Thus, any claims by Ells 
herein are dismissed. 
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866 (1990). The theory is based upon the defendant having received a benefit which 
would be inequitable to retain at least without compensating the plaintiff to the extent that 
retention of the benefit is unjust. Id. In order to establish the prima facie case for unjust 
emichment, the plaintiff must show that there was: (1) a benefit conferred upon the 
defendant by the plaintiff; (2) appreciation by the defendant of such benefit; and (3) 
acceptance of the benefit under circumstances that would be inequitable for the defendant 
to retain the benefit without payment to the plaintiff of the value thereof. Idaho Lumber, 
Inc. v. Buck, 109 Idaho 737, 745, 710 P.2d 647,655 (Ct.App.1985). 
Curtis v. Becker, 130 Idaho 378, 382, 941 P.2d 350,354 (Ct. App. 1997). 
In Beco Const. Co., Inc. v. Bannock Paving Co., Inc., 118 Idaho 463, 797 P.2d 863, 
(1990), a Construction company ("Beco") brought an unjust emichment action against a 
subcontractor. The district court held that existing Idaho law "fails to recognize a cause of action 
under either the theory of fraud or unjust emichment where the alleged injured party has no 
relationship with the alleged injuring party." Id. at 465-66, 797 P.2d at 865-66. Therefore, the 
district court concluded that Bannock Paving was entitled to summary judgment. 
Beco argued on appeal that it should be allowed to recover under the theory of unjust 
emichment for the benefit received by Bannock Paving from the set-aside contract even though it 
did not confer any benefit either directly or indirectly to the alleged unjustly emiched party. Id. at 
466, 797 P.2d at 866. 
The Idaho Supreme Court stated that: 
Beco argues that the equitable principle of unjust emichment does not require the 
plaintiff and the defendant to have any other relationship beyond the nexus that one party 
may not unjustly emich itself at the expense of the other. Beco relies on Smith v. Smith, 
supra; McKay Construction Co. v. Ada County Board of County Commissioners, 96 
Idaho 881, 883, 538 P.2d 1185 (1975); and Hixon v. Allphin, 76 Idaho 327, 333, 281 P.2d 
1042 (1955); Olsen v. Country Club Sports, Inc., 110 Idaho 789, 718 P.2d 1227 
(Ct.App.1985), for this general proposition. However, in each of these cases the plaintiff 
and defendant had a contractual relationship or a claim to real property, which were the 
underlying reasons for the unjust emichment or quasi contract claims between the parties. 
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In this case, Beco conferred no direct or indirect benefit on Bannock Paving. Beco and 
Bannock Paving had no contractual relationship. M-K awarded the contract. M-K and 
SBA decided that Bannock Paving could keep the contract even though it did not qualify 
for small business set-aside projects. Even if Bannock Paving had been excluded, the 
project documents did not require M-K to award the contract to Beco. Beco also admitted 
an error in its bid. Besides, SBA provides for criminal sanctions but no civil sanctions as 
such in cases where the low bidder does not qualify for an SBA set aside. This court 
continues to require for an unjust enrichment recovery that the plaintiff confer some 
benefit on the defendant which would be unjust for the defendant to retain. 
Id at 467, 797 P.2d at 867.9 
In this case, similarly to Beco, Defendants did not confer a benefit upon Plaintiff because 
there is no evidence that such work was done while Plaintiff was in possession of the property, 
and because Defendants did not have a contractual relationship with Plaintiff. Plaintiff was a 
successor in interest to the first mortgage held by the Thornhills. Plaintiff received a civil 
Judgment, Decree of Foreclosure and Order of Sale ("Judgment") which was rendered by Judge 
Ronald E. Bush, in the District Court for Power County in Case No. CV-2005-00305. The 
Judgment was recorded on November 27,2007, as Power County Recorder's Instrument No. 
192994, and foreclosed the real property due to default of payment. In the Judgment, Judge 
Bush ordered that the mortgaged real property be sold at public auction by the Power County 
Sherriff and on January 14, 2008, Plaintiff purchased the real property at a public auction for 
$436,179.73. Plaintiff did not actually take possession of the property until January 15,2009. 
At no time did Plaintiff have any type of contractual or business relationship with the 
Defendant in this case. Also, at no time did the Defendants confer a benefit upon the Plaintiff. 
The property was foreclosed, and unjust enrichment is not appropriate in this case. Thus, any 
claim for unjust enrichment is DISMISSED. 
9 See also Great Plains Equipment, Inc. v. Northwest Pipeline Corp., 132 Idaho 754,767,979 P.2d 627, 640 (1999): 
"Neither of these two theories [quantum meruit and unjust enrichment] allows recovery by a subcontractor who 
lacks a contractual relationship directly with a property owner." 
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3. Motion to Amend and to Include Thomas M. Henesh as a Counterdefendant. Since 
there is no legal foundation for any claims for the recovery of the business property or any labor 
and effort by Defendants on the property, there is no legal foundation for the Motion to Amend. 
Any allegations for conversion of business property in the Original and Amended Counterclaim 
are legally and factually insufficient. Also, there is no evidence or claim that Thomas M. 
Henesh, individually and personally, was acting in any way other than as the representative or 
owner of Indian Springs, LLC, a limited liability company. If there is no claim against Indian 
Springs, LLC, there can be no claim against Henesh personally. Therefore, the Court DENIES 
Defendants' Motion to Amend including the request to add Thomas M. Henesh as a 
counterdefendant. 
4. Individual Property, Locks, Water and Power. The final issue is whether any claim 
continues for individual property owned by Defendants within the mobile home and/or storage 
shed. The Court has ordered, and then stayed, and then encouraged the Defendants on many 
occasions to remove their individual property from the mobile home and storage shed. Plaintiff 
has never claimed ownership of this individual property, and has not objected to Defendants 
obtaining possession of it. Since this decision concludes this case, as to the ownership and 
possession of all personal property, the Court now ORDERS Defendants to remove all individual 
property in the mobile home and/or storage shed by November 30,2010. As previously ordered, 
Plaintiff's counsel, or a representative from Plaintiff's law firm, must be present at the time this 
removal takes place, and is ordered to video tape the removal so there is a record of what was 
present and what was taken. Anything not removed by November 30,2010 will be forfeited by 
Defendants and can be disposed of by Plaintiff. 
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As to claims that Plaintiff removed locks belonging to Defendants on the well house and 
power box, the Court concludes, based on the foregoing, that such locks would have been 
business property subject to the same analysis contained above. The Order dismissing the 
Counterclaim encompasses the locks in question. 
As to claims that Plaintiff has taken power and water owned and paid for by Defendants, 
the Court concludes that documents attached to the Defendants Original Counterclaim create a 
question of fact as to whether Defendants actually paid for power used by Plaintiff after January 
15,2009. Part of Exhibit A to the Original Counterclaim show billings from Idaho Power to 
Rosanna Anderson personally on January 26 and February 18,2009, although it is not clear 
whether the billings relate to power used by Plaintiff in the operation of the business, to the 
mobile home (the ownership of which had not yet been resolved at that time), or some other 
property. There is also no evidence of actual payment of any bills for power used by Plaintiff. 
Exhibits Band C to the Original Counterclaim reflect payments to the American 
Falls/Aberdeen Area Ground Water District in 2009, after Plaintiff took possession of the real 
property in question. However, those billings were to Recreational Properties. 10 Therefore, for 
the reasons stated above, Defendants have no legitimate claim for reimbursement of water 
expenses they did not personally incur, and such claims are DISMISSED. 
Thus, the only issue now remaining in this case is whether Plaintiff'is obligated to 
reimburse Defendants for the cost any power bills for electrical service to the property in 
possession of Plaintiff after January 15,2009. Since this matter is to be tried to the Court, the 
Court concludes that the most effective way of disposing of this claim is to allow the parties 30 
days in which to submit proof, by way of affidavit and supporting documentation, on this limited 
issue. Simultaneous submissions, if the matter not resolved by stipulation of the parties, will be 
10 It is also unclear where the water that was paid for was used and who used it. 
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to the Court no later than December 3, 2010. The Court will take this final matter under 
advisement at that time, issue a final decision, and render a judgment. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, and for the reasons set forth above, the Court GRANTS the Plaintiffs 
Motion to Dismiss the Original Counterclaim, except as to the question of whether Plaintiff used 
electrical power allegedly paid for by Defendants after January 15,2009. The Court DENIES 
Defendants' Motion to Amend the Original Counterclaim. The parties are directed to 
simultaneously submit proof on the sole issue of whether Plaintiff obtained the benefit of 
electrical power paid for by Defendants after January 15,2009, no later than December 3,2010, 
as set forth herein. 
Further, Defendants are ORDERED to remove any individual property from the mobile 
home and/or storage shed, no later than November 30, 2010, consistent with the conditions set 
forth herein. 
All hearings of any kind on this case are hereby vacated. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED __ ----'--__ day 
District Judge 
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Case No. CV -2009- 66 
ORDER ON DEFENDANT'S MOTION 
FOR ENLARGEMENT OF TIME 
In the Court's Memorandum Decision of November 2,2010 Defendants were required to 
remove all personal property still on the Indian Springs premises, in the mobile home andlor 
storage shed, no later than November 30, 20 I 0, subject to the same conditions imposed by the 
Court in previous orders. On November 29, 2010 Defendants filed a Motion for Enlargement of 
Time, seeking more time to remove their personal property for two primary reasons, a heavy 
snowfall that occurred in the area in late November and the fact that some property oflndian 
Springs blocked Defendants access to the mobile home andlor storage shed. Upon short notice, 
and by stipulation of the parties, the Court heard the Motion by telephone on November 29, 
20 10, counsel for both parties appearing. Plaintiff objected to the Motion but conceded that Mr. 
ORDER-CV -2009-066 
Henesh was out of state and would not be available to facilitate any removal of Defendant's 
personal property on November 30,2010. 
The Court, having considered the situation, makes the following observations. It is true 
that Defendants were given until November 30, 2010 to remove their personal property. It is of 
concern to the Court that Defendants apparently made no effort to arrange for that removal from 
the date of the Court's order, November 2,2010, until November 29,2010. Nevertheless, the 
Court, by agreement, takes judicial notice of the fact that a severe winter storm occurred no later 
than November 23,2010, which would have made removal very difficult, ifnot impossible. The 
area where the personal property is located will likely be difficult to access for some time. On 
the other hand, the Court has encouraged the Defendants on many prior occasions over the 
preceding 15 months to remove their property but they have failed to do so. 
Therefore, the Motion is GRANTED, subject to the following conditions. 
1) As soon as access to the mobile home and storage shed is reasonably possible, i.e., the 
snow has melted and the ground is passable, and any obstructions to access due to Plaintiff's 
property, such as tables, irrigation pipe, and the like, has been removed by Plaintiff (at Plaintiff's 
expense), then the Plaintiff, through counsel, is to advise the Defendants, through counsel, in 
writing, that the access to the mobile home and storage shed is reasonably possible. Plaintiff's 
counsel is directed to confirm, by telephone or other reasonable means, that the written notice 
has been received by Defendant's counsel. 
2) Within seven (7) days of the receipt of the written notice referred to in paragraph 1, 
Defendants are required to remove all personal property from the mobile home and/or storage 
shed, unless all parties agree to a later time. Removal shall be arranged by counsel for 
Defendants contacting counsel for Plaintiffs and making arrangements for the date and time of 
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the removal. The conditions previously imposed for removal shall continue, i.e., a) the Court 
directs that Indian Springs shall be physically represented by legal counsel, at the time 
Defendants obtain their personal property, but Mr. Henesh may not be present; b) the Court 
further directs that counsel for Plaintiff video tape and/or photograph the inside of the shed and 
the mobile home, prior to Defendants removing any personal property from those locations, and 
to keep a written list of all personal property obtained by Defendants; and c) if the parties 
disagree on whether certain personal property is actually owned by Defendants, counsel for 
Plaintiff shall retain all such property in a single location, photograph and make a written list of 
such property, and the matter of ownership shall be taken up at a later time. 
Failure of the Defendants to remove their personal property in accordance with this Order 
shall constitute a waiver and forfeiture of said property and can be disposed of by Plaintiff. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DA TED this 30th day of November, 20 I O. 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Norman Reece, Esq. 
ORDER-CV -2009-066 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) S5. 
County of Bannock ) 
Terry Andersen, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and am competent to testify. I have personal knowledge 
of the facts attested to herein. 
2. This submission is in response to and in compliance with the Court's order as set 
forth in its "Memorandum Decision and Order re: Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss and Defendants' 
Motion to Amend," filed November 2, 2010. 
3. Specifically, this submission is to estabJish the damages Defendants have incurred 
as a result of Plaintiffs use of electrical service to the property which is the subject of this litigation, 
said use occurring after January l5, 2009. 
4. Attached as Exhibit A are true and co.rrect copies ofbiIling statements T received from 
Idaho Power for electrical service to the property which is the subject of this litigation. These 
statements range from September 20,2007 through Decembcr 22,2008. These statements show rul 
average electrical bill of$17.04 in the months preceding January 2009. 
5. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and correct copy ofa biHing statement I received from 
Idaho Power for electrical service to the property whjch is the subject of tllis litigation. Said 
statement is for service from December 22, 2008 to Jantl.a.lY 22, 2009, and reflects a dramatic 
increase in our power bill for the a.dditional usage by Plaintiffa'fl:er January 15,2009. 
6. After January 15, 2009, our electrical bills continued to refl ect greatly increased usage 
of electrical power to thc propcliy by Plaintiff. Attached as Exhibit C are the Idaho Power billings 
for January 2009 and February 2009. 
AFFrLJAVIT OF TERR Y ANDERSr::~' 
10·i~4,5 
7. We finally paid $228.97 to Idaho Power on March 5, 2009. A true and correct copy 
ofth.is payment is attached as Exhibit D. This payment was for el.ectrical services from December 
22,2008 through February 2009. 
8. We incurred no futiher expenses for electrical power to the property after February 
2009. 
9. T11erefore, the payment we made of $228.97 on March 5, 2009, reflects two pay 
periods: December 2008 to January 2009 and January 2009 to Febmary 2009. Since OUf usage of 
electrical power during any given month, as shown in Exhibit A, averaged $17.04, the mo~t we 
would ha.ve paid for electrical scrvice during the December 2008 to February 2009 time period 
would have been $17.04 per month. Subtracting $34.08 (two months at $17.04) for the two pay 
periods involved, our damages for electrical lise by the Plaintiff for whleh we paid would come to 
$194.89 ($228.97 - $34.08), plus pre-judgment interest. 
10. Attached as Exhibit E is a. true and correct copy of a letter we sent to Idaho Power 
protesting the bill we paid. The contents of that letter are incorporated herein as if set forth in fulL 
~~ ~ TERRY ANDERSE~ ____ _ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2nd day of December, 2010. 
.LlSA ORR 
STATE Of IDAHO 
, NOTAf('( - • - PU8l1C 
AFFIDAvrr or: im~RY ANDERSEN -:; 
10-784.5 
ld~~--
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing At: C\-""k-\.;,.~ 
My Commission Expires: l)l...\-1.-<l~ 1-11 \ 
l~!tlL!Ltlltl Hi:tll::l NUr<f
vlAN l:l r<t.t.Ct. t-'C t-'Al:lt. 114/54 
CERTIFTCATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 2nd day of December, 2010, J served a true and conect copy of 
the foregoing AFFIDA VII OF TERRY ANDERSEN, by depositing the in the United States mail, 
at Pocatello, postage pre-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Lane V. Erickson, Esq. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, CHID. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
Nom1an G. Reece, Jr . 
. ,--_ .. __ ._---- --'._--,-
1 :21 1:l2! 2BHl Hl: I::H::: :L I::H:l:L 334 l:l ':18 
Exhibit A 
12/02/20H1 18 : 08 2082334895 
\IIIWW. idahopower.com 
": ",' 
Question!:? Contact U5 111: 
PO eClX 70; BOi5C, 1083707. 
Or cQ'II·(20B)31lS-2323 (Tree~ure Valley) 
or (BOO) 48B-€161 . Sa hablR espaiio.l. 
For (aster 50rvlce pl99M C!lli . 
Tue8d~y - Friday, 7:30 R,m. to 19:30 p,rn., 
.' . 
• J., .. . . 1 • 
.Servlce Agreement No: .. 663030551 0 
NOR HAN G REECE PC 
Customer Na.me: 
Account Number: 
.. ~ .. ~ 8illing Da~e: I ' 
Print Date: 
08S31E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FA ID 
/ 
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Next Read Date: ' 11/21/2007 
25HP 
. p~go 2 
12/ 02 / 213113 18 : 138 21382334895 
An IOACORP company 
www. i~ahopower.com 
Que81Io,,~? Conl:ilot US at: 
PO BOX 70. BoiM. ID 8:0707. 
Or call (ZOB) 389-2323 (Trea!lure Valley) 
01'(800) 486-6151. Se habla ospa/lal. 
For faster service plc!!99 call 
Tue$day • Frldl'lY, 7:30 :l.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
Service Agreement No: - 6630305510 




Print Date: ' 
Service Location: 08S31E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS, ID 
)' 





Next Read. Date: . 12/21/2007., 
25HP "-
12/132/ 21310 18: 138 21382334895 
~;IDAHo 
-~~POWER. 
An IOACO~P componv 
W'INW.ldahopower.com 
QunMlona7 Contact Ul; al: 
PO BOX 70, Bolge. 10 83707. 
,Or c9I,I(208) 388-2S23 (Trear;ure VlIlloy) 
Dr (800) 488-6161. Se hable espafiol. 
For faster r;ervlce ph~aBe cal! 
Tue!tday - Frld!;lY, 7:30 :<I,m., to 6:30 p.m. 
/ 
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www.ldahopower.com 
Qus!:Uons? Contaot us at: 
~o BOx 70, Boiss, 10 83707. . 
Or oal1'(208) 388-2323 (Treaaum Valley) 
or (!JOO) 488-6161. $e liabra (Ispsnol . . 
For fesler sorvics please call 
Tuesd~y. Frld:ty. 7:30 R.m. to 6:30 p.m •. 
I . 
Service Ag"e~ment No': ,. 'e6'3030551 0 
NORfvlAN G REECE PC 
Customer Name: 
Account Number: 
. 81l11l'lg Date: . 
Print Date: 
ServiCe Location: 08831 E18/COMMERCIAl PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS, ID 
/ 
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Next Read Date: 02121/2008 
25HP 
• -!, ... 
Meter. kWh 
12 / 02i 20Hl 18: 08 2082334895 
'~n IMCO~P comi>.nv 
www.id:1lhopower.com 
OU"5110ns1 C.onlsci us al : 
PO BOX 70, Bol~e . ID 83707. 
Or call :(208) 388-2323 (Trgasure Valley) 
or (B(\O) 4B8~151. Sa habla espMlol . 
For fasler &etvlee ploas!) oall 
Tuo~d~y. Friday, 7:30 a .m. 10 6:30 p.m. 
' . ., , ~ ' . . " 
NORtvlAN G REECE PC 
Customer Name: ROSANNA ANDERSEN 
Account Number: 8528504873 
Billing Date: 02/2512008 
Print Date: 02/25/2006 
Due Date 
03/11/2008 
PAGE 10i 54 
Page 1 ( 
Please. p.a..y '. 
$9.20 
,.".' 
12/El2 / 2El113 18:138 
.~ IDACORP comp.nv 
www.idahopoWer.com 
21382334895 
Quest1on~? Contact us at: 
. Po sox 70, Bol~o, ID 83707. 
Or cell (200) 388-2323 (Treosure Valley) 
or (SOO) 4B8-6161~ Sa habla sapone!. 
For fllstcr servIce please call . 
Tuesday - Friday, 7:30 tun. 10 8:30 p.m. 
Service Agr~~mel1t No;" 6630305510 




Print Date: , 
Service location: 08S31'E18/COMMERC1AL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS ID 
/ 





Next Read Date: 04/22/2008 
2SHP 
P:lgc 2 ot 
. .. . " , 
12/02i20Hl 18: 08 
An IDACCRP ComDAnv 
www.idahopower.com 
208233489 5 
QUO\; ' .. ? ConlElc( US al: 
PO BOX 70, Bolee, ID 83707. 
Or call (208) 388-2323 (Treasuro Valley) 
or (900) 498-61 S1 . Se habla espsl'ol. 
Forfasler Mirv/cO!! plMSO oeoll . 
Tue~d'lY' rridElY, 7;:30 a.m. 10 6:30 p.m. 
/ 
NORtvlAN G REECE PC 
Customer Name: 
Account Number; 








f-'AGE 12/5 4 
Page I 0 
1 L i tlL / Ltll tl H;: tltl 
Ah IDA CORP Comp3nv 
www.idahopower.com 
Queslion!:? Co"t~cl us at: 
PO BOX 70. Bol3e. 1063707. 
Or oell (208) 388-2323 (TreaBure V<1i1I!lV) 
or (800) 4es~1 &1. S9 habfa e!;J:l~fi9f . 
For fa:;ler service ple<1$(3 call . 
Tuesday - Frld~y. 7:30 a .m. to G:30 p.m. 










Page 2 of 
Service Agr~~ment No:,. 6630'305510 
Service Location: 08S31E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS ID 
Next Read Date:' 07/22/2008 
25HP 
12 / El2 /2 ElHl 18: 138 21382334895 
An ID~CORP comD~ny 
www.idahopower.com 
que!ltions? Contaet 'Ils':a!: 
PO BOX 70, Bol:le, ID 83707. 
Or call (208) 38e·2S2S (Trr,!!\sllm V~II.;y) 
or (800) 488-1>151 . Sa habla EJSpanDI. 
F"or faster saMce plca:ls e~11 
Tue~d::ly - Friday. 7:30 s .m. to 6:30 p.m. , 
./ 
NORrvlAN (;i t-<:t:.t:.ct:. J-'C rH<.:lc. .l4 / :J4 





ROSANNA ANDERSEN \ \ ".~ 
8528504873 ' C[ 7 ) f.F 0 . l ~ 
07/24/2008 j) ~ '. ~'n,}f-) 1 
07/24/2008 r ' ~ . 
, . 
.. ' · t ' 
f 
1 2/fJ2/28Hl 18:88 




. Questions? Conlaclu8 at: 
PO aOX70, Bo;r.e, 10 83707, . 
Or el'lll (20&) 368·2323 (Tr~svrc V~lIoy) 
Q~ (800) 488-6151 . Se habla espa~or, 
For faSler servioe please call . 
Tuesday - Friday. 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
NORtvtAN G REECE PC 











. .,. ," ", ""~ " '- .... : . '. ,' ,~':' , " 
,, !,:;'" ';:'::!i,~':~;Y~;~:~',;~:' ::i~~/;:: f~::;,> . !, . : 
~'.".i. \ ~' ~' .' i. .... : '.,: ," ..... .... .. .. ;. ..... .' • , . .... .... .. .... ~ . ~:~;~;.~;' :'" 
: ~ ".' . 
' / 
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'/', 
!'age ] of 
Please ~ay . 
$19.35 
1 2 / 02 / 2 010 18 : 08 
WN'W.idahopower.com 
20823348 95 
Ouestlons? CDnt~cl U~ :11: . 
PO BOX 70, Boise; ID 83707. 
Or c:) 11 (208) 368-2323 (Treasure V:1l1ey) 
or ,(800) 488-6151 . Se habl3 esp::\f!ol . 
F'or (as1er service please call ' 
Tuesday· Friday. 7:30 s.m. to 6 :30 p.m. 
Service. Agreement NQ.: ; 663'0305510 
NORt,1AN G REECE PC 
Customer Name: ROSANNA ANDERSEN 
Account Number: 8528504873 
Billing DatEr , 09/23/2008 
Print Date; 09/23/2008 
I-'Al:it:. I b ! ~ 4 
Pngc 2 of 
Next Read Date: . 10/21 /2008 
Service Location: 08S31 E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS ID 25HP 
1 2 / 02/2818 18: 88 
An lOACORt:' Comp;1nV 
www.ldahopower.com 
288233 4895 
QU9slions7 Confact ·u~ ~t: 
PO BOX 70. Bolae, ID 83707. 
Or 0811(208) 388-2323 (Treasure Valley) 
or (BOO) 489-6161. Se habla esp:aliol . 
For fasler Bervlce please call . 
Tue:;dflY - Friday, 7:30 ;l.m. 10 6:30 p.m. 
Service Agreement NO: ... ;663030551 0 
NORtv1AN G REECE PC t-'Abt:. 1 fI 04 
Customer Name,: 
Account Number: 
Sill ing Date: 





,Next Read Date: ,12/22/2008 
?asc 2 of2 
. SerVice Location; 08S31E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FA 10 25HP .... , . . ; . 
/ 
12/ 02 / 211111 18:118 
~IDAHO 
'~R~ 
An IOACORP ~ompA~Y 
.. wWw.ldah~power.com 
21182334895 
Quo.;lIone? Contact ua at: 
PO eqx 70; 8oisQ, ID S3707. 
Or call (20B) 380-2323 (Treasure V~lIey) 
or (atlO) 498-61 St . Sa habl" aspanoL 
For fe~er !<ervlce plo~sl!l call , 
Tuesday - Frldsay, 7:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.rn, 
. 
Service Agr;eem~nt ~o: .:, ga3030551 0 










Service L.ocation: 'OeS31E18/COMMERCIAL'PUMP/AMERICAN r""'L_'-i:"'! 







12/02/20H1 18: 08 2082334895 NORMAN G REECE PC PAGE 19/54 
Exhibit B 
1 2/ 82 / 2818 18 :88 2082334895 
, ; 
" . . , " 
.' .. ~ .i :. 
1<'''.. , ;" '. I' 
I ' 




rervl~b '~,,"~~hrN'b:;i:i663030551 0 









Next Read Date: 02120/2009 
. ' ..... .'. 
kWh 
Used 
....... ,~;/,. ;" ':::';$'er-vI'C8 Oharge ....... .... . ,.... .. ..... .......... ....... ....... ......... .... .... .... .. ... ... ..... . . $4.()O 
• .1 , . :" 
____ ·.. }1I2'!::.~r@.roe~..£Q~rQ.Y. C.~~ $P.0702E1!!.P~LK~h_;, :..:.:.;..:,:~:.:.:.:.:..:.:.~ .~ ~,_ .. _ ... -'-' .._. _~ ___ $.;..,1~64.~11 
peA @ $0'.007864 per kWh ...... .... ............. .... .. ........ .. " ....... . .. .. ... ..... .. .. $16.43-'''--
. E;ne , y Efficiency Services ..... ...... .... .. .... .. .... ... .... ...... ... .... ... ... ....... ..... .. $9.: 15 
:~:~?t~ Payment Cha~ . .. ..... ........... ~~~.~~:.:;~b::::: .' 51:;; . 










. ,; !I 
l:L/I:.1L/LI:.1Itl ItJ:tH:l 
Exhibit c 




QUO$Ilona? Co"fllct US m: 
PO BOX 70, SOic;c. 1083707. 
Or call (208) :188-2323 (Trn13~ure Vafl6Y) 
or (800) 4S8~161. Sa habfll ~pnnol. 
For f(\!ltter servioo please can 
TU9$d~ - Friday. 1:30 B.m. 10 6:30 p.m, 
/ 












, Please Pay .. 
'$218.49 ' ", . 





Que:;li()n~? ConlMI us :II: 
1"0 BOX 70, Bol!le,lD ~707, 
Or call (208) 388-2323 (Treasure Van0Y) 
or (800) 48U161 . Sa Mbl~ e!<pHnol. 
Fl)r f<l~'er seIViae please cell 
TuO!:lIay - Frid~y, 7:30 2.m. 10 6:30 p,m. 
/ 











Page 1 of 2 
Please Pay 
$228~97 
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Exhibit E 
12/02/2010 18:08 2082334895 HORfv1AH G REECE PC PAGE 27/54 
IDAHO POWER . 
PROTEST OF BILL. and. LETTER OF DEMAND 
. ~'''':' " ."} 
1 ampBying this bill, but I dispute it. It appears there bas been ail excessive drain 
on the !8l1uaty power that bas nothing to do with a r~io and a few li:ghts. 'I'hiS.:far ... "./ 
eXceeds any previous bill we have ever had ort the borne. Beyond that, I believe Idaho 
Power Qwes us in the amount of $3,358,42 plus associated dainages. I am fillrig this Jetter 
with yOu, and also with PUC to detail the clairil. 
Idaho Power disconnected power from the transfbrmer and removed the meter. 
The box was found s:t1laShed as well. This is believed to have occurred on or about 
October 6, 2004. A Denise McKinney claimed she had the rights, ho~ver, as you will 
find in the attached news articles and letter to the editof, she had no rights and ~ Cburt 
has since been found to have blundered badly. The partnership Idaho Power records 
shows asthe customer from July, 1996, bad no obligation to McKinney. When the home 
wasretumed to us by the court, we inquired of Idaho Power what was needed to re-imrtall 
the power. We paid $2,383.02 in supplies and $40.00 for a permit from Idtilio Division 
of Building Bamty (Receipt 3443879) dated 10/3/2001 for reinstallation of power fur 
I account # 3294640506 to the transformer. Prior to that we paid the fee and reconnected 
the power to the gat'age (account # 1002773139). whicb was again cut off at McKinney's 
r~quest. 
In OCtober of2007, we followed all the instructions Idaho Power told \lS to do to 
reconnect the home (account # 3294640506). The final inspection by Steve Thompson 
and permits were all in place and given to Idaho Power with the number of the right of 
way identified. When the American Fal1s office ofIdaho Power was instructed to 
complete the job) the engineer (Anderson?) hedged and said he didn't know that he could 
do that, We understand Mr. Anderson consulted with Thornhill and his goOd friend. Bob 
Phelps (Ii fonner Idaho Power employee) and others to come to this conclusion. We 
received a letter from ID Power's Boise attorneys (letter should be on file, but will 
furnish upon request) stating they could not getpennission :from McKinney to come on 
the ~ and m~e the installation. 
I am attaching copies of headline news and letter regarding the McK.i.nbey's failed 
attempt to auction the land befure the end of her believed right of redemption period after 
she was fo:toolosed on. McKinney had no cJaim. on the property and had held it on a 
sherifi"s deed gotten by default against parties who did not own the property. McKinney 
(with helpftom phelps?) ripped out Of geri-rigged electrical connections and cut water 
lines to the 2 occupied homes, before the sheriff's department warned her she would go 
to jail if she did any more damage. Then she ordered the power be cut off. We have 
assumed 'and paid the bill since that time. I consulted with the Idaho Power people and 
was infunned that everything to the big breaker box belonged to Idaho Power, and 
anything from that box was 0'U1'S to use 83 we chose. We chose to hook the hoUse to that 
meter wbfuh was on the parcel on which the house resides. This added another $915.00 
to our expenses in getting power that should never have been disconnected in the :first 
place. 
It l1pp~ently was very disturbing to Mr. Phelps (who passes thb home~uently) 
to see lights on. So, we got a can from the engineer claiming the power was nOt hooked 
12/El2/213113 18: 138 21382334895 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.C. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
A ttorney for Defendants! 
Counterclaimants 
NOR~tlAN G REECE PC 
TN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 




TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife; and any and all 
individuals claiming any possessory interest by 
or through him. 
Defendants. 
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife, 
Counterclalmants, 
vs. 
INDIAN SPRINGS, LL.C., an fdaho Limited 
Liability Company, and THOMAS M. 
BENESH, an Individual, 
Counterdefendants. 
!\r(7rDAVIT or ROSANNA ANDERSEN - I 
IO·7Ra,1i 
Case No. CV-2009-066 
AFFIDA VIT OF ROSANNA 
ANDERSEN 
PAGE 28/54 
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STATE OF IDAHO ) 
) 5S. 
County of Bannock ) 
Rosanna Andersen, being first duly sworn upon oath, deposes and states as follows: 
1. I am over the age of 18 years and am competent to testifY. I have persona.! kn.owledge 
of the facts attested to hercin. 
2. This submission is in response to and in compliallce with the Court's order as set 
forth in its "Memorandum Decision and Order re: Plaintiffs Motion to Dismiss and Defendants' 
Motion to Amend," filed November 2, 20.10. 
3. Specifically, this submission is to establish the damages Defendants have incurred 
as a result of Plaintiff' s usc of electrical service to the property which is the subject of this litigation, 
said use occurring after January 15,2009. 
4. Attached as Exhibit A are true and correct copies of billing statements T received from. 
Idaho Power for electrical service to the property which is the subject of this litigation. These 
statements range from September 20,2007 through December 22,2008. These statements show an 
average electrical bill of$17.04 in the months preceding January 2009. 
5. Attached as Exhibit B is a true and conectcopy ofa billing statement I received from 
Idaho Power for electrical service to the property which is the subject of this litigation. Said 
statement is for service from December 22, 2008 to January 22, 2009, and reflects a dramatic 
increase in our power bill for the additional usage by Plaintiff after January 15,2009. 
6. After January 15,2009, our electrical. bills continued to reflect greatly increased usage 
of electrical power to the property by Plaintiff. Attached a.s Exhibit C are the Idaho Power billings 
for January 2009 and Febmary 2009. 
ArrlDAvrT or ROSANNA ANDF:R.SDN - 2 
rO-784.6 
l:":/f.JL/:":f.Jltl 10:1::10 
7. We final1ypaid $228.97 to Idaho Power on March 5,2009. A true and correct copy 
of this payment is attached as Exhibit D. This payment was for electrical services from December 
22,2008 through February 2009. 
8. We incurred no further expenses for electrical power to the property after February 
2009. 
9. Therefore, the payment we made of $228.97 on March 5, 2009, reflects two pay 
periods: December 2008 to Janu81Y 2009 and January 2009 to February 2009. Since our usage of 
electrical power during any given month, as shown in Exhibit A, averaged $17.04, the most we 
""ould have paid for electrical service during the December 2008 to February 2009 time period 
would have been $17.04 per month. Subtra.cting $34.08 (two months at $17.04) for the two pay 
periods involved, OUf damages for electrical use by the Plaintiff for which we paid would come to 
$194.89 ($228.97 - $34.08), plus pre-judgment interest. 
10. Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of a letter we sent to Idaho Power 
protesting the bill we paid. The contents of that letter are incorporated herein as if set forth in full. 
--'------"-~~=======---
ROSANNA ANDERSEN 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this 2nd day of December, 2010. 
LISA OR,R 
STATE OF IDAHO 
AFF'lDt\ VfT 01: ROSANNA I\NDERSEN - 3 
IO-7R4,fi 
-~~-
Notary Public for Idaho 
Residing At:~~<-,,-_~ __ _ 
My Commission Expires: {)L\ -1.-<t...-1rh \ I 
12/02/20113 18: 138 21382334895 NORHAN G REECE PC 
PAGE 31/54 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVT,CE 
r hereby certify that on this 2nd day of December, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing AFFIDA VIT OF ROSANNA ANDERSEN, by depositing the in the United States 
mail, at Pocatello, postage prc-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Lane V. Erickson, Esq. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, CHTD. 
P.O- Box 1391 
Pocatello, TD 83204-1391 
AFFIDAVIT OF RO;;ANNA ANDF.RSEN • 4 
IO-7R4,fi 
~4~· Nonnan G. Reece, .k 
12/02/2818 18: 88 2082334895 NOR~,1AN G REECE PC PAGE 32/54 
Exhibit A 
.J.. 4-1 U~l LU.J.U ..l.U. WU 
An IDl\eO~p comO.IlV 
www.idahopower.com 
Questions? Conlact U~ =11: 
PO SOX 70i Boise, ID 83707. 
Or call (203),388-2323 (Treasure Valley) 
or (800) 481308151. Se habla eapaliol. 
For f<tater :;civlce plea~e call 
Tuesd~y - Friday, 7:30 a.m. 106:30 p,m •. 
" ~'. l. I,· ." 
Service Agreement No: '6630305510 
Customer Na.me: 
Aocount Number: 
Billing Da~e: '; , 
Print Date: 






Next Read Date;· 11/21/200'7 
25HP 
·Page 2 
12 / 02 l 20Hl 18: 08 2082334895 
An IOAeO~~ comppny 
www.idahopower.com . 
Que~\lons? ContAot US at: 
PO SOX 70, 6oj~e, ID 83707. 
Or call (208) 388-2323 (Tr9aeura ValisI') 
or (800) 488-6161 . Se habla o:opaftol. 
For fastGr service pleaSE! c311 
Tuesday - Friday., 7:30 ~.m . to 6:30 p.m. 
Service Agreement No; . 0630305510 
NOR~'lAN G REECE PC 
Customer Name: 
Account Number: 
Bill ing Date; 
Print Date; 





Next Read Date ; . 12/21/2007 
Page 
Service Location: 08S31E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS ID 25HP " .. ,
/ 
12/B2/281 El 18: 138 21382334895 
An IMCQ~~ Com pony 
www.idahopow~r.com 
Que~tiom:? Contact us at; 
PO BOX 70, Bol~o, ID 83707. 
Or call (206) 389-2323 rrreasure V'<1l1oy) 
or (SOO) 4BB~151 . Se habla espana\. 
~Or fa$\cr service please oall 
Tua~dQy - FridElY, 7:30 ~.m. 10 S;30 p.m. 
/ 




Print Date: ' 






.L L I O L l L OJ.O .lo . v o 
An rDACO~p comp~ny 
wv..rw.idahopower.com 
Queslions? Contaot US at : 
PO BOX 70, Boise, 10 83707. 
Or osll ' (20S) 38B·2323 (freR!<urll Valley) 
or (SOD) 48e~1 51 . Se "able eapafiol. 
For fester servloo pleBse call , 
Tuesdqy. Friday, 7:30 'l.ITI. to 6:30 p.m • . 
Service Agreement No': '''6G~0305510 
l'1UI ' , ' IHI ' 
Customer Name: ROSANNA ANDERSEN 
Acc9unt Number: 8528504873 
Billing Dat9: 01/:25/2008 
Print Date: 01/26/2008 
Sen/ice Location: 08831 E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS ID 










12 / 82/2 13113 18:138 21382334895 
An IDI'CORP Com~'ny 
WWW.idahopower.com 
QUcl;lionl:? Contact us 21: 
Po BOX 70, Bol~e, 1063707. 
Or call :(;!OS) ~88~2323 (TresFoure Valley) 
or (800) 488-6151. Se ~abla espanal. 
. f'dr r::l!<ier sorvice plesse ctall 
TUClsday· Friday. 7:30 :a.m. 106:30 p.m. 
/ 
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Pngc 1 ( 
, M ID~CORP cpmD~ny 
www.idahop~wer.com 
Q Oont~et USC\t: 
PO 80 0; Boise, lD 83707. 
Or call (208) 388-2.323 (Tmasure Valley) 
or (BOO)4BB-4>161; Sa h:lbla e&pallol. 
For f:1s1ar service ploasa can 




Print Date: ' 
Service Agreement No: , 6630305510 






Next Read D.ate: 04/22/2008 
25HP 
Page 2 , 
www.idahopower.com 
f 
is? Contact lJE! al: 
P 70, Soi!'/:!, ID B3707. 
Or OEI f (208) 3BI>-Z323 (TrQssure VsII!!Y) 
or (800) 488-6151 . Se nabla e!:pa/lol. 
For fas1er ~ervlec please osll . 













.... .. ,.' .. ,
' ., .;, ;,. , ... : ., .', ~;,." . ;., .. , .. ... ,',' :,~,"~,; ;"~ " ;"--,,, ;:::;;. '.'-'~ .. ~.;'.;~ •. ·.;)., . .:.i,;.:.·,ij.,~.ir.·,~~. .~.,.j~"!';':'."'.'~$1:2.:.,i; ;.'.:6~,:-,' .. :,-.'~ . :",".~.,,'.': 
• : • •• I • • ~ ' • • ; . . ... .:. , 'r ' • .... ... . . ,. i f " • • r r • •• " l .... ~ .-: '; ~ '; ~.~:; . .~: 
: .~"_ . ,.~ y 'j,' :.'h' :. ~ ~ ..... ~ ,; ' .. :::. .... '~ .. ~ .,;., .... , ;.~ ;,; ~ .............. :. ~ .. _ ' .. ~': :·/~·;· L. " : .. ~:,~,,,, ; ... .. ~ '- . ..~ . ,:; ,, $01-00 
/ 
12/ 02/2010 18:08 2082334895 
An 1"~CORr cqmp.ny 
www.ldahopower.com 
Question!>? COl'ltac1 us at: 
PO BOX 70, BOise, 1083707. 
Or cell (20B) 388-2323 (Tre~su~ Valley) 
or (800) 48806161. SehablCl er.pallpl. 
For faslGr service please enll . 
Tue!<day - Frid:lY, 7:30 s.m. to 6;30 p.m. 





Service Ag~~~ment No:v p63030S510 












An lOACDRP Call1CBMV 
www.idahopower.com 
Qu r~? Coni act us al: 
PO BOX 70, Boise, 1083707. 
Or oall (208) 388-2323 (TroMUrG Valley) 
or (SOO) 488-61S,1. SCI habla espanol. 
For faster service ple~!!:o oall 
Tuesday. Friday, 7;30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m , , 
/ 
Customer Nat;n : 
Account Number: 
Billing Date: ' 
Print Date: 
Page 
ROSANNA ANDERSEN , \' ) "rh 
,8528504873 , \ Cf 1 (1-0 ~ 
07/24/2008 f) 0,. .. : n, }f- } 
,07124/2008 .r ' UJV. 
.... . . " . . 
12/ B2 / 201£1 18:08 2082334895 
An ICll\conr comt':lnv 
www.idahopower.com 
Questlon~? Contacl U$ al : 
PO BOX 70. 'Bol~, ID 83707. 
Or Co'III (206) 388-2323 (Tre3~ura Valley) 
or (SOOI 488-6151. Se habl::. ospaflal. 
For r"'!;ter service ploase call 
TUI!!;cJ!lY' Frtd~y. 7:30 s.m. 10 6:30 p.m. 
./ 














.' Please ~ay .· ., 
$19.35 
1 2/ 02/ 2 ElHl 18: 13 8 213 823348 '35 
An IDACORP Ccmp~nv 
www.idahopower.com 
Qut'!!:lions? Conlac1 u!: I'\\: 
PO BOX 70, aoise, 10 83707, 
Or e~m (20S) 3BB.2323 (Treasurn V~ lIay) 
or.CSOO) 4a8~151. Se h:lbla espano!. 
For rasler service plaElse call 
Tuesd"lY· Frideoy, 7:30 ~ .m, 10 6:30 p.m. 





Service. Agr:eement No.: : 6830305510 
Service Lo~~tion: 08S31E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS ID 
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An lOA CORP Co,"~~"y 
www.ldahopower.com 
21382334895 
Oue&llonl:.1 Cont"c\ US at: 
PO BoX 70. 801r<e, ID 83707. 
Or call (Zoe) 388-2323 (TreElsure Valley) 
or (800) 488-6161 . $c habiB aspaliol. 
!"or fasler selVlce ple::lse call , 
Tuesday - !"rlday, 7:30 a.m. 10 6:30 p,m. ' 
" 
Service Ag~eernent No:,, 6630305510 
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., 'M IDACORP com pony 
wWw.ldahopower.com 
one? Conlacl u!! ~t: 
.PO BOX 70; Bol!".e. 10 6:3707. 
Or call (20S) 38s..2323 (Treasure V:lII~y) 
or (800) 4BB-G161. Sa Ilabla o!!t\pMol. 
For f~let service ph~gse call . 
Tuesday - Friday. 7:30 a.me 10 6:30 p.m. 
Service Agi;eemE!nt No: .. · 6'S3030551 0 
Customer N9me: ROSANNA ANDERSEN 
Account Number: 8528504873 
Billing Date: 12/24/2008 
PrInt Date: ' .' 12/24/2008 
01/22/2009 
Service Location: 08S31E18/COMMERCIAL PUMP/AMERICAN FALLS 10 
Next Read Date: 
25HP 
Meter Servlc~ F'ericd Number R~aditlg M0ter Readings . Meter . kWI 
/ 
-.--.-.. - .. _._ ... _ .. - ._-.,-
Exhibit B 
~ " >.' ~ ".' ' • ":,: 
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Next Read Date: 0212012009 
ieNice,· t;.()catton: 08'S3'fEt8ICOMME~CIAL PUMP/AMERICAN, FALLS 10 I 25HP 
Meter 
" 
J,: , ', 
" ~ " '>0 ' ,. 
, ~, ' J - ' .. - "" 
SONlce Period Number Raadlng 
From To of ,Days Type 
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An IDACG~P comp.nv 
www.idahopoWer.com 
2082334895 
Q Conlacl u.~ AI: 
PO BOX 70. Baht", 1083707. 
Or caR (208) ~23 (Treaauro VII"~) 
or (800) 488-81&1. $0 habis B!:panof. 
For rO/:1nr slIrvice pl&ll!tO call 
Tu~.dRV· Friday. 7:30 lI.m. to 6:30 p.m. 
/ 











. Please Pay .. ~ _, 
$218.49 .. ' 
, > ',: ,,' I, ' ~. " : • 
1 2/ 02/ 20Hl 18 :08 
An IMCO~P comoo"V 
www.idahopower.com 
208233 4895 
QUBsliot onllle! US at: 
PO BOX 70, 6o;ae, IO 83707. 
Or 0(1111 (208) 388-323 (Tn)lIsure Vanny) 
of (800) 4a8~1S1 . Se habla eapllflfll. 
For faster servioe please cAli 
TuoSday - Frtday. 7:30 a.m. 10 6:30 p.m. 
/ 
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IDAHo POW$R ' 
PR.OTEST OF BILL.and LETTER OF DEMAND 
'; : :~~ ..... , '; 
I am paying this bi1l,but r dispute it. It appears there bas been an eXce$sive dtain 
on the !ailuaty power that 'has nothing to do with a r~io and a few lights. ThiS:6lr ' 
exceeds any previous bill we have ever had ort the home. Beyond that, I believe Idaho 
POwefowes us in the amount of$3~358.42 plus associated damages. I am filirig this letter 
with youan.d also with PUC to detail the cJain1. 
Idaho Power disconnected power from the transfunner and removed the meter. 
The box was fOUild smashed as well. Tbis is believed to have occurred on or about 
October 6~ 2004. A Denise McKinney claimed she had the rights, however, as You will 
find in the attached news articles and letter to the editor, she bad no rights and ~ Oburt 
bas since been found to have blundered badly. The partnership Idaho Power,records 
shows as'the customer from July, 1996, bad noobJigation to McKinney_ When the home 
was returned to us by the court, we inquired ofIdaho Power what was needed to re-install 
the power. We paid,S2,J83.02 in supplies and $40.00 fur a permit from Idaho Division 
ofBlliMing Sa.fety (Receipt 3443879) dated 10/3/2007 for reinstallation of power for 
I account # 3294'640506 to the transfurmer. Prior to that we paid the fee anet reconnected 
the power to the garage (account # 1002773139), which was again cut offat McKinnefs 
request. 
In Octobei"of2007, we followed all the instructions Idaho Power told US to do to 
reconnect the home (account # 3294640506). The final inspection by Steve Thompson 
and perooUfwere all in pJace and given to Idaho Power with the number of the right of 
way identified. When the American Falls office ofIdaho Power was instructed to 
complete the job, the engineer (Anderson?) hedged and said he didn't lmowtlmt he could 
do that. We understand Mr. Anderson consulted with Thornhill and his good friend, Bob 
Phelps (a former Idaho Power employee) and others to come to this conclusion. We 
received a letter from ID Power's Boise attorneys (letter should be on file, but will 
furnish upon request) st:atin.g they could not get permission from McKinney to come on 
the bmd and ~e the installation. 
I am attaching copies of headline news and letter regarding the McK.inney's failed 
attempt to auction the land before the end of her believed right of redemption period after 
she was foreclosed on. McKinney had no' claim on the property and bad held it on a 
sherift"s deed gotten by default against parties who did not own the property. McKinney 
(with helpftom Phelps?) ripped out or goo-rigged electrical oonnections and cut water 
lines tt) the 2 occupied homes, befure the sheriff s department warned her she would go 
to jail if she did any more damage. Then she ordered the power be cut off. We have 
assumed 'and paid the bill since that time. I consulted with the Idaho Power people and 
was infur:tmKi that everything to the big breaker box belonged to Idaho Power, and ' 
anything from that box was ours to use as we chose. We chose to hook the hoUse to that 
meter which was on the parcel on which the house resides. This added another $915.00 
to our expl,mSCs in getting power that shouJd never have been disconnected in the first 
place, 
It app.ently was very disturbing to Mr. ,Phelps (who passes the home :&equently) 
to see tights on. So, we got n call from the engineer claiming the power was not hooked 
PAGE 54/54 
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NOR~"AN G REECE PC 
, ,'" 
up ~ht. He final1ycr;mceded that it would be OK if a neuttal ground was installed. 
Soon after~ a Troy Noblick (East lines leader for Idaho Power) called claiming it was a 
safety issuefbr his meter·readers (on a locked box?). He said the housewoutd have to be 
disconneeted by 6 PM prhe would cut the power off and there woukl'be'no water to the 
ho:tnes~ (NOTE:.In aile home, an 80 year old Doctor and his sob who had just bad his' 
leg amputAted mid calf and then to mid thigh on or about Feb 28, 2009, would be without." 
water.) Troy Knoblick refused to give his badge # or give the name oithe person he was 
getting orders from. Finally, a Pat Heriingto~ Attomey for Idaho Power said the powet 
would be all cut offby 6PM unless the home WjlS disconnected. It smaoks of 
conspiracy I I Is this the Way Idaho Power does business? 
Not counting damages from the time of the original disconnect until present or 
whe~verpower is repl8ced so full enjoyment of the home couM be bad (minimw;n of 
$600:'S9@@/mo), the actual C8Sh outlay cost us by Idaho Power in reinstAllation of service 
has been $3S58.02. The current status is that a Thornhill assignee claims he now bas 
rights via. a sheri£r s deed (once more not against the parties who own the home, nor the 
land). The riuttter is on appeal and will be beard by the Supreme Court early May. 
Therefore, we would request a reconnection of power for which we have paid 
dearly and sotne arrangement for related damages. 
Rosanna A:tlc1ersen 
March 4, 2009 
ItJ:4b 
Nonnan G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.C. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck, Idaho 83202 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Defendants! 
Counterclaj mants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 




TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife; and any and all 
individuals claiming any possessory interest by 
or through him. 
Defen da.n ts. 
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife, 
Counterclaimants, 
vs. 
TNDIAN SPRINGS, L.L.c., an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company, and THOMAS M. 
HENESH, an lndividual, 
COli nterdefendants. 
Case No. CV -2009-066 
WITHDRA WAL OF DAMAGES 
SUBMISSIONS 
rf-\I.:lc. Ui/UL 
wrn':iDRAWAL OF DAMAGP.S SUBMISSION·;;;S-.'1 -----------------------
10-7848 
12/08/2010 10:45 2082334895 NORlvlAN G REECE PC rH1...:l1:.. UL/UL 
Dcfendants/Countcrclaimants, by and through their attorney ofrecord, Norman G. Reece, 
P.c., hereby withdraw their damages submissions, filed by affidavit on December 2, 2010 and 
consent to immediate entry of final judgment. 
DATED this 8th day of December, 2010, 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
By ~L-/t/). 
Norman G. Reece, Jr., of the Finn, Attomey 
for Defendants/Counterclaimants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 8th day of December, 2010, I served a tlue and correct copy of 
the foregoing WITHDRAWAL OF DAMAGES SUBMISSIONS, by facsimile transmission to: 
Lane V. Erickson 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, ID 83204-1391 
(Fax 110_: 208-232-6109) 
WITHIJRAW AI .. OF O!\MAGES SUBMISSIONS· 2 
IO-7M.~ 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 




TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife; and any and all 
individuals claiming any possessory interest by 
or through him. 
Defendants. 
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife, 
Counterc lai mants, 
vs. 
INDIAN SPRINGS, L.L.c., an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company, and THOMAS M. 
HENESH, an Individual, 
Counterdefendants. 
Case No. CV-2009-066 
JUDGMENT 
THE COURT, having issued its Memorandum Decision and Order, filed December 15,2009, 
and its Memorandum Decision and Order Re: Plaintiff s Motion to Dismiss and Defendants' Motion 
.IU[)CMINT· I 
10·18.41 
to Amend, filed November 2, 2010, and Defendants having withdrawn their remaining claims against 
Plaintiff, the Court finds that Judgment should enter in the above-numbered and styled cause. 
ACCORDINGL Y, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED AS 
FOLLOWS: 
1. Defendants' original counterclaim, filed herein on March 31,2009, and Defendants' 
amended counterclaim, filed herein on April 8, 2009, are dismissed in their entirety with prejudice, 
and Defendants shall take nothing by way of their claims in said original counterclaim and said 
amended counterclaim. 
2. Judgment is hereby entered in favor of Plaintiff on Plaintiffs Amended Complaint 
for Eviction, filed October 17,2009. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 8th day of December, 2010. 
JUDGMENT - 2 
10-784.7 
HON. STEPHEN S. DUNN 
District Judge 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that I am a duly certified Clerk of the Court and that on this a day of 
December, 2010, I served a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing JUDGMENT, by depositing same 
in United States mail, postage pre-paid, in an envelope addressed to: 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite 0 
Chubbuck, IO 83202 
Lane V. Erickson, Esq. 
RACINE, OLSON, NYE, BUDGE & BAILEY, CHTD. 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello, IO 83204-1391 
JUDGMENT - 3 
10-784.7 
Clerk of the Court 
Deputy Clerk 
Norman G. Reece, Jr. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.c. 
445 West Chubbuck Road, Suite D 
Chubbuck. Idaho 83202 
Tel: (208) 233-0128 
Fax: (208) 233-4895 
Idaho State Bar No. 3898 
Attorney for Appellants 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COlJNTY OF POWER 




TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife; and any and all 
individuals claiming any possessory interest by 
or through him. 
Defendants. 
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and Wife; EVERETT and MARGIE 
ELLS, Husband and Wife, 
Counterclaimantsl Appellants, 
vs. 
INDIAN SPRINGS, L.L.c., an Idaho Limited 
Liability Company, and THOMAS M. 
HENESH, an Individual, 
Counterdefendants/Respondents. 
NOllCI OF APPIAL - I 
10-7849 
Case No. CV -2009-066 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
TO: INDIAN SPRINGS, L.L.c., THOMAS M. HENESH, THEIR ATTORNEYS, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
Defendants/Counterclaimants, Terry and Rosanna Andersen and Everett and Margie 
Ells, appeal against the above-named Plaintiff/Counterdefendants, Indian Springs, L.L.c., and 
Thomas M. Henesh, to the Idaho Supreme Court from Judgment filed December 9, 2010, the 
Honorable Stephen S. Dunn, District Judge, presiding. 
2. Defendants/Counterclaimants have the right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, 
in that the jUdgment described in paragraph 1 is appealable under and pursuant to LA.R. 11(a)(l). 
3. Preliminary Statement ofIssues on Appeal: 
(a) Did the court err in dismissing Appellants' claims for unjust enrichment 
where the Respondent purchased the subject property in 2008 and Appellants' unjust enrichment 
claim pertained in part to benefits Appellants alleged they conferred on the subject property through 
2009? 
4. No order has been entered sealing all of any portion of the record. 
5. The Appellants request the preparation of the following portions of the reporter's 
transcript in compressed format: 
(a) Hearing of December 10,2009 on Plaintiff's Motion to Amend Complaint, 
Defendant's Amended Motion to Dismiss the Amended Complaint, and Plaintiff's Complaint for 
Eviction. 
6. Appellants request the following documents be included in the clerk's record, or filed 
as an exhibit under Rule 31, I.A.R., in addition to those automatically included under Rule 28, 
LA.R.: 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
10·7849 
(a) Complaint filed March 3, 2009; 
(b) Defendants' (Margie and Everett Ells) Answer and Counterclaim, filed March 
3 L 2009; 
(c) Defendants' (Terry and Rosanna Andersen) Answer and Counterclaim, filed 
March 31, 2009; 
(d) Motion to Dismiss, filed March 31, 2009; 
(e) Amendment to Defendants' Answer and Counterclaim, filed April 8, 2009; 
(f) Minute Entry and Order, filed April 17,2009; 
(g) Amended Motion to Dismiss Complaint for Eviction and Notice of Hearing, 
filed October 14, 2009; 
(h) Affidavit of Terry Andersen in Support of Amended Motion to Dismiss, filed 
October 14,2009; 
(i) Affidavit of Lester Dee Baker, filed October 14, 2009; 
CD Amended Complaint for Eviction, filed October 19, 2009; 
(k) Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings, filed November 2, 2009; 
(1) Objection to Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings, Motion to Strike 
Amended Complaint for Eviction and Motion for Enlargement of Time, filed November 6, 2009; 
(m) Minute Entry and Order, filed November 17,2009; 
(n) Affidavit of Rodney Burch, dated November 17,2009; 
(0) Minute Entry and Order, filed December 14, 2009; 
(p) Memorandum Decision and Order, filed December 15,2009; 
(q) Minute Entry and Order, filed March 16,2010; 
(r) Memorandum Decision and Order, filed March 31, 2010; 
(s) Minute Entry and Order, filed April]3, 2010; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - J 
10-7849 
(t) Motion to Reconsider, filed May 24,2010; 
(u) Affidavit of Terry Andersen in Support of Documents Submitted in Evidence, 
filed June 10,2010, 
(v) Minute Entry and Order, filed June 15,2010; 
(w) Memorandum Decision and Order on Motion for Reconsideration, filed July 
1, 20] 0; 
(x) Answer to Verified Complaint for Eviction and Counterclaim, filed July 8, 
2010; 
(y) Motion to Dismiss, filed August 9,2010; 
(z) Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings and Notice of Hearing, filed September 
21,2010; 
(aa) Plaintiffs' Objection to Defendants' Motion to Amend, filed September 29, 
2010; 
(bb) Minute Entry and Order, filed October 13, 2010; 
(cc) Memorandum Decision and Order, filed November 2, 2010; 
(dd) Affidavit of Terry Andersen, filed December 2, 2010; 
(ee) Affidavit of Rosanna Andersen, filed December 2,2010; 
(ft) Withdrawal of Damages Submissions, filed December 8, 2010; 
(gg) Judgment, filed December 9, 2010 
7. I certifY that: 
(a) A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the court reporter of 
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set out 
below. 
Sheila Fish 
624 East Center, Room 220 
Pocatello, ID 83201 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 4 
10-7849 
(b) The Clerk of the District Court has been paid $120.25 in advance for the 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) The estimated fee for preparation of the clerk's record of $100.00 has been 
paid to the Clerk of the District Court. 
(d) Appellate filing fees of$15.00 to the Clerk of the District Court and $86.00 
to the Idaho Supreme Court have been paid. 
(e) Service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20, Idaho Appellate Rules. 
DATED this 9th day of December, 2010. 
NORMAN G. REECE, P.C. 
for Appellants 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 9th day of December, 2010, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL, by depositing the same in the United States mail, postage pre-
paid, in an envelope to: 
Lane V. Erickson 
Racine, Olson, Nye, Budge & Bailey, Chtd. 
P.O. Box 1391 




IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STA TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, 
An Idaho Limited Liability Company, 
Plaintiffs, 
-vs-
TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, 
Husband and wife; EVERETT AND 
MARGIE ELLS, husband and wife; and 
any and all individuals claiming any 
















Case No. CV-2009-066 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
The above entitled matter came before the Court on Thursday, December 9, 2010, 
concerning when Defendants were required to remove their personal belongings from the real 
property of Plaintiff. The parties have been in contact with the Court several times during the 
last week as to extending the as to the deadline that the property was to have been removed. 
Plaintiff was represented by attorney, Lane Erickson, Norman Reece appeared on behalf 
of Defendants. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 1 
The Court, just prior to this matter, had taken up the companion case of Indian Springs v. 
Mahoney, wherein a date for removal of the property had been determined. Because both cases 
have the same attorney, and it makes matters more convenient and efficient if both parties 
retrieve their property at the same time; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendants herein shall have their property removed 
from the premises on or before December 23 rd . No extensions will be granted. Defendant shall 
not enter the premises at any time without compliance to all previous orders. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 9th day of December, 2010. 
District Judge 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Norman Reece, Esq. 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, ) 






GLEN MAHONEY, an individual, and ) 
any and all individuals claiming any ) 
possessory interest by or through him. ) 
Defendant. ) 
INDIAN SPRINGS, LLC, ) 






GLEN C. MAHONEY, ) 
Defendant. ) 






INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, ) 
An Idaho Limited Liability Company, and ) 
THOMAS M. HENESH, ) 
An individual, and PENNY HENNESH, ) 
An individual, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2009-247 
Case No. CV-2009-336 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
Case No. CV-2010-188 
The above entitled matter came before the Court on December 9,2010, in Case No. CR-
2010-0188, on Defendants' Motion to Set Aside Judgment and Motion to Consolidate all of the 
ORDER 
above cases. Defendant was present, represented by Lane Erickson, and Plaintiff was 
represented by Norm Reece. 
The Court heard Defendant's motion to consolidate, and Plaintiff s objection, and after 
considering the same, 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that all of the above cases are consolidated, and will be 
consolidated into District Court Case No. CV-2009-247. 
The Court heard Defendant's Motion to set aside the default judgment entered in Case 
No. CV-2010-188, and after hearing Plaintiffs objection, the Court GRANTED the Motion to 
Set Aside Judgment. 
The parties talked at length about Mr. Mahoney retrieving his property from the Indian 
Springs premises, it was agreed that that would take place within two weeks from the date of this 
hearing. 
THEREFORE, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the parties shall coordinate the date for 
removal of property through their attorneys. Indian Springs attorney, Lane Erickson, or a 
representative of his, shall be present, but Torn Henesh is not to be present. If there is any 
property removed which is in dispute, it shall not be removed, but shall be set aside and a record, 
in writing, and by video, shall be made of the disputed items, and the parties will have to address 
those items at a later date with the Court. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 9th day of December, 2010. 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Norm Reece, Esq. 
ORDER 
STEPHEN S. DUNN 
District Judge 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF POWER 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, ) 







TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, ) 
Husband and wife; EVERETT AND ) 
MARGIE ELLS, husband and wife; and ) 
any and all individuals claiming any ) 
possessory interest by or through them. ) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, ) 






GLEN MAHONEY, an individual, and ) 
any and all individuals claiming any ) 
possessory interest by or through him. ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2009-066 
Case No. CV-2009-247 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
After the hearings on both these cases, held Thursday, December 9, 2010, the Court 
issued orders which gave certain limitations on the timing of the removal of all the Defendants' 
personal property from the subject premises. On Wednesday, December 15,2010, at 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 1 
approximately 12 noon, the Court held a telephone status conference with the attorneys for both 
parties. This was the day that the parties had agreed that the Defendants would remove their 
property. Mr. Erickson was at the property personally, in compliance with the Court's previous 
orders, and had made arrangements to be present until 4 p.m. Andersens were also present at the 
property and Mahoney had already been to the property to assess his personal property. Mr. 
Reece participated in the telephone conference but was not personally present at the property. 
A dispute had arisen as to how many days the Defendants would be allowed to remove 
their property. Mr. Erickson had taken the position that Defendants had until 4 p.m. today to 
remove all their property and if they did not do so it would be abandoned. Mr. Reece 
represented that Andersens were boxing up their personal property and that Andersens and 
Mahoney had made arrangements for a truck and crew to be present either Thursday, December 
16, or Saturday, December 18, to remove all of the property. Mr. Erickson objected to being 
required to return to the property a second day to facilitate the removal and indicated having 
himself or someone from his office available on Saturday, December 18, was not possible. 
As a result of these discussions and representations, the Court makes the following 
modification to its prior orders. Andersens and Mahoney are required to remove all their 
property from the premises by Thursday, December 16,2010 at 4 p.m. Mr. Erickson, or a 
representative from his office, is required to be present whenever Andersens or Mahoney are on 
the premises and to make the video and written record previously required. Andersens and 
Mahoney are to allow Mr. Erickson, or his representative, full access at any time to make that 
record and cannot take any steps to prevent such access, the Court noting that both the mobile 
home and the storage shed in question are owned by Plaintiff, pursuant to prior orders of the 
Court. Andersens and Mahoney are to comply fully with this order without argument with Mr. 
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Erickson or his representative. The Court strongly encouraged Mr. Reece to go to the property 
and to personally converse with his clients and advise them of this order and the consequences of 
failing to abide by it. If Mr. Reece believes that it is physically impossible to remove all the 
personal property in compliance with this order, then he and Mr. Erickson are to jointly advise 
the Court by telephone as soon as possible, but no later than 12 noon on December 16, 2010, for 
further direction of the Court. Absent any further modifications by the Court no later than 
December 16, 2010, this order will constitute the final extension of time allowing both 
Andersens and Mahoney to remove their personal property. Andersens and Mahoney shall not 
enter the premises at any time without compliance with this order and are not to be on the 
premises without Mr. Erickson or his representative present. If necessary, Mr. Erickson can 
request a civil standby from the Power County Sheriff s office. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 15th day of December, 2010. 
District Judge 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
N orman Reece, Esq. 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT FOR THE SIXTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
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TERRY and ROSANNA ANDERSEN, ) 
Husband and wife; EVERETT AND ) 
MARGIE ELLS, husband and wife; and ) 
any and all individuals claiming any ) 
possessory interest by or through them. ) 
Defendants. ) 
) 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, ) 






GLEN MAHONEY, an individual, and ) 
any and all individuals claiming any ) 
possessory interest by or through him. ) 
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CV-2009-066 
Case No. CV-2009-247 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 
The Court issued a new order on December 15, 2010, which stated the following: 
"Anders ens and Mahoney are required to remove all their property from the premises by 
Thursday, December 16,2010 at 4 p.m. Mr. Erickson, or a representative from his office, 
is required to be present whenever Andersens or Mahoney are on the premises and to 
make the video and written record previously required. Andersens and Mahoney are to 
allow Mr. Erickson, or his representative, full access at any time to make that record and 
cannot take any steps to prevent such access, the Court noting that both the mobile home 
and the storage shed in question are owned by Plaintiff, pursuant to prior orders of the 
Court. Andersens and Mahoney are to comply fully with this order without argument 
MINUTE ENTRY AND ORDER 1 
with Mr. Erickson or his representative. The Court strongly encouraged Mr. Reece to go 
to the property and to personally converse with his clients and advise them ofthis order 
and the consequences of failing to abide by it. If Mr. Reece believes that it is physically 
impossible to remove all the personal property in compliance with this order, then he and 
Mr. Erickson are to jointly advise the Court by telephone as soon as possible, but no later 
than 12 noon on December 16, 2010, for further direction of the Court." 
At approximately 10:35 a.m. on Thursday, December 16, 2010, the Court received a 
telephone call from Mr. Reece and Mr. Erickson, as well as a faxed letter from Mr. Reece. 
Defendants position was that Mahoney would be able to remove his personal property in 
compliance with the directions above. However, Andersens contended that there were 2 or 3 
items, particularly a water dispensing machine and two water heaters, that they wished more time 
to remove, after today. Plaintiff, through Mr. Erickson, objected to any further extension of 
time, arguing that the Defendants have a trailer and a large U-Haul truck on the premises, with a 
crew of 4 men to assist in moving, that Defendants have been given numerous extensions of time 
to remove their property, and that it is both unreasonable and a hardship to allow further 
extensions. 
Based on the arguments, the Court rules that the Defendants are required to remove all 
personal property from the Indian Springs premises by 5 p.m. today, December 15,2010. No 
further extensions will be permitted. All conditions previously imposed shall remain in place. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
DATED this 16th day of December, 2010. 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Norman Reece, Esq. 
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Case No. CV-2009-066 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
ON PLAINTIFF'S MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS 
This matter is before the Court on a Motion filed by Plaintiff for attorney fees and costs. 
The Court has considered all written submissions of both parties. Defendants requested a hearing 
on this Motion but, pursuant to LR.C.P. 7(b)(3)(D), the Court has determined that oral argument is 
not necessary. 
COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS 
The detail s of this dispute are set forth in the decision of the Court filed December 15, 
2009, and are incorporated herein. In summary, the complaint sought eviction of the Defendants 
from a mobile home on property Plaintiff obtained through a foreclosure action. Defendants 
filed a counterclaim asserting a continuing right to the mobile home and damages for the loss of 
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personal property. The Court concluded that Plaintiff was entitled to possession of the mobile 
home and directed Defendants to remove their personal property from the mobile home and an 
associated storage shed. In a subsequent decision, filed October 28, 2010, the Court found in 
favor of the Plaintiff on Defendants' counterclaim. l The facts and analysis of that decision are 
also incorporated herein by reference. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
In any determination of an award of costs and fees, the threshold question is which party 
prevailed. LR.C.P. 54(e)(l) states: "In any civil action the court may award reasonable attorney 
fees, which at the discretion of the court may include paralegal fees, to the prevailing party or 
parties as defined in Rule 54(d)(I)(B), when provided for by any statute or contract." [Emphasis 
added]. I.R.C.P. 54( d)(l )(B) governs the prevailing party issue: 
In determining which party to an action is a prevailing party and entitled to costs, the trial 
court shall in its sound discretion consider the final judgment or result of the action in 
relation to the relief sought by the respective parties. The trial court in its sound 
discretion may determine that a party to an action prevailed in part and did not prevail in 
part, and upon so finding may apportion the costs between and among the parties in a fair 
and equitable manner after considering all of the issues and claims involved in the action 
and the resultant judgment or judgments obtained. 
The determination of who is the prevailing party is committed to the sound discretion of the trial 
court. Rockefeller v. Grabow, 139 Idaho 538, 82 P.3d 450 (2003). 
The legal basis for an award of costs is LR.C.P. 54(d)(l). Some costs are awarded to a 
prevailing party as a matter of right and some costs can be awarded in the discretion of the Court. 
Discretionary costs are allowed "upon a showing that said costs were necessary and exceptional 
costs reasonably incurred, and should in the interest of justice be assessed against the adverse 
party." When objections to discretionary costs are made the Court "shall make express findings 
I There was one remaining issue, i.e., whether Plaintiff owed any money to Defendants for electricity used by 
Plaintiff after a certain date, but that issue was resolved by stipulation. 
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as to why such specific item of discretionary cost should or should not be allowed." Such costs 
may also be disallowed without objection, in the discretion of the Court and upon express 
findings. The determination of whether a cost is "exceptional" involves an evaluation both of the 
cost itself, i.e., whether it is the kind of cost commonly incurred in the type of litigation at issue, 
and whether the case itself is exceptional. City of McCall v. Seubert, 142 Idaho 580, 130 P.3d 
1118 (2006); Hayden Lake Fire Protection Dist. v. Alcorn, 141 Idaho 307,109 P.3d 161 (2005); 
Fish v. Smith, 131 Idaho 492, 960 P.2d 175 (1998). 
The award of attorney fees is governed by I.R.C.P. 54(e)(1), which provides that such an 
award is discretionary, to the prevailing party, "when provided for by any statute or contract." 
Whether to award fees and the amount of the fees awarded are matters of discretion, unless it 
involves a specific determination of a statute which allows for attorney fees. Grover v. 
Wadsworth, 147 Idaho 60, 205 P.3d 1196 (2009); Taylor v. Maile, 146 Idaho 705, 201 P.3d 1282 
(2009); Contreras v. Rubley, 142 Idaho 573, 130 P.3d 1111 (2006). 
If fees are awarded, the trial court, in the exercise of its discretion, must consider the 
factors set forth in LR.C.P. 54(e)(3). Sanders v. Lankford, 135 Idaho 322, 1 P.3d 823 
(Ct.App.2000); Boel v. Stewart Title Co., 137 Idaho 9, 16,43 P.3d 768, 775 (2002); Brinkman v. 
Aids Insurance Co., 115 Idaho 346,351,766 P.2d 1227,1232 (1988). The district court must, at 
a minimum, provide a record which establishes that the court considered these factors. Building 
Concepts, Ltd. v. Pickering, 114 Idaho 640, 645, 759 P.2d 931,936 (Ct.App.1988). A trial court 
need not specifically address all of the factors contained in I.R.C.P. 54(e)(3) in writing, so long 
as the record clearly indicates that the court considered them all. Brinkman, 115 Idaho at 351, 
766 P.2d at 1232. In addition, a court need not blindly accept those attorney fees requested by a 
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party, and may disallow those fees that were incurred unnecessarily or unreasonably. Craft Wall 
of Idaho, Inc. v. Stonebraker, 108 Idaho 704, 706, 701 P.2d 324,326 (Ct.App.1985). 
Plaintiff seeks recovery of attorney fees pursuant to I.C. § 12-120(1), which provides: 
Except as provided in subsections (3) and (4) of this section, in any action where 
the amount pleaded is twenty-five thousand dollars ($25,000) or less, there shall 
be taxed and allowed to the prevailing party, as part of the costs of the action, a 
reasonable amount to be fixed by the court as attorney's fees. For the plaintiff to 
be awarded attorney's fees, for the prosecution of the action, written demand for 
the payment of such claim must have been made on the defendant not less than 
ten (10) days before the commencement of the action; provided, that no attorney's 
fees shall be allowed to the plaintiff if the court finds that the defendant tendered 
to the plaintiff, prior to the commencement of the action, an amount at least equal 
to ninety-five percent (95%) of the amount awarded to the plaintiff. 
ANALYSIS AND DECISION 
I. Prevailing Party 
The Court's first determination is whether the Plaintiff is the prevailing party. In 
determining the prevailing party, the Court is required to consider the issues and claims involved 
and the resulting judgment. In this case the Plaintiff prevailed on every significant issue. 
Although the Court concluded that Plaintiffs original claim should proceed in ejectment rather 
than eviction, the conclusion was that Plaintiff prevailed and Defendants were required to leave 
the property. The Court also concluded that the mobile home in question belonged to Plaintiff. 
Plaintiff prevailed on any significant issue related to the Defendants' counterclaim. The Court 
has little difficulty concluding that Plaintiff is the prevailing party. 
II. Costs as a Matter of Right. 
The costs sought by Plaintiff that qualify are filing fees of $156.00 and service of process 
fees of$460.00. Defendants object to the award of these costs as unnecessary. The Court's 
review of the case file reflects filing fees of $68.00 on March 2, 2009. Plaintiff also requested 
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filing fees of $88.00 on September 10,2009, but the case file reflects that this last payment was 
returned to Plaintiff's counsel. Therefore, only $68.00 in filing fees is awarded. 
Plaintiff seeks service of process fees of $120.00 on March 11,2009, $40.00 on March 
12,2009, and $100 on March 13,2009. However, Bannock County Sheriff's records reflect 
payments of$160.00 total for service of process in March 2009. This $160.00 will be awarded. 
Plaintiff also seeks service of process fees of $160.00 in September 2009 and there is evidence 
that such payments were made. Rule 54(d)(1)(C)(2) states that "[a]ctual fees for service of any 
pleading or document in the action" can be recovered. However, once a complaint has been 
served and parties have appeared, service by the sheriff of any pleading is an unnecessary 
expense. Therefore, the Court declines to award the $160.00 in service of process fees in 
September 2009. In sum, the Court awards costs as a matter of right in the amount of $228.00. 
III. Discretionary Costs. 
Discretionary costs are awarded if the Court finds that they were necessary, exceptional 
and reasonably incurred, and should, in the interests of justice, be assessed. The burden is on the 
party seeking the costs to make an adequate showing on all these elements, and the determination 
of whether to award such costs is within the Court's discretion? The discretionary costs Plaintiff 
seeks are travel expenses of his attorney in the amount of $206.1 0 and photocopy expenses of 
$2.l9. Defendants object stating that no showing has been made that these expenses meet the 
standard. While the Court finds that the costs claimed are necessary and reasonable, in the 
ordinary course of defending this litigation, the Court cannot conclude that any of the 
discretionary expenses claimed are "exceptional." These expenses are typically and customarily 
incurred. The Court declines to award discretionary costs. 
2 Automobile Club Ins. Co. v. Jackson, 124 Idaho 874, 880, 865 P.2d 965,971 (1993); Beco Construction Co. v. 
Harper Contracting, Inc., 130 Idaho 4, 11, 936 P.2d 202, 209 (Ct.App. 1997). 
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IV. Attorney Fees. 
Although Plaintiff identifies 12-120(1) as a basis for the fees claimed, there is no citation 
to authority that supports this statute as an appropriate legal basis for fees in this case, and the 
Court has not discovered any. This is not a case where Plaintiff sought money damages and the 
complaint does not state the basis for a claim of less than $25,000.00 or identify compliance with 
any of the requirements of this statute. The relief sought here was not financial, but equitable. 
The Court has failed to find any sufficient legal basis for the award of fees in a case of this type. 3 
Therefore, no fees are awarded. 
CONCLUSION 
Based on the foregoing, the Court awards costs as a matter of right in the amount of 
$228.00 but declines to award discretionary costs or attorney fees .. 
DATED 1...::-_----'; of--'f't'~:J..Y~~ OIl. 
STEP 
District Judge 
cc: Lane Erickson, Esq. 
N orman Reece, Esq. 
J See Hausam v. Schnable, 126 Idaho 569,887 Pold 1076 (Ct.App.1994). 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
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Case #CV -2009-066 
Supreme Court No. 38369-2010 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
I, CHRISTINE STEINLICHT, Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Power, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing record in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound under my direction as, and 
is a true, full and correct record of the pleadings and documents as are automatically required 
under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that the following exhibits were offered or admitted in the above 
entitled cause. 
Exhibit 0 a copy map of the Indian Springs Property offered at hearing on June 10, 
2010. 
Exhibit P a copy of a tax assessment in the name of Everett and Margie Ells, 
offered at hearing on June 10, 2010. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
~ . 
Court at American Falls, Idaho, thi~ day 11. 
CHRISTfrJE STEINLICHT, 
Clerk of the District Court 
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IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
INDIAN SPRINGS LLC, an Idaho ) 








THOMAS M. HENESH. an ) 
Individual, ) 
C ounterdefendant -Respondent) 
vs. 
TERR Y and ROSANNA 
ANDERSEN, husband and wife; 
EVERETT and MARGIE ELLS, 
husband and wife; and any and all 
individuals claiming any possessory 














Supreme Court No. 38369-2010 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
1, CHRISTINE STEINLICHT. Clerk of the District Court of the Sixth Judicial District of 
the State ofIdaho, in and for the County of Power, do hereby certify that I have personally 
served or mailed, by United States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the parties 
andlor attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
Lane Erickson, Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 1391 
Pocatello,ID 83204-1391 
Norm G. Reece, Jr., Esq. 
Attorney at Law 
445 W. Chubbuck Rd .. Suite D 
Chubbuck ID 83202 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said 
Court at American Falls, Idaho, this 
CHRISTINE SIFINLICHT 
Date: 2/4/2011 
Time: 1254 PM 
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New Case Filed - Other Claims Peter D, McDermott 
Filing D - Unlawful Detainer, Forcible Detainer, Peter D, McDermott 
Forcible Entry (with or without rent, regardless of 
the dollar amount) Paid by Indian Springs LLC 
(plaintiff) Receipt number: 0000858 Dated: 
3/3/2009 Amount: $68,00 (Check) For Indian 
Springs LLC (plaintiff) 
Plaintiff: Indian Springs LLC Appearance Lane V Peter D, McDermott 
Erickson 
Notice of Trial Setting and Summons*Marjorie Peter D McDermott 
Ells 
Notice of Trial Setting and summons *Everett Ells Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Trial Setting and summons *Rosanna Peter D. McDermott 
Anderson 
Notice of Trial Setting and Summons *Terry Peter D. McDermott 
Anderson 
Ex Parte Motion to Shorten Time of Hearing on Peter D, McDermott 
Motion for continuance or Dismissal 
Affidavit of Rosanna Andersen in Support of Peter D McDermott 
Motion for Shortening of Time for hearing on the 
Motion for Continuance or Dismissal 
Motion for Continuance of Dismissal 
Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 
04/09/2009 02:00 PM) Eviction Trial 
Peter D, McDermott 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Trial Setting and Summons *Everett Ells Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Trial Setting and summons **Marjorie Peter D, McDermott 
Ells 
Notice of Trial Setting and Summons *Terry 
Anderson 
Peter D. McDermott 
Notice of Trial Setting and summons *Rosanna Peter D, McDermott 
Anderson 
Filing: 12 - Initial Appearance by persons other Peter D, McDermott 
than the plaintiff or petitioner more than $300, Not 
more than $1000 Paid by: Ells, Everett 
(defendant) Receipt number: 0001295 Dated: 
3/31/2009 Amount $58.00 (Cash) For Ells, 
Everett (defendant) 
Filing J6 Special motions, petitions and Peter D. McDermott 
pleadings - Cross claim (defendant v, defendant 
or plaintiff v. plaintiff) Paid by: Ells, Everett 
(defendant) Receipt number: 0001295 Dated: 
3/31/2009 Amount: $14.00 (Cash) For: Ells, 
Everett (defendant) 
Date: 2/4/2011 Sixth Judicial District Court - Power County User LINDA 
Time: 1254 PM ROA Report 
Page 2 of6 Case 009-0000066 Current Judge Stephen S. 
Indian Springs LLC vs. Terry Andersen, eta!. 
Indian Spnngs LLC vs. Terry Andersen, Rosanna Andersen, Everett Ells, Marjorie Ells 
Date Code User Judge 
3/31/2009 LINDA Filing 12 - Initial Appearance by persons other Peter D. McDermott 
than the plaintiff or petitioner more than $300, Not 
more than $1000 Paid by: Andersen, Terry 
(defendant) Receipt number: 0001296 Dated: 
3/31/2009 Amount: $58.00 (Cash) For: 
Andersen, Terry (defendant) 
LINDA Filing: J6 - Special motions, petitions and Peter D. McDermott 
pleadings - Cross claim (defendant v. defendant 
or plaintiff v. plaintiff) Paid by: Andersen, Terry 
(defendant) Receipt number: 0001296 Dated: 
3/31/2009 Amount: $14.00 (Cash) For 
Andersen, Terry (defendant) 
FILD LINDA Defendants (marge and Everette Ells) Answer Peter D McDermott 
and Counterclaim 
FILD LINDA Defendants (Anderson) Answer and Counterclaim Peter D. McDermott 
FILD LINDA Motion to Dismiss (Anderson) Peter D. McDermott 
FILD LINDA Memorandum in Support of Motion to Dismiss Peter D McDermott 
4/1/2009 FILD LINDA Notice of Hearing Peter D. McDermott 
RTSO LINDA Return Of Service By Sheriff *William Ells Peter D McDermott 
RTSO LINDA Return Of Service By Sheriff **Margie Ells Peter D. McDermott 
RTSO LINDA return of Service by sheriff *Rosanna Andersen Peter D McDermott 
RTSO LINDA Return Of Service By Sheriff*Terry Andersen Peter D. McDermott 
4/2/2009 FILD LINDA Ex parte Motion for Extension or Shortening of Peter D. McDermott 
Time 
4/8/2009 FILD LINDA Amendment to Defendant's Answer and Peter D. McDermott 
Counterclaim 
FILD LINDA Amendment to Memorandum in Support of Peter D McDermott 
Motion to Dismiss 
4/10/2009 INHD LINDA Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on Peter D McDermott 
04/09/2009 0200 PM Interim Hearing Held 
Eviction Trial 
4/1712009 MEOR LINDA Minute Entry And Order Filed Peter D. McDermott 
9/112009 CHJG LINDA Change Assigned Judge (batch process) 
9/10/2009 HRSC LINDA Hearing Scheduled (Eviction 10108/200901 :30 Stephen S. Dunn 
PM) 
SMIS LINDA Notice of Trial Setting and Summons*Margie Ells Stephen S Dunn 
SMIS LINDA Noticer of Trial Setting and Summons*Everett Ells Stephen S. Dunn 
SMIS LINDA Notice of Trial Setting and Summons *Rosanna Stephen S. Dunn 
Anderson 
SMIS LINDA Notice of Trial and Setting and Summons Stephen S. Dunn 
**Roseanna Anderson 
SMIS LINDA Notice of Trial and summons **Terry Anderson Stephen S Dunn 
9/23/2009 RTSO LINDA Return Of Service By Sheriff**Wiliiam Everett Ells Stephen S Dunn 
RTSO LINDA Return Of Service By Sheriff *Margie Ells Stephen S Dunn 
Date: 2/4/2011 
Time: 1254 PM 
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Return Of Service By Sheriff *Terry w. Andersen Stephen S Dunn 
Return Of Service By Sheriff *Rosanna Andersen Stephen S Dunn 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type Eviction 
Hearing date 10/8/2009 
Time 1 :31 pm 
Courtroom: 
Court reporter: Sheila Fish 
Minutes Clerk: Linda Annen 
Tape Number: 
Party Indian Springs LLC, Attorney: 
Party: Rosanna Andersen 
Party: Terry Andersen 
Lane Ericksor 
Hearing result for Eviction held on 10108/2009 
01:30 PM: Interim Hearing Held 
Amended Motion to Dismiss Complaint for 
Eviction and Notice of Hearing 
Affidavit of Terry Andersen in Support of 
Amended Motion to Dismiss 
Affidavit of Leser Dee Baker 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion to Dismiss 
11/12/200902:00 PM) 
Amended Complaint for Eviction 
Brief in Support of Motion to Dismiss Complaint 
for Eviction 
Memorandum in Support of Eviction and 
Response to Defendant's Second Motion to 
Dismiss 
Motion for Order to Shorten Time 
Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings 
Objection to Motion for Leave to Amend 
Pleadings, Motion to Strike Amended Complaint 
for Eviction and Motion for Enlargement of Time. 
Hearing result for Motion to Dismiss held on 
11/12/20090200 PM Interim Hearing Held 
Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 
12/10/20090230 PM) 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Sheila Fish 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 30 pages or less 
Minute Entry And Order Filed (October 8th 
hearing) 
Minute Entry And Order Filed 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Date: 2/4/2011 
Time: 1254 PM 
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Amended Motion to Dismiss the amended 
Complaint for Eviction 
Affidavit of Rodney Burch 
Affidavit of Margie Ells 
Court Minutes 
Hearing type: Further Proceedings 
Hearing date: 12/10/2009 
Time 217 pm 
Courtroom 
Court reporter 
Minutes Clerk Linda Annen 
Tape Number 
Party Everett Ells 
Party: Indian Springs LLC, Attorney Lane Ericksol 
Party Marjorie Ells 
Party: Rosanna Andersen 
Party: Terry Andersen 
Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on 
12/10/2009 0230 PM Interim Hearing Held 
Judge 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Minute Entry And Order Filed Stephen S. Dunn 
Memorandum Decision and Order Stephen S. DUnn 
Motion for Rule 54 (b) Certificate Stephen S. Dunn 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 03/11/2010 01 :30 Stephen S. Dunn 
PM) 
Notice of hearing on Andersen Motion for rule Stephen S Dunn 
54(b )Certificate 
Hearing result for Motion held on 03/11/2010 Stephen S Dunn 
0130 PM Interim Hearing Held Motion for Rule 
54(b) Certificate 
District Court Hearing Held 
Court Reporter: Steph Morse 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 10 pages or less 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Case Taken Under Advisement Stephen S. Dunn 
Minute Entry And Order Filed Stephen S DUnn 
Memorandum Decision and Order Stephen S Dunn 
Decision Or Opinion Stephen S Dunn 
Motion for Enlargement of Time To Comply with Stephen S. Dunn 
Court Order 
Motion for Shortening of Time 
Order Shortening Time 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 04/08/2010 0215 
PM) 
Hearing result for Motion held on 04/08/2010 
02: 15 PM I nterim Hearing Held 
Minute Entry And Order Filed 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Date 2/412011 
Time: 1254 PM 
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Order to Appear 
Hearing Scheduled (Status 06/10/2010 0230 
PM) 
Motion to Reconsider 
Filing 11 - Initial Appearance by persons other 
than the plaintiff or petitioner Paid by: Norman 
G. Reece, P.C. Receipt number: 0001670 
Dated: 6/10/2010 Amount: $58.00 (Check) For: 
Ells, Everett (defendant) 
Notice of Appearance 
Affidavit of Terry Andersen in Support of 
Documents Submitted in Evidence 
Hearing result for Status held on 06/10/2010 
0230 PM: Interim Hearing Held &Motion to 
Reconsider 
Hearing Scheduled (Further Proceedings 
11/12/201001:30 PM) 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Minute Entry And Order Filed Stephen S Dunn 
Memorandum Decision and order on Motion for Stephen S Dunn 
Reconsideration 
Brief re Assignor Liability Stephen S Dunn 
Notice of Appearance 
Answer to Verified Amended Complaint for 
Eviction and Counterclaim 
Noticie of Service 
Response to Brief re: Assignor Liability and 
Memorandum inSupport of Motion to Dismiss, 
Answer to Verified Amended Complaint and 
Counterclaim 
Motion to Dismiss 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Stephen S Dunn 
Notice of Service of Responses by Plaintiff to Stephen S Dunn 
Defendants Requests for Admission 
Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings and Notice Stephen S Dunn 
of hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion 10107/2010 02:00 Stephen S Dunn 
PM) Motion for Leave to Amend Pleadings 
Plaintiffs Objection to Defendant's Motion to Stephen S Dunn 
Amend 
Hearing result for Motion held on 10107/2010 Stephen S Dunn 
0200 PM: Interim Hearing Held Motion for 
Leave to Amend Pleadings 
District Court Hearing Held Stephen S. Dunn 
Court Reporter: Sheila Fish 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: 100 or less 
Case Taken Under Advisement Stephen S Dunn 
Date: 2/4/2011 
Time: 1254 PM 
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Minute Entry And Order Filed Stephen S. Dunn 
Memorandum Decision and Order re: Plaintiffs Stephen S Dunn 
Motion to Dismiss and Defendant's Motion to 
Amend 
Hearing result for Further Proceedings held on Stephen S Dunn 
11/12/2010 0130 PM: Hearing Vacated 
Order on Defendant's Motion for Enlargement of Stephen S. Dunn 
Time 
Motion for Enlargement of Time and Notice of Stephen S. Dunn 
hearing 
Motion for Order to Shorten Time and and Notice Stephen S. Dunn 
of Hearing 
Affidavit of Terry Andersen Stephen S Dunn 
Affidavit of Rosanna Andersen Stephen S Dunn 
Affidavit of Thomas Henesh Stephen S Dunn 
Affidavit of Lane V. Erickson Stephen S. Dunn 
Withdrawal of Damages Submissions Stephen S. Dunn 
Judgment Stephen S. Dunn 
NOTICE OF APPEAL Stephen S. Dunn 
Filing L4 - Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to Stephen S Dunn 
Supreme Court Paid by: Indian Springs LLC 
(plaintiff) Receipt number: 0003378 Dated 
12/9/2010 Amount $101.00 (Check) For Indian 
Springs LLC (plaintiff) 
Civil Disposition entered for: Andersen, Rosanna, Stephen S. Dunn 
Defendant; Andersen, Terry, Defendant; Ells, 
Everett, Defendant; Ells, Marjorie, Defendant; 
Indian Springs LLC, Plaintiff. Filing date 
12/9/2010 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Stephen S Dunn 
Minute Entry And Order Filed Stephen S Dunn 
Minute Entry And Order Filed Stephen S Dunn 
Minute Entry And Order Filed Stephen S. Dunn 
Motion for Order Awarding Attorney's Fees and Stephen S. Dunn 
Costs 
Memorandum of Costs 
Affidavit of Attorney Fees 
Memorandum Decision on Plaintiffs Motion for 
Attorney Fees and Costs 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
Stephen S. Dunn 
